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Re-establishing the Neighborhood Association
The Silver Beach Neighborhood Association (SBNA) Board was reestablished in November
2006 with a full slate of interim officers. Nominations for permanent officers were forwarded in
December and officers were elected in January 2007. The board identified two major initiatives:
1) Write a new neighborhood plan, and
2) Reinvigorate the Silver Beach Neighborhood Association.
This document describes the process used to accomplish the first item.

Neighborhood Plan Development
Motivation and Purpose
The first Silver Beach Neighborhood Plan, completed in 1980, was seriously outdated and in a
format completely different than the City’s Comprehensive Plan. An update of that plan, which
included few, minor changes, was adopted by the city in 2005. This latest update has been
fueled in large part by concerns that the water quality of Lake Whatcom Reservoir was rapidly
deteriorating. The Board decided to entirely rewrite the Plan consistent with the City’s guidance
and compatible with the City’s Comprehensive Plan. Four work groups were established that
would divide the work of rewriting the Plan:
• Neighborhood Character,
• Capital Facilities,
• Zoning and Land Use, and
• Lake Whatcom.
•
See the last section of this document for a list of work group participants.
From the outset, the Board was committed to a transparent and fair process that would advance
the Plan favored by the majority of the participating Silver Beach residents and also represent
dissenting views so City officials taking action on various plan elements would understand the
extent of consensus and the context of concerns raised

Neighborhood Notification
The Board further decided that the two major initiatives would be best served by a series of
interesting, informative programs and by aggressively attempting to involve Silver Beach
residents in the Association. Residents were notified of meetings through several mechanisms:
 Signs announcing upcoming meetings were displayed throughout the
neighborhood. Initially,15 signs were posted then increased to 25 later in the year.
 Upcoming meetings were advertised several days in advance in the Bellingham
Herald, Cascadia Weekly, and Whatcom Independent.
 Meetings were announced on radio stations owned by Cascadia Radio Group KGMI, KAFE, KBAI, KISM, and KPUG - several days before the meeting.
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 Emails were sent to everyone for whom we had an email address about 4 days in
advance of meetings. Over time this list has grown to over 140 individuals who
are regularly notified of meetings and important developments.
 Postcards were mailed to the entire neighborhood in advance of the February,
June and September meetings using the City’s Silver Beach address list.
 Finally, a web site was established that advertises impending meetings, posts
significant developments and contains important documents relevant to the
neighborhood including the Plan as it developed.

Meeting Programs and Attendance
The Silver Beach Neighborhood Association’s (SBNA) programs early in 2007 were designed to
educate neighborhood residents and those researching and writing the draft Plan regarding
various aspects of city planning. SBNA hosted the following programs over the past year:
November 2006 – Election of interim officers and association organization
December 2006 – Nominations for permanent officers and Neighborhood Plan organization
January 2007 – Mike Hilles discussed Lake Whatcom monitoring and Peg Wendling
provided background and information on drinking water treatment and delivery. Joan
Beardsley encouraged our efforts and endorsed the need for aggressive action to save
Lake Whatcom. Permanent officers were elected.
February 2007* – Kim Spens and Kurt Nabbefeld enlightened the Association on zoning
history and practices, especially as they relate to Silver Beach.
March 2007 – Jason Porter and Bill Riley reviewed the practices and limitations of
stormwater control.
April 2007 – Paul Leuthold gave a presentation about our park system and future plans for it.
Fritz Anthony informed us of city plans for upcoming paving projects.
May 2007 - Alfred Arkley and Kate Grinde of our neighborhood gave a presentation about
the colorful history of Silver Beach. Heather Higgins-Aanes and Clare Fogelsong
described and invited us to participate in the Stormwater Retrofit Program.
June 2007 * – Group leaders responsible for the various elements of the new Neighborhood
Plan shared their preliminary findings with the audience.
July 2007 – Neighborhood sponsored Candidates forum.
August 2007 – A neighborhood picnic with featured guest Robin Matthews who spent two
hours answering questions about Lake Whatcom.
September 2007 * – An Open House format was selected to roll out the draft Neighborhood
Plan and solicit comments from the neighborhood.
October 2007 – Meeting to vote on the revised Plan. The agenda included an overview of
changes made to the Neighborhood Plan based on comments received at the September
Open House, questions, and comments about the Plan and voting process.
November 2007 – Presentation of voting results, overview of the City’s next steps and
opportunities for public involvement through the City and SBNA. Followed by
nominations of SNBA officers.
*Postcard mailed to all SB residents & property owners 10 days prior to the event.
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Plan Development Process
The first step in the Plan development process began in early January 2007 at which time a
schedule for delivery of a final document to the City in November 2007 was proposed. Data
collection, research and initial writing occurred from January through May 2007 in preparation
for rolling out a very rough draft in June 2007. During this time, members of the small groups
collected and absorbed information, and presented draft language to their group at periodic group
meetings. The ideas and language were debated in these sessions and further research and
refinement ensued. Monthly Neighborhood Association educational meetings provided
additional information, contacts and source material to be used for the plan’s development. At
every Association meeting, attendees were encouraged to join one or more of the 4 work groups
and time was set a side during the last 20 to 30 minutes of the meeting to meet with the groups.
After the June 2007 meeting, work groups continued to meet and further refine the document for
the September Open House. The Zoning work group was comprised of six individuals. Five
people worked on the Capital Facilities element. Six people were involved with Neighborhood
Character and eight individuals worked on Lake Whatcom.

Public Review & Comment
Each work group was open to additional neighborhood involvement throughout the drafting of
the Plan. In June 2007, the first product, a very rough draft, was presented at the SBNA’s regular
monthly meeting. People were encouraged to submit comments at that time. The September
2007 Silver Beach Neighborhood Open House provided a structured process for community
members to review all proposed Action Items in the draft Plan and provide comments. Stations
were established throughout the room, one for each section of the Plan where posters of proposed
Action Items were hung on walls for community members to review and comment on. Work
Group members at each station encouraged community members to:
1) Learn about the section of the draft plan and review the contents;
2) Ask questions about the process or draft plan content;
3) Give detailed feedback – via comment cards and to indicate if they supported (green
dot) or had concerns (yellow dot) about specific elements of the proposed Plan;
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4) Join one or more of the small work groups to make recommendations based on the
community input from the September comments; and
5) Encourage participation in the October voting on the Plan.
All comments received and a tally of the support/concern dots were entered verbatim into a
‘SBNA September Open House Comments & Responses’ document found on page 9. As a
follow-up to the Open House, everyone was invited to attend a series of small work group
meetings where recommendations – based on comments received at the Open House – for
changes to the Plan were discussed. The teams then developed responses to the comments,
including changes in Plan text if deemed appropriate and a rationale if the Plan text was not
changed. The revised Plan and comment response document were posted on the Silver Beach
Neighborhood Association’s website on October 1. An email notification was also sent that day
out regarding the update’s availability. It also restated the information provided in handouts at
the September Open House indicating the next steps for the Plan development, review and voting
date, time and process.

Community Voting on Plan Elements
Development of Voting Process
The Silver Beach Neighborhood Association developed a voting ballot (see page 52) that would
provide neighborhood residents and property owners an opportunity to provide maximum input
on the specific action items. The voting process was developed to ensure the privacy and
integrity of the votes. Additionally, this process took into consideration the limited time of
volunteers, limited resources for supporting ballot integrity, and the desire to limit any
perception of opportunities for vote manipulation.
The process the Board developed included:
•
•
•

Voters had to be present to vote
Proxy and absentee votes would not be allowed
The 2-envelope ballot process to:
1) Assure the secrecy of individuals votes
2) Track that all votes cast were made by residents or property owners within in
the Silver Beach neighborhood boundary area as defined by the City of
Bellingham

Voting
Voting was conducted on Thursday, October 11, 2007 from 7:00 – 9:30 p.m. at the Bloedel
Donovan Park Gymnasium during and following a brief presentation on the modifications made
to the original Plan as a result of public comments made at the September Open House or
received by email.
Step 1 Individuals wishing to vote needed to provide names, addresses and phone numbers at
the registration table after which they received a ballot in an unmarked envelope.
Step 2 Individuals voted and put their ballot back into the unmarked envelope and sealed it.
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Step 3 At the ballot box, individuals were required to put their sealed envelope into another
envelope on which they wrote their name and street address. This second, sealed envelope
with the name and address on the outside went into the ballot box.
At 9:30 the voting period ended and the ballot boxes were secured by Silver Beach
Neighborhood Association Board members. The remaining unused ballots were hole-punched at
9:30 to ensure they were not used. The ballot boxes were locked in an SBNA Board member’s
vehicle in a secured garage overnight and brought back to Bloedel Donovan Park Pavilion the
next morning for the ballot verification process, which is outlined in detail below. Of the 193
names signed in, three individuals signed in for spouses not present at the meeting; one of these
signed in for their spouse twice.
Verification of Residence or Property Ownership
Verification of residence took place on Friday, October 12, 2007 at the Bloedel Donovan Park
Pavilion. To preserve a transparent process, volunteers were requested from the community
meeting the night before, principally to give the vocal opposition an opportunity to either witness
or participate in the process. Mike Robinson, Corinne Hansen, Debbie McCunn, Joan Dudley,
Alfred Arkley, Myron Wlaznak, and Mike Johnston were present to verify residency of those
who voted. Mary Dumas of Dumas & Associates was present as an observer of the verification
process.
Step 1 Volunteers opened the ballot box and checked the street address on the outer envelope
against the meeting registration list and the City of Bellingham’s list of addresses within the
Silver Beach neighborhood boundary area. If an envelope was included that did not have an
address, or the name/address could not be cross-referenced to the City’s database address list
a call was made to attempt to verify residency verbally.
Step 2 Once the address was verified, the outer envelope for verified residences was opened
and the white, sealed envelope containing the ballot was put into the ballot box.
Step 3 The addressed envelopes were placed in a separate container for use as an audit trail.
The number of the addressed envelopes should equal the number of ballots counted. These
envelopes provided a record of whose ballots were counted but not how they voted.
There were 191 manila envelopes in the ballot boxes. Three of the ballots were checked for
residency and confirmed upon discussion with the landowner/ resident. Three of the manila
envelopes were not included in the final ballot count as two of these were submitted by
individuals on behalf of spouses who were not present at the meeting and one did not contain an
address on the outside. (Those submitted on the behalf of spouses are included in the table of
‘Tally of votes submitted outside the sanctioned voting process’.) Following the ballot
verification process, the box with white envelopes containing ballots and the box with the
opened manila envelopes were placed in a SBNA Board Member’s car, driven to the member’s
home and remained locked in the car the weekend of October 13th and 14th. The car was driven
to Bloedel Donovan on October 15th and the ballots taken to the Pavilion Building for counting.
Ballot Counting
Counting of the ballots took place on Monday, October 15, 2007 at the Bloedel Donovan Park
Pavilion. To preserve a transparent process, volunteers were requested from the community
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meeting to give the vocal opposition and other community members an opportunity to either
witness or participate in the process. Arlene Rance, Mike Johnston, Debbie McCunn, Mike
Robinson, Trish Robinson, Coreen Hansen, Audrey Borders, Joan Dudley, Ken Bell, Glenda
Exner, Myron Wlaznak, Lee Everett, Lee Baron, and Alfred Arkley conducted the ballot count.
Robert Gerel and Mary Dumas were present as observers of the process.
Step 1 The box containing the ballot envelopes was opened and ballots were counted by
teams of two comprised of Silver Beach Neighborhood Association Board members
partnered with a community member volunteer.
Step 2 Each team conducted the following steps to sort the ballots before counting 1) opened
all white envelopes and sorted into three stacks: 100% yes ballots, 100% no ballots, and
mixed vote ballots.
Step 3 The two individuals then verified the number of all yes and all no ballots and signed
the certification sheet. These ballots from all tables were then grouped and set aside.
Step 4 The counting teams then counted the ballots in batches of 20. Each person in the team
completed an individual tally sheet. Pairs had the option to tally ten ballots at time
individually or they placed the stack of 20 ballots between them and tallied individually off
the same ballot. The pairs then switched ballots and tally sheets and checked each other’s
work. If the totals matched, then the team verified the results with the compilation team. If
the totals did not match, the team worked together to resolve errors.
Step 5 Two individuals were assigned to the compilation task. The confirmed tally sheets
and ballots from the counting teams were banded together and provided to the compilation
team, which then verified that all ballots had been received from the counting teams. The
compilation team then totaled the results by Action. The totals were then independently
verified for the final count. See ‘Voting Results’ section for tally by Actions.
Final Plan Development
The completed tally of votes was used to determine the final revisions to the Silver Beach
Neighborhood Plan. Plan authors retained Actions that had a majority yeah vote and removed
those Actions with a majority no vote. All vote results along with associated comments and
responses are included later in this document. A small work group identified any Actions on the
ballot that were identified by community members as 1) overstepping the Group A proposal
guidelines provided by the City of Bellingham, 2) address areas outside the boundary area of the
neighborhood, or 3) are inconsistent with the City of Bellingham’s Comprehensive Plan. The
results of this reviews are included in the final Plan submitted to the City. Public notification of
the vote results were emailed and posted on the SBNA’s website approximately 2 weeks
following the vote .
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Comment
Verbatim comment from 9-13-07 Open
House

General Comments

Comment 1. Crime has been increasing in
the Silver Beach area: home invasion
attempt at Mouers, Robbery at Mouers,
Home invasion at Dallas residence on
Dakin, peeping Tom at Wade/Deb
Hendrickson at Northshore. Drug deals at
Silver Beach Grocery as Dan who works at
store. (Doug Mouers)
2. Change “maintain neighborhood
character”, Part 3, p. 5 to
“Enhance/promote/neighborhood
character” (Doug Mooers)
3. Enforce with education and mailings –
no signs on utility poles! We should discuss
this! (Susan Edgar)
4. Part 3, pg. 5, “est. environment model
for all Lake Whatcom” arrow perhaps not
within our arena of “character” (Linda
Bergsma)
5. Part 2, pg. 5 Strengths & Weakness,
please add comment following:
“Unfortunately many others continue
practices…..Something to the effect that
“many others including residents outside
Silver Beach neighborhoods continue

Green dots 24 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
Yellow dots 5

Chapter 1: Neighborhood Character

Plan Element
Section – Action Item
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Response 1. We have made no change to the
section on safety. A review of the crime
statistics from 2002 to present indicate no
clear evidence of an increase of crime in
Silver Beach. The home invasion increase,
for example (Burglary – residential) for 2007
(Jan. – Sept.) is 6; for all of 2006 was 12,
2005 was 15, 2004 was 7, 2003 was 17, and
2002 was 6. Drug deals for 2007 (Jan.-Sept.)
is 1; This does not include the drug bust on
Dakin. For all of 2006 were 8, 2005 were 3,
2004 were 3, 2003 were 5, and 2002 was 1.
Although individuals who are the victims
want more police presence, it is difficult to
make a case for more of a police presence in
light of the statistics.
2. Replace “maintain” with “Enhance and
promote” Part 3, page 5 last sentence.
3. This is an existing ordinance that the city
can enforce.
4. What is done for the watershed in
Whatcom County will depend upon the
actions of the county government. However,
the City can and should address watershed
issues within its boundaries.

Response
How was comment applied in Plan
revision?

SBNA September Open House Comments & Responses

practices” ( Linda Bergsma)
6. Editing pages 3 to 5 as follows:
Part 1 Vision Statement add “& Goals” to
Silver Beach 2020; Part 2 Past and Present
add commas to By the 1970’s “,” From
1980’s to 2000 “,”
7. Question about “eight percent of Lake
Whatcom” is this by surface
measurements?
8. Silver Beach population, anyway to get
more recent stats!!!?
9. Using free lunch as an indicator of
neighborhood’s relative wealth how
defined? Property value? Resident’s
income or assets?
10.Neighborhood Character pg. 4 change
“east” to “west”, add “,”after hilly
neighborhood and delete “unique”, add “,”
after “web site”, Replace “with” after small
sites to “having”
11. Question Lots zoned how big? at
bottom of page 4.
12.Development Patterns, page 5, add “In
addition” before “Teardowns”
13. Part 3 Broad Goal Statements for the
Future, page 5, last line, add “lakeside”
before “neighborhood’s” (Joyce Prigot)
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5. Add “including residents outside Silver
Beach neighborhood” after the word “others
in the last sentence under Strengths and
Weaknesses (Part 2, page 5).
6. Part 1 “& Goals”. The City in its template
uses the words “Vision Statement” and we
will follow the city guidelines.
7. Yes
8. These are the most recent population
numbers we could obtain.
9. This is just one method used to indicate
the neighborhood’s relative wealth. It
indicates the household income level of the
families with children in the neighborhood.
10. Replaced “…Alabama and Barkley hills
to the east…” with “…Alabama and
Barkley hills to the west… Deleted “unique”
on sentence 3. Replaced “with” with
“having” on sentence 1, paragraph 3,
Neighborhood Character.
11. The details on lot size are described in
the Land Use section of the Plan.
12. Sentence adjusted otherwise
13. Add “lakeside” before “neighborhood”
last sentence.

Green Dots 28 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
Yellow Dots 5 (Indicates concern regarding entire chapter)
LUZA - 1 Consider a building moratorium to
Comment 1. You have stated that there are
limit further development in the Lake
less than 60 homes in the SB
Whatcom Watershed until water quality
Neighborhood. A moratorium would not
improvements in Lake Whatcom are verified.
be an effective solution. A threat of a
Green dots 2
moratorium would cause me to build
Yellow dots 13
sooner that I would. (Ken Bell)
2. I feel land owners (lot owners) should be
able to build on their property (lots) so long
as approved density limits are followed!
(Robert L. Blore)
3. Oppose mandate on individual
homeowners. Instead collect water on
lakeside of Northshore & Electric and pipe
water to a treatment site. Pay with tax on
fuel in Whatcom. (Doug Mouers)
4. Why put the burden on those who live in
the watershed – everyone drinks from the
lake.
5. Why limit good use of space by not
allowing 2 stories? Makes no sense. (Linda
Colhert)
6. Rather than a moratorium on further
building, establish LEED Silver standards
for construction of new building. It is then
possible to reduce the ecological impact of
new structures significantly. Rather than
restrictions, allow better methods/design to
allow new structures. (Jan Hayes)
LUZA – 2 Land use designations should be
1. Don’t agree with changing density
adjusted in areas where appropriate, including
without compensation for land owners
Changing the designation of Areas 3,6,11, and
whose property has been devalued. (Bob
14 to Residential Single, Low Density;
Bray)

Chapter 2: LAND USE & ZONING
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1. Vested entitlements will not be altered by
a rezone
2. This is a building code issue not addressed
in the Plan

Response 1&2. Until water quality improves
in the Lake Whatcom watershed, there
should be no further development anywhere
in the watershed.
3. LWSMA 1 in the Lake Whatcom section
addresses this point. Many stormwater
solutions involve low technology and low
cost such as rain barrels and dry wells. We
believe costs for more expensive solutions
should be shared or funded completely by
City grants such as the Stormwater Retrofit
Program.
4. In Bellingham, Silver Beach residents are
contributing the most to Lake Whatcom’s
problems and have a responsibility to
address them.
5. Comment does not relate to the action
item
These standards are desirable, but do not
mitigate water quality concerns

LUZA – 3 Limit house size to 2,500 square
feet or 35% of lot size.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 25

Changing the designation of Area 13 to limit
further development; Changing the designation
on Section 18 to reflect the current use and
decrease density.
Green dots 1
Yellow dots 15

2. I have a 1 story house on Seeley in Culde-Sac. If I wanted to build a 2nd story
and improve my square footage (upward)
would this be possible? (Ruth Ashworth)
3. Changing density would make all
existing properties non conforming. (Ken
Bell)
4. Leave existing platted lots alone –
grandfather the existing platted legal lots
under old plan. They were purchased
under that zoning. No problem with
restricting the division of lots of
establishing new lots. ( Ken Bell)
5. Should not be limited – only limited for
footprint for same reasons as above. (Why
limit good use of space by not allowing 2nd
story? Makes no sense.
(Linda Colhert)
6. Please notify property owners if they are
affected by a downzone in writing to let
them know the impact to their property
(Ken Bell)
1. Oppose size restriction to 2,500 sq.ft.
The size limit needs to be discussed in more
detail with more people from the
neighborhood. Perhaps have in-home
meeting. (Doug Mouers)
2. Cannot limit house size to 2,500 sq. ft.
Plan must allow for 2 story construction or
2 story with walk out basements as this
does not change the non-pervious surface
area of the property. (S. Hofer)
3. No limit on home size – Footprint only.
(Pete Coy)
4. Area of house is not the issue – it is area
of house footprint that matters. However a
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We have removed this recommendation, and
endorse the current Silver Beach Ordinance
limitations on footprint and impervious
surface.

3. Only a portion of existing properties
would be nonconforming, but vested rights
are grandfathered.
4. The plan includes grandfathering vested
entitlements.
5. The Plan does not prohibit a 2nd story.
6. Legal processes for a rezone will be
followed including public notice and
participation.

LUZA – 4 Due to watershed location, wildlife,
wetlands, trails and proximity to Big Rock Park
and the Silver Beach School, further
development in Area 1 should be prohibited.
Green dots 3
Yellow dots 0
LUZA – 5 The City should continue and

1. Don’t create another bureaucracy of

house not to exceed area is appropriate
when combined with footprint limitations.
5. NO downzone! Require people (even
people remodeling or adding on) to meet
basic “grass roots” requirements (dry
wells, etc.) to get the runoff back into the
ground on their own lot. I have done this
on my lot very easily (trench drain(s)/dry
wells… (Kerry Garrett)
6. Don’t create another bureaucracy of
snoops and informers and ‘certificate’
inspectors – we have enough hypocrts
already change the culture, don’t add
more laws!
7. Find a way to inspect existing homes to
catch current homeowners who are adding
paved patios, sidewalks, etc. w/o building
permits (w/in the watershed. (Vale
Hartley)
8. Houses should not have a size limit as
long as they do not cover more square
footage than allowed or block anyone’s
view. (Tony Carter)
9. LUZA 3 is confusing – is the size limit
2,500 SF living space or footprint? If it is
living space, then it is an apples to oranges
comparison with 35% of lot size. If it is
living space, then I completely disagree.
(Cris Brueske)
1. Don’t create another bureaucracy of
snops and informers and ‘certificate’
inspectors – we have enough hypocrts
already change the culture, don’t add more
laws!
1. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
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1. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.

LUZA – 6 The zoning code should be updated
to include landscape treatment adjacent to
streams. All year around streams should have a
buffer zone consistent with the Shoreline
Master Plan.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 2
LUZA – 7 The neighborhoods of the city shall
work together to improve the height restriction
code.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 3

expand their program to purchase sensitive
land areas in the Lake Whatcom watershed. In
particular it should purchase the wetlands
adjacent to Bloedel Donovan Park and located
within Area 13
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 10

1. We are concerned with amount of
regulations that are being put upon. I
think education is good and that with this
education good choices are made. Thanks
for all your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
2. Any discussion about changes to height
restriction should be presented to the
voters in Silver Beach area ( by ballot).
3. Home height in a given neighborhood
radius should serve as a standard for
homeowners who wish to change their
height. (Doug Mouers)

snops and informers and ‘certificate’
inspectors – we have enough hypocrts
already change the culture, don’t add more
laws!
2 .Why not put the burden on those who
live in the watershed – everyone drinks
from the lake.
3. We are already being taxed for storm
water. What is being done with increased
prop. Tax from the new properties
developed over the past 10 years? (Doug
Mouers)
1. We are concerned with amount of
regulations that are being put upon. I
think education is good and that with this
education good choices are made. Thanks
for all your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
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1. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.
2. Change in height restrictions will go
through the ordinance change process which
will include the opportunity for public
comment.
3. .Interesting idea but beyond the scope of

Note: We have agonized over the issue of
height and bulk. It is clear the current
regulation (35 foot to mid roofline) is
excessive in many situations in our
neighborhood. If the issue of height and
bulk and views are not addressed in a city
wide comprehensive ordinance, we suggest a
25 foot maximum to mid roof line be adopted
in the Silver Beach neighborhood.

1. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.

2 &3 Everyone in Bellingham is paying for
storm water controls and land acquisition in
their water bill.

response.

LUZA – 10 Update the zoning code to include
regulations regarding the size of docks and
other marine facilities. The size and number of
these facilities should be reduced so as not to
degrade the quality of the Lake.
Green dots 1
Yellow dots 13

LUZA – 9 All requests for building permits
should include a landscaping plan that includes
retaining as much natural vegetation as
possible. New plantings should be designed to
protect existing views where possible.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 10

LUZA – 8 Existing property owners on the
lakeshore should be encouraged to participate
in the storm water retrofit program.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 8

1. Do not force retrofit, rather seek
alternative solutions such as capture of
water runoff at road edge & pipe to city
treatment site. Fund w/ Whatcom County
fuel tax.
2. Who bears the ongoing liability for these
installations? If a person is injured who is
responsible.
3. Stipulate city compensation to
cooperating property owners for
participate in a storm water retrofit
programs.
1. We need height restrictions on
vegetation. The only people allowed to
have protected views are those directly on
the lake, not those of us around the lake.
We are losing our views. (Laurel Ayling)
2. We are concerned with amount of
regulations that are being put upon. I
think education is good and that with this
education good choices are made. Thanks
for all your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
3. Replace “retaining” with “requiring”.
1. We are concerned with amount of
regulations that are being put upon. I
think education is good and that with this
education good choices are made. Thanks
for all your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
2. Isn’t that covered by the Shoreline
Management Act?
3.Before reducing docks presently at the
lake, perform a study of the impact of these
structures on the watershed. Provide the
research & findings to specific
homeowners. Allow homeowners to decide
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1. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.
2. This may be covered by the Shoreline
Management Act but we are creating a
neighborhood vision and believe docks on
the Lake deserve special attention given that
the Lake is a source of drinking water.
3. We agree the subject needs to be studied,
however the health of the Lake is
paramount.

1. Eliminating trees for view protection
needs to be balanced with their value in
intercepting storm water and processing
CO2.
2. Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.
3. We don’t believe there is a substantive
difference between these two words.

the plan
1,2&3. This item encourages a volunteer
program. Many stormwater solutions
involve low technology and low cost such as
rain barrels and dry wells. We believe costs
for more expensive solutions should be
shared or funded completely by City grants
such as the Stormwater Retrofit Program.
Finished projects have features that are no
different from a normal yard and would not
be expected to increase liability.

General Comments

LUZA – 11 Encourage the continued use and
expansion of the commercial facilities in Area
7 to provide a neighborhood retail center and
community gathering area that is pedestrian
friendly and helps eliminate car travel. The
neighborhood would like to see expanded
services such as a café, garden area, deli, etc.
Green dots 1
Yellow dots 2
LUZA – 12 Create a Design Review process
that will insure that the above standards are
followed.
Green dots 0
Yellow dots 5
1. We are concerned with amount of
regulations that are being put upon. I
think education is good and that with this
education good choices are made. Thanks
for all your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
2. Find a way to inspect existing homes to
catch current homeowners who are adding
paved patios, sidewalks, etc. w/o building
permits (w/in the watershed. (Vale
Hartley)
1. Limit tree heights to heights of existing
roof tops to protect views. (Cheryl Davis)
2. Needs to be worded more strongly –
something needs to be done to protect views
and keep existing older structures from
being torn down. (Wendy Harris)
3. Retirement verses Property Taxes &
Land Prices, There is no section on this.
Please state something about the land &
buildings of retirement residents so the fees
and taxes don’t evict the older generation.
4. There is no mention of equitable
compensation to those affected by rezoning with just a stroke of a pen – if the
city wants to own it, purchase it a fair

based on data. Otherwise property rights
are encroached. (D. Mouers)
1. Add “slight” before “expansion”.
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1. Vegetation is addressed under LUZA 9.
Eliminating trees needs to be balanced with
their value in intercepting storm water and
processing CO2.
2. LUZA 7 was modified to address this.
3. Suggestion is outside the scope of the
neighborhood plan.
4. Suggestion is outside the scope of the
neighborhood plan. In addition, vested
entitlements will not be altered by a rezone.
5. Comments are incorporated into the Plan.

1..Comment is not sufficiently specific for a
response.
2. We agree that City ordinances should be
enforced.

Zoning limits the degree of expansion
possible.

market value.
5. Editorial comments as follows: Part 1
Existing Stock second paragraph,
“However – this may hurt the Reservoir”.
Part 2 Analysis and Objectives for Housing
end of first paragraph, “only if it is
permitted”. Part 1 Area Descriptions add
in first paragraph “each of” prior to
“describes”. Area 1 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood first paragraph add “,” after
the word “well”. Editorial comment at end
of first paragraph, “nor should there be”.
Area 3 of the Silver Beach Neighborhood
editorial comment at end of first
paragraph. “These lots should remain
vacant!” Area 6 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood editorial comment at end of
second paragraph, “It should be Low
Density”. Area 8 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood editorial comment at end of
second paragraph, “should be redesignated
lower medium density so no more units are
built”. Area 9 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood end of second paragraph,
“No more condos should be built in this
area’. Area 11 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood end of second paragraph,
“Should be low density – No more building
permitted”. Area 13 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood end of second paragraph,
“No more building should be done in this
area”. Area 14 of the Silver Beach
Neighborhood end of the second
paragraph, “Should be low – moratorium
on building”. Part 3 Analysis and
Objectives for Future Land Use edits on
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Green Dots 28 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
TA 1: The City will adopt ‘Green Street’ (see
Comment Card 1: Which Silver Bch Ave
Appendix 3) criteria and techniques when
does this pertain to? (Laurel Ayling)
redoing and maintaining the streets in the
Silver Beach Neighborhood. This approach
addresses the issues unique to our
neighborhood - assuring that the scale of our
streets remain residential and that runoff will
be treated using basic natural methods within
the street’ right-of-way which will negate the
need of large capital intensive, experimental
filtering vaults. Green streets criteria and
techniques also address safety and multimodal
issues of our streets. The Silver Beach
Neighborhood and the city need to work
together to address the streets in areas 3,4,5 6,
11 and 15 that are prime candidates for green
street projects. Silver Beach Avenue would fall
into this group and would be an excellent
model project.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1
TA - 2: Install crosswalks on Barkley Blvd,
Comment Card 1: Crosswalks should be
Britton and Northshore, and Electric Ave. to
well lighted w/warnings to vehicles when
improve pedestrian safety. People, especially
crosswalks are occupied. (Doug Mooen)
the young and the elderly, need to cross these

CHAPTER 3: Transportation

first sentence. Replace “for the majority”
with “some of” and add at the end of the
sentence, “and importance as a watershed”.
Part 4 Prioritized Implementation
Strategy, first paragraph end of first
sentence, add “and protect the water
supply!

The City is developing a process for
evaluating crosswalk requests and if
warranted, determining the level of the
standards the crosswalks will be built to.
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Silver Beach Ave from Northshore to Sylvan.
Will clarify in TA 1.

busy streets to get to school, to catch a bus or
for many other reasons.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1
TA - 3: Resurface and improve the design of
North Shore Drive to better accommodate all
modes of traffic and improve stormwater
runoff treatment. This project is currently
scheduled for 2008 and should not be delayed
for any reason.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 2
Comment Card 1: “Resurface and
improve…all modes of traffic…” I think it
is important to clarify/highlight pedestrian
traffic. When I read this I interpret
“traffic” to mean vehicular traffic. (Sabine
Brueske)
Comment Card 2: I would like to see a
specific reference to the need for a sidewalk
between Silver Beach Store and Alabama.
Dangerous w/a stroller or kids with bikes.
(Sabine Brueske)
Comment Card 3: Create grilled catch
drains that would move road run-off water
to water treatment sites. Fund w/small
percentage tax on fuel purchased in
Whatcom County. (Doug Mooen)
Comment Card 4: The sidewalk & bike
lane that is budgeted for FY08 on
Northshore should be completed. (Gene
Davis)
Comment Card 5: Silver Beach is a
“gateway community” that should provide
for all reasonable modes of safe
transportation. The lack of
sidewalk/shoulder from “downtown” Silver
Beach to the Southeast extent of the city is
absolutely unacceptable and irresponsible.
At the very least, a designated shoulder
along Northshore Drive so pedestrians can
walk along the public roadway should be
obvious and should have been implemented
by now. Further, the SB plan should
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1 .Modes of traffic will be clarified in the
plan.
2. The City’s design for Northshore from
Alabama to Britton calls for bike lanes each
direction and a sidewalk on the north/west
side of the street..
3. The City budgeted $650,000 for dealing
with runoff on Northshore in FY2006. The
project was postponed and the funds carried
over until the runoff project could be
incorporated into the resurfacing project.
4. Agreed!
5. Yes, we do to that is why we are doing all
we can to see that the Northshore project is
completed in 2008.

TA - 5: In concert with WTA develop a local
loop shuttle bus service that facilitates easy
access to Barkley Village and the Sunset Mall
for residents of Silver Beach Neighborhood.
Additionally, improve access for those residents who live south of Alabama by relocating
at least one route so it travels on Electric.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 3
TA - 6: The project planned to connect Big
Rock Garden, the Silver Beach Elementary
School and the Klipsun trail is an important
link that warrants immediate attention. This
would provide a pathway system around the
watershed management area connecting the
residential areas on either side and allow the
center of the area to be returned to its natural
state. This also provides safe routes to Silver

TA - 4: Resurface and improve the design of
Electric Avenue. A sidewalk should be
included on at least one side to provide
separate and safer lanes of travel for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0

No Comment Cards on TA6

Comment Card 1: WTA needs to have a
bus going by Heath Tecna by 7 AM to
support normal work hours. (Barkley
Village – S. Beach proposed logs) (Mike
Vandehey)

address trail linkage from Northshore
Drive up Donald to the city-owned
properties to the east. NO provision was
made for this linkage in the 7 short plat
projects approved by the county and city.
This plan should, must, shall address this
issue which may be a lost opportunity. Get
with it!!!!! (Oliver Grah)
Comment Card 1: We want sidewalks on
Northshore through Silver Beach from
Alabama to Academy – If not available, at
least a wider, well paved should – safe for
pedestrians + bikes. (Vale Hartley + Jim
Tragesser)
Comment Card 2: Also need to add street
lights on Northshore – esp. on Chatugua
side – dark & curvy area. (anonymous)
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1. Yes, we do to, that is why we are doing all
we can to see that the Northshore project is
completed in 2008 but Electric is important
and needs to be moved forward. One project
does not preclude the other.
2. The design has not yet addressed lighting.
The neighborhood will have opportunities
for input on this and other issues in meetings
with the City engineers working on the
design in the coming months.
See how new shuttle schedule will fit this
need. If it is not addressed in current plans,
suggest it.

Beach Elementary School.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
TA - 7: Northshore from Britton southeast to
the city’s border will be upgraded up to the
standards of the other secondary arterials in
Silver Beach neighborhood. This is both a
watershed quality and safety issue.
Green Dots 2
Yellow Dots 2
TA - 8: Academy on both sides of the lake
will be upgraded for safety reasons. The road
is heavily traveled and in both cases the
intersections of Northshore and Academy have
poor sight lines.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1
TA - 9: Any city plans for residential streets
that are currently being considered for
connection with other segments as was done
with Haggin will be put on hold and
readdressed by the neighborhood. A traffic
circle with a rain garden should be considered
to slow traffic on Haggin and break up the long
straightaway.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 3
TA - 10: Existing alleys need to be evaluated
and improved when possible. With little work
some may provide opportunities as alternative,
and safer, bicycle or pedestrian pathways
through the neighborhood. They should also
be evaluated with regard to their contribution to
stormwater runoff and improved if necessary.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1
We agree and believe the concerns are
appropriate to other streets as well like
Sylvan. Some are currently shown on the
City’s Silver Beach Circulation map as well
as other city documents as thru streets.
These need to be eliminated from City
documents and a public process initiated to
change any streets currently not thru into
thru streets.
We are suggesting upgrades for pedestrians
and bicycles only.

Comment Card 1: Our experience with
alley improvement (west of Haggin, east of
Hayward) is that it leads to too much extra
traffic, some of which moves much too fast
for an alley environment. (Alan Kemble)

Addressed in the park portion of the plan.

Comment Card 1: Feel strongly about
making sure other streets (like Huntington
+ Shepardson) do not become through
streets. I would be happy to contribute my
efforts/time as needed. (Marsha Strayer)

No Comment Cards on TA8

Comment Card 1: I made a similar
comment on open space at mouth of Silver
Creek (recreation). This open space needs
safe parking, access, lighting, signage, etc.
Mike Vanderhey
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Comment Card 1: Public access to Lake
Whatcom is very limited. The current use
map shows numerous access areas (end on
Connecticut, Academy, East North, etc.)
these should be marked on both the road
and water (kayakers) to show access.
(Gene Davis)
Comment Card 2: Page 16 – Other Streets
– 3rd para. Last sentence Shepardson is
short dead end street w/no sidewalk + is not
in the “process of becoming a through
street” (Stan Snapp)

Green Dots 27 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
CFA – 1: The City, Bellingham school district No Comment Cards on CFA1
and Silver Beach neighborhood should develop
a communication plan and process that allows
early neighborhood involvement when
updating or changing public facilities in the
neighborhood.
Total Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
CFA – 2: The city and Silver Beach
No Comment Cards on CFA2
neighborhood will jointly explore the
feasibility, vision and funding of Bloedel
Donovan park as a centerpiece of Lake
Whatcom and a demonstration project for
watershed management best practices.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0

Chapter 5: Capital Facilities

No Comments Card for this chapter.

CHAPTER 4: Housing

General Transportation Comments:

1. Refer for Parks section Action #5.
2. See comment above for TA 9.
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No Comment Cards on CFA3

USA -1: The city will create a long term utility
remediation fund to cover costs associated
with burying cables, power and telephone lines,
restoring trees to streets and removing
unneeded structures.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
USA - 2: An annual neighborhood review
meeting that highlights achievements, lists
current and future priorities, evaluates
problems and provides recommendations will
be presented by all city and private utility
providers to the Silver Beach Neighborhood.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
USA - 3: The Silver Beach Neighborhood
Association will work to expand the Block
Watch Program throughout the Neighborhood.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
No Comment Cards on USA3

No Comment Cards on USA2

No Comment Cards on USA1

Green Dots – 11 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)

Chapter 6: Utilities & Services

CFA – 3: The grounds of the Elementary
School have large areas of impervious surfaces,
which in any future remodels should be
designed to treat runoff on-site before it
reaches the lake.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 0

Note: Utilities & Services Poster was not
received from printer. A hand written poster
was posted at about 6:30. This is why there
are less dots in this section. Attendees from
6:30 on did review this section and had to
negative comments.
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(Not included in this submission)

Chapter 7: Neighborhood Design

USA - 4: The police will patrol Bloedel
Donovan Park and surrounding play areas
nightly (particularly in the summer months) to
insure noise ordinance compliance.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
USA - 5: The city will provide emergency
response training to the neighborhood on an
annual basis.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
USA - 6: A transparent, concise
communication process that all utility providers
would use will be developed by the city in
conjunction with MNAC.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0
No Comment Cards on USA6

No Comment Cards on USA5

No Comment Cards on USA4
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No Comment Cards on PROSA3

Comment Card 1: There is a park/open
space at the mouth of Silver Creek (Approx
Maynard & N. Shore) That is not
addressed. This area is a trashy dangerous
eyesore, being used as lake access. It needs
to be addressed in the plan. (Mike

PROSA - 3: Develop educational outreach
pamphlets to be distributed throughout the
neighborhood that promote responsible use of
this natural asset.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 2

PROSA - 4: A rehabilitation plan shall be
developed for the Connecticut Street-end site.
Signage shall be placed on site to warn
swimmers that this site is polluted.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 3

Green Dots 31 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
PROSA - 1: Existing buildings in Bloedel
Comment Card 1: Other alternatives to
Donovan Park shall be scheduled for major
LEEDs certification should be considered.
remodel work or rework in the near future.
LEEDs does not guarantee that project is
Future improvements shall make the buildings
based on environmental, sustainable
LEED compliant serving as a model of
construction methods or materials. LEEDs
appropriate watershed construction within the
is not based on life cycle analysis. Please
community. The site shall be considered for a
see www.NAHB.com to see alternative
watershed education center.
certification. (S. Hofer)
Green Dots 0
Comment Card 2: The outside light on the
Yellow Dots 6
building projects clear across the lake – the
parking lot in contrast is well lit, but the
lights don’t shine on neighbors – fix the
outside lights on the building to be shielded
like the parking lot. (anonymous)
PROSA - 2: Develop signage throughout
No Comment Cards on PROSA2
parks and trails to indicate this area is a
sensitive watershed management area.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 0

Chapter 8: Parks, Recreation & Open Space
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1 & 2. The plan was attempting to address
the Silver Beach Creek site based on the map
for Open Spaces in the City Parks Plan.
After further research, we have identified
this site as the “Lake Whatcom Beach Site”,
owned by the DNR, specifically located

1. Kept Leeds as NAHB guidelines are for
residential.
2. Added PROSA 10 - “Public lighting
around the lake should be hooded to
minimized light pollution.”

Comment Card 1: A speed limit on the
lake would make it safer for small human
propelled use which is much more
appropriate anyway. (Lois Garlick)

PROSA - 6: The boat launch shall be
monitored during seasonal peak use to keep
park activities consistent with the residential
character of our neighborhood and responsible
watershed management practices (no refilling
gas or oil at the boat launch, etc.). Enforce
existing boat launch hours of dusk to dawn.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 2
PROSA - 7: The city has over 70 pieces of
public art on display, but none at Bloedel
Donovan. There is an opportunity here to use
public art to improve the aesthetics of the site.
In addition, a sculpture or mural reminding our
community of our relationship with our
watershed may serve to motivate better
stewardship of this resource.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 5
Comment written on poster for PROSA 7 –
rights of dog owners are equal to those of
swimmers & dog owners take better care of
park than swimmers same area should be
allowed for dogs or swim evening south by
boat dock. (anonymous)
No Comment Cards for PROSA7

No Comment Cards on PROSA5

PROSA - 5: All Open Space sites shall have
safe access for pedestrians and bicycles.
Small-scale residential pedestrian and bicycle
access should be developed for these sites.
Green Dots 0
Yellow Dots 4

Vandehey)
Comment Cards 2: The open space on the
lake at the mouth of silver beach creek
should be improved as a park, it is
currently in a serious state of disrepair
with garbage everywhere. (Chris Brueske)
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NOTE: Because somebody wrote this
comment about dog owners on the poster in
the wrong section (under PROSA7), I believe
several people placed yellow dots under
PROSA7 when they meant to place them
under PROSA 8. There were multiple verbal
comments and questions at the open house
about the off-leash area and no questions
about PROSA7.

PROSA - 6 was corrected to read from
“dawn to dusk”

between Silvern and Maynard on N. Shore.
The Open Space section of the plan was
revised based on this research, eliminating
the George Street End and clearly labeling
the Silver Shores and Maynard Place
Beaches as PRIVATE for consistency. We
also added photos of each .
Added verbiage to further clarify based on
verbal comments and general comments
below: PROSA – 5: All public Open Space
sites listed above should have safe access for
pedestrians and bicycles and clear signage
visible to pedestrians and kayakers. Small
scale residential pedestrian and bicycle
access should be developed for these sites.
Consistent fencing, gates and signage need
to be installed for clear identification.
1. The speed limit is addressed in the Lake
Whatcom section under Recreation.

No Comment Cards for PROSA9.

PROSA - 9: The city shall install signs
supporting the Promote Basic Park & Trail
Etiquette program in support of the educational
outreach process.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1
PRSOA – 10:

(see proposal 1, comment 2)

Comment Card 1: Rights of dog owners
need to accommodated I resent being
prevented from having my dog at park bic
of swimmers who trash the park. Dog
owners take much better care of park.
Grateful Dog member. (Wendy Harris)
Verbal Comment: Two separate women
expressed concern about children playing
in dog waste and thought the off-leash area
should be separate from the play and
swimming area. They were invited to fill
out a comment card, but did not.

PROSA - 8: The City will recognize that the
primary users in the summer season are human,
particularly in the swimming area. The off
leash dates allowed in the pet ordinance shall
be consistent with this.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 1

ADDED: PROSA – 10: Public lighting
around the lake should be hooded to
minimized light pollution.
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The Analysis and Objectives were expanded
to reflect the concerns of dog owners and the
health concerns of parents/grandparents of
children using the play are and swimming
area at Bloedel Donovan. PROSA8 was
reworded as follows:
Action 8) The City will recognize that the
primary users of the Bloedel Donovan play
and swimming area in the summer season
are human, while recognizing the value of
dogs in reducing the Canada Goose
population. Clear off-leash dates and hours
should be established and posted consistently
in city literature and park signage (current
signs and literature provide conflicting dates
and times). The off leash times allowed in
the pet ordinance should be consistent with
seasonal use of the park. To address
concerns of dog owners and parents,
consider ordinance revision allowing year
round off-leash activity in the grass and
beach area to the east of the buildings at
Bloedel Donovan Park while reserving the
play area and swimming area north and west
of the buildings only for human use during
summer months.

Comment 1: I must have missed
it…Publish model landscape designs for
homeowners. Designs favoring a healthy
watershed. People like myself need a stepby-step color book to “get it”.
(MikeVandehey)

No comments on LPEA - 2

LPEA-1: Craft and implement a personal
outreach program utilizing city staff, SBNA,
Master Gardeners, industry experts and others.
This group will provide stewardship education
for watershed residents that advocates
appropriate stormwater management,
gardening, home and auto maintenance
practices, particularly during periods of peak
outdoor activity.
Yellow Dots 1

LPEA – 2: Enhance existing and implement
new education programs that address daily
homeowner practices such as fertilizing,
watering, landscape layout, construction and

Education
Green Dots 40 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)

Chapter 9: Lake Whatcom
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1. We endorse the City/County goals and
tasks. “Develop educational materials
describing land preservation options.4.1
Develop an integrated community outreach
strategy that targets specific audiences with
key messages about lake protection.
4.5Expand lake-friendly gardening program
to reach additional audiences.” (JLWM Goal
1 and LWWPT1.1,4.11nd 4.5)
City / County Plan” Develop an integrated
community outreach strategy that targets
specific audiences with key messages about
lake protection.” (JLWM Goal #1 and

After a review by city staff of the action plan,
the question was asked how our plan
interacts with existing plans. References to
these plans were then added to the comments
response.
The Joint Lake Whatcom Management
Team comprised of City and County
executives and councils addressing Lake
Whatcom Reservoir has developed a multi
year work plan to address Lake Whatcom
issues. The Intergovernmental Coordinating
Team (ICT) is a committee of City and
County employees charged with
implementing the work plan. While we don’t
believe they are sufficiently empowered to be
very effective, they have developed a work
plan with many good initiatives. Where they
intersect this Action Plan, it is so noted by
referencing the Joint Lake Whatcom Goal
(JLWG) and the Lake Whatcom Work Plan
Task (LWWPT).

LPEA – 4 Require education, training and
certification for construction personnel doing
concrete work, asphalt work, land excavation,
earth moving, land clearing or disturbance,
repair to existing underground utilities or
exterior painting.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 12
LPEA – 5 Provide watershed protection
training to all city and county employees,
including police, fire, public works, planning
and also elected officials to insure that they
understand their responsibility and
accountability to report and respond to
noncompliance with watershed regulations
Yellow Dots 2
LPEA – 6 Establish a single 24/7-point of
contact for citizens to report watershed
concerns and insure a timely response.
Yellow Dots 6
LPEA – 7 Provisions shall be made in the city
and county budgets for funding ongoing and
special watershed education programs.
Yellow Dots 2
LPEA – 8 The city will conduct an annual
review of the effectiveness of current education

stormwater control.
Yellow Dots 1
LPEA – 3 Require education, training and
certification of commercial landscapers Yellow
Dots 7

No comments on LPEA - 8

No comments on LPEA - 7
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1. This is what LPEA-6 states.

Comment 1: 24 hour hot line phone to
report violations of watershed rules. (Pete
Coy)

No comments on LPEA 5

No comments on LPEA - 4

City / County Plan. “Develop a watershed
friendly certification program for
landscapers, retailers and realtors through
training workshop. 3.4 Explore enforcement
and education options to improve
compliance with development and erosion
control standards.” (JLWM Goal #1 and
LWWPT 4.7)
City / County Plan. “Develop a watershed
friendly certification program for
landscapers, retailers and realtors through
training workshop. and 3.4 Explore
enforcement and education options to
improve compliance with development and
erosion control standards.” (JLWM Goal #1
and LWWPT 4.7)
City / County Plan. “Develop a watershed
friendly certification program for
landscapers, retailers and realtors through
training workshop.” (JLWM Goal #1 and
LWWPT4.)

No comments on LPEA - 3

LWWPT 4.1)

programs with SBNA and residents.
Yellow Dots 2
LPEA – 9 Establish a coordinating group
between the city and county and SBNA to
address watershed education concerns in areas
adjacent to the city.
Yellow Dots 1
LPEA – 10 Tailor education programs to
address specific homeowner practices tied to
stormwater pollutants found on or near their
property.
Yellow Dots 1
LPEA – 11 Develop educational programs at
Silver Beach School to protect the adjacent
watershed protection property.
Yellow Dots 2
LPEA – 12 The City and SBNA in partnership
with Silver Beach School will plan and
implement landscaping changes to enable the
school grounds to be a model for best practices
for watershed protection.
Yellow Dots 1
LPEA – 13 Provide moveable educational
signage at key locations during different times
of the year, on the water, in participating yards,
along rights of ways, during construction, at
community meetings and schools.
Yellow Dot 1
LPEA – 14 Continue mailings, news releases,
presentations at public meetings, BTV
broadcasts and inserts in local print media and
seek innovative messages for Lake Whatcom
Reservoir Stewardship.
Yellow Dots 1
LPEA – 15 Establish 5th and 6th grade
educational programs addressing Lake
No comments on LPEA - 15

No comments on LPEA - 14

No comments on LPEA - 13
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“Develop an integrated community outreach
strategy that targets specific audiences with
key messages about lake protection.”
(JLWM Goal #1 and LWWPT 4.1)
“Develop an integrated community outreach
strategy that targets specific audiences with
key messages about lake protection.”
(JLWM Goal #1 and LWWPT 4.1)

No comments on LPEA - 11

“Target water quality education through
existing 5th grade Sharing Our Watershed

“Develop an integrated community outreach
strategy that targets specific audiences with
key messages about lake protection. “
(JLWM Goal #1 and LWWPT 4.1)

No comments on LPEA - 10

No comments on LPEA - 12

The Lake Whatcom Management
Interjurisdictional Coordinating Team (ICT)

No comments on LPEA - 9

Whatcom Reservoir protection.
Yellow Dots 2
LPEA – 16 Redevelop and implement a
Watershed Stewardship Program.
Yellow Dot 1
LPEA – 17 People have to know and believe
that there is a problem, and they have to know
what they CAN do about it. Only then, will
they choose to act. Much of that education can
be done by individuals and by the SBNA. The
process of ‘educated neighbors-talking-toneighbors’ is very effective.
Yellow Dots 1
General Comments
Comment 1: I did not like any of it. My
belief is that the main problem with lake
water quality are the Canadian honkers.
The game dept. needs to trap, shoot, kill
and get rid of the geese. They contribute
tons of poop to the lake. Also the city needs
to allow gallons of water to exit lake
Whatcom so it cleanses impurities
naturally. GP did and there was no
problem with pollution!!! (Loi Walton)
Comment 2: Excellent (Lori Polevoi)
Comment 3: Work with conjunction with
Science dept at Community College &
Voctech to have science and technology
classes that would monitor water quality
and the biology of watershed land use.
(Doug Moolis)

No comments on LPEA - 17

No comments on LPEA - 16
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Referenced in LWPDWA-12. There is a limit
to the amount of water we can flush out of
the lake at any given time especially during
the summer and fall months.
WWU has been monitoring Lake Whatcom
Reservoir annually since the 1980’s and
published an annual report.
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~iws/ will link to the
monitoring results for the last several years.

program for public and private schools of
Bellingham.” (LWWPT 4.11.)
Currently being revised and will be
implemented in fall of 2007.

Green Dots 18 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
Yellow Dot 1 (Indicates concern regarding entire chapter)
LWSMA – 1 Individual property owners and
Comment 1: The city needs to stop and
occupants should install on-site treatment or
control storm water runoff in to my yard
infiltration/recharge facilities on their own
before asking me to deal with runoff. (Tim
properties, and minimize the amount of water
Donnelly)
that flows off-site. Many of the solutions
Comment 2: Stormwater Management #1
involve low technology and low cost such as
will not protect us from mudslides. The
rain barrels or dry wells. We believe that costs
only thing that protects us are trees.
for more expensive solutions should be shared
Thank you all so much! (Lynne Findley)
or funded completely by City grants such as the Comment 3: We should not have to put on
Stormwater Retrofit Program.
site treatment on our own property. Lets
put in storm drains around the lake with
Yellow Dots 34
curbs & sidewalks so we can control all of
the runoff. (Tony Carter)
Comment 4: What are you thinking??
You must be kidding. NO! (Mike
Vandehey)
Comment 5: I don’t disagree with the
intent of this but until the actions under
LWPEA are implemented I think it would
be premature. Much education and
guidance will be needed. I think it also
needs to be clear what level of expense
individuals will have to bear. (Alan
Kimble)
Comment 6: I like this in theory, but who
pays for costs and how much? What about
people on fixed income – are you going to
drive them out of neighborhood due to
cost? (Wendy Harris)
Comment 7: I am against #1 for
homeowners to install treatment equipment
on their property because it would be too

Stormwater Management

City / County Plan. “Develop strategy for
pollutant source reduction that considers
community outreach, regulations and
enforcement options.” (LWWPT 2.5.)
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1. We agree that the City should be as
responsible for controlling stormwater just
as residents are responsible._
For example the City will be repaving North
Shore in the near future and will be
implementing stormwater controls as part of
this project.
2. A tree retention action item, LWSMA-6 is
being added to this plan.
3. Storm drain treatment has not been
effective in removing phosphorus. Until an
effective treatment for phosphorus removal
can be found the most effective way of
removing phosphorus from the lake is to
control it at the source.
4. This comment is too nonspecific to permit
a response.
5. We agree that education is a critical
element in solving the Reservoir’s
contamination problems. However, the
health of the Reservoir is declining rapidly
and intervention is needed now to initiate a
recovery.
6, 7, 8 & 9. Language was added to LWSMA
-1 to respond to these comments.

LWSMA – 2 Roadway signs and pavement
markings highlight the path and effect of
chemicals from vehicles. The City's
infiltration/recharge and treatment facilities on
public properties will substantially reduce the
amount of pollutants that are carried off the
road surfaces. The City will conduct a national
search for known best practices, and
collaborates with researchers on this topic for
even better practices.
No dots
LWSMA – 3 Stormwater treatment facilities
that are installed and operated by the
jurisdictions shall have a maintenance program
that assures that the facility meets the original
specifications. They shall have regular and
effective water quality testing of inflow and
outflow to determine the success or failure of
each facility. The City and the SBNA shall
publish and distribute these reports
No dots
LWSMA – 4 Everyone who lives or travels in
the reservoir should refrain from allowing such
materials to be placed on the land in such a
way that those chemicals can enter the runoff
stream or the Reservoir.
Yellow Dots 1
No comments on LWSMA – 4

No comments on LWSMA - 3

expensive and they have No Control over
how much it rains! (Loi Walton)
Comment 8: Individual property owners
should not be responsible for implementing
treatment on their own property – the city
should. (Anonymous)
Comment 9: How much will this cost?
(Anonymous)
Comment 1: Not at my expense (Matt
Myers)

City / County Plan. “Coordinate and
implement programs to address NPDES
Phase II stormwater requirements in the
watershed…Pollution and prevention/ good
housekeeping for municipal operations.”
(LWWPT 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for the County)

1. We currently pay for this through the
stormwater fees.
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Yellow Dots 39

LWSMA – 5 In order to establish a fair and
equitable City-wide stormwater management
program, the City will implement a three-tiered
program that includes incentives to assist
property owners in managing stormwater
runoff from their property with natural (low
technology) techniques or fees for those who
choose not to manage their property’s runoff
that shall be used to pay for off-site mitigation.
The enforcement of existing City Codes will
include fines to be used to mitigate any
negative impacts caused by the infractions.

Comment 1: fines – yes; taxes – no (Lori
Polevoi)
Comment 2: We are taxed more than most
already. Use the money wisely don’t ask
for more money (Tim Donnelly)
Comment 3: taxes & fees – will already
pay taxes this is extreme government &
public discrimination against those who
live on Lake Whatcom (Anonymous)
Comment 4: What are you thinking?? You
must be kidding. NO! (Mike Vandehey)
Comment 5: I think the intent of #5 is good
but again what about all the properties
beyond the city’s control. And is there
going to be a proposal to charge user fees
for all lake users (not just the power
boats)? (Alan Kemble)
Comment 6: We, in the watershed area
already pay our share in taxes and fee on
the footprint I propose user fees for all
Non city users of the Lakes and parks in
the city- Tacoma has 2 rates at public golf
courses. (Cheryl Davis)
Comment 7: Isn’t Silver Beach already too
much an enclave of snooty rich folks – this
would drive out middle & working class. I
am on a fixed income – what exeption will
be made for me & other folks who aren’t
noveau riche? When I moved into Silver
Beach 4 months ag, I did not know it was a
watershed or what it entailed. I would
challenge the validity of such tax on a
retroactive basis. If tax is enacted it should
be done to those moving in who know
about it before hand. Since the City &
County allow growth in the watershed.
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1. The language in the Action Plan has been
rewritten to explain what is intended with a
program of fees.
2, 3, 4 & 5. Unfortunately cleaning up the
watershed costs more than the current fees
collect. Along with County residents living
in the watershed, we create the problems that
affect the quality of water in the Reservoir
and we should have some responsibility in
resolving the problems.
6. Not specific enough for a response.
7. We agree that County residents living in
the watershed are similarly responsible for
the failing quality of the Reservoir’s water.
We hope that an empowered Lake Whatcom
authority is established to initiate a fair
process of generating the funds necessary
for Reservoir cleanup.
7 & 8. Unfortunately this is not practical
since parks are open and without gates or
entrances. This may work with boats.
9. There are a multitude of taxing programs
that are available to address every income
level. The city already makes exceptions for
income on water and sewer. We also propose
an educational program for realtors to
advise prospective residents of the
implications and responsibilities of living in
a watershed.
10. It is not clear that watershed residents
are charged any more for “living in the
watershed” since stormwater fees are
charged to all Bellingham residents. We
have been unable to devise and outline a
program that would discriminate between
county resident and non-county vessels.

LWSMA-6 The City of Bellingham will
develop and fund a voluntary program to
support retention of existing trees in the
watershed and the planting of new and
replacement trees using the “right tree, right
place” management policy that compliments
the city’s existing street tree policy.

They should pay for costs, or simply
prohibit future growth How would fines be
fairly enforced? I now lots of people who
use prohibited chemicals – how do you
prove this & who gets singled out? (Wendy
Harris)
Comment 8: No to # 5! Homeowners
should not be taxed extra for living on the
lake! People who have worked hard to live
where they live. (Loi Walton)
Comment 9: How define “those who
benefit?” under Stormwater Management
Sudden Valley not in our neighborhood
(Anonymous)
Comment 10: Residents living “in the
watershed” ware charged w/ being good
stewards of the watershed and especially
those living on the lake have paid a
premium to do so. No additional fees s/be
assessed to them. However, I would favor
fees on non-county residents boating on the
lake and/or fining those violating rules
(Anonymous)
Comment 11: I don’t totally understand
this one – “for those who benefit from
living in Lake Whatcom”? How will this
be implemented? Who will monitor? How
will you fund/ How will you verify
charges? (Anonymous)
No comments on LWSMA - 6

11. The details of such a program are the
proper role of government. We are simply
proposing a reasonable revenue stream to
fund a badly needed Reservoir recovery
program.
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Comment 1: We live on Northshore Drive
and the water runoff is out of control! We
get black soot from tires coming down our
driveway, with who knows what else. We
are not the only ones that use the roadways
around the lake. I think that to tax just the
owners living in the watershed is unfair. I
believe we absolutely need stormwater
drains. This should be done by city taxes.
(by everyone) It is everyone’s water
source. I will definitely do my part in
continuing to not use chemicals in my yard
and to not wash our vehicles at home. I
would like more education as tot what I
should plant in my garden. Thanks for all
your work! (Carrie Donnelly)
Comment 2: No way (Matt)

LWMA – 2 Characterize organic
contamination in lake water and sediment
including traditional organic compounds on the
priority pollutant list such as pesticides,
herbicides, phthalates, phenols and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, and add other
emerging compounds of concern such as

Comment 1: My question is – is every 5
yrs. Enough? (Laurel Ayling)

Green Dots 37 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
LWMA – 1 Continue the current annual
No comments on LWMA - 1
reservoir water column and enhanced tributary
monitoring program.
No Dots

Monitoring

General Comments
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City / County Plan. “Review all monitoring
studies and reports to determine policy
implications.5.2.1 Conduct tributary
monitoring for pollutant loading data. 5.2.2
Special projects for tributary monitoring
within watershed. 5.4 Tributary monitoring
in Lake Whatcom and Lake Samish
consistent with Watershed Friendly
Gardening Grant.” (LWWPT 5.1.)
More frequent monitoring would be ideal but
the cost of laboratory analysis associated
with monitoring is significant. For example,
a broad range analysis for organic
contaminants would probably cost over
$1,000 and that would describe the condition
in the reservoir at one point, at one depth.

1. The city will be repaving Northshore Drive
next year and installing stormwater controls.
Other citizens, outside of Silver Beach, are
paying the $10 stormwater fee that funds
such projects. Watershed Friendly
Gardening classes are held throughout the
year. You may also contact the Master
Gardeners or SBNA for more information.
SBNA on stormwater management, Lake
stewardship and lake friendly gardening.
2. Comment is too vague to be addressed

LWMA – 3 Regularly monitor benzene
contamination of the reservoir and the city’s
treated drinking water. Determine the
pathways by which benzene enters the
reservoir.
(No Dots
LWMA – 4 Determine the impacts to aquatic
organisms, water quality and potentially human
health from the leaching of contaminants from
oxygen-depleted bottom sediments during
reservoir stratification.
(No Dots)
LWMA – 5 Determine the impact of
increasing algae concentrations on the reservoir
and drinking water.
Yellow Dots 1
LWMA 6 - Continue monitoring mercury
concentrations in water, sediment and fish
tissue to insure we are not surprised by air
transport deposition from global
industrialization. Mercury monitoring should

Yellow Dots 1

pharmaceuticals, flame retardants and
endocrine disrupters. Continue a program of
periodic monitoring to track any changes.
Each organic pollutant of interest should be
monitored at least once during each 5-year
period, more frequently for pollutants with
concentrations trending upwards.

No comments on LWMA - 6

No comments on LWMA - 5

No comments on LWMA - 4

No comments on LWMA - 3
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More contaminants, like metals, analyzed for
the same sample point, would add to the cost.
Characterizing the reservoir with a
statistically valid sampling program will
likely be too expensive to do on an annual
basis. What is important is to have a
continuing program of regular monitoring
for pollutants of concern that will show
trends in the reservoir. A trend of increasing
concentrations of a contaminant should
trigger studies to determine the source of the
contaminant and a program to attack the
source. More frequent sampling of the
contaminant would to track changes until
the trend turns downward.

be conducted at least once every five years,
more often if mercury contamination appears to
be increasing.
Yellow Dots 1
LWMA – 7 Groundwater at multiple depths in
the immediate vicinity of old dumps and other
potential sources of groundwater contamination
that might find its way to the reservoir shall be
sampled and analyzed for a broad range of
pollutants including pharmaceuticals, flame
retardants and endocrine disrupting
compounds. Sites identified as contributing to
groundwater contamination shall be monitored
at least every 5 years.
(No Dots)
LWMA – 8 Conduct hydrologic
measurements and modeling in the watershed
to identify and record the flow of water into the
reservoir from precipitation, tributaries and
groundwater.
(No Dots)
LWMA – 9 Conduct scientific studies that
characterize flow in the reservoir at different
depths during different times of the year.
General Comments
Comment 1: Put on educational programs
that explore technical parts of monitoring
water- I do not have a science background
& need to learn more to understand what
reports mean & how & what to monitor
(Wendy Harris)

No comments on LWMA - 9

No comments on LWMA - 8

No comments on LWMA - 7
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1. Understanding water quality monitoring
requires some research and education.
Monitoring reports from 1997 to 2006 can be
found at http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~iws/.
Appendix 4 will be updated to include a
primer on water monitoring.

Green Dots 29 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
Yellow Dots 2 (Indicates concern regarding entire chapter)
LWLAA – 1 In partnership with Whatcom
No comments on LWLAA - 1
County, Bellingham will seek state and federal
and private funding to assist in acquiring all of
the remaining undeveloped land in the
watershed through outright purchase,
conservation easements, or purchase of
Development Rights.
Green Dots 6
Yellow Dots 10
LWLAA – 2 Bellingham will develop and
No comments on LWLAA - 2
implement a public campaign to encourage
donation of land in the watershed for watershed
protection reserves.
No Dots
LWLAA – 3 A neutral third party such as the
No comments on LWLAA - 3
Whatcom Land Trust will hold conservation
easements on all city owned watershed
property to oversee and enforce the goal of
management for water quality protection.
Yellow Dots 1
LWLAA – 4 All property acquired by the City No comments on LWLAA - 4
for watershed protection
will have all development rights permanently
removed through the use of deed restrictions
and/or other legal means.
Yellow Dots 12
LWLAA - 5 Bellingham will develop and
No comments on LWLAA - 5
implement a public recognition program for
landowners donating all or part of their
watershed properties or entering into a
conservation easement that limits future use of
the land to watershed protection. The program

Land Acquisition

City / County Plan. “Develop educational
materials describing land preservation
options.” (JLWM Goal #1 1.1)
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would only pertain to properties for which all
development rights were removed.
Yellow Dots 1
LWLAA – 6 Bellingham will develop and
implement an effective Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) program. This
program would remove development rights
permanently from land in the watershed.
Property owners can choose to sell some or all
of the zoned development units from their
watershed property to developers or the City to
increase density in predetermined areas that are
not as environmentally sensitive.
Yellow Dots 2
LWLAA – 7 Bellingham will develop a forest
management plan aimed at maintaining or
restoring diverse forest structure and
composition with native plants within one year
of acquiring control of each specific property.
No Dots
LWLAA – 8 Bellingham will begin forest
restoration activities within three years of
acquiring control of property that includes
elimination of invasive non-native plants.
No Dots
LWLAA – 9 Bellingham will remove
unnecessary roads, culverts, and built structures
from all acquired property within three years of
acquiring control of the property.
No Dots
LWLAA – 10 Bellingham will target purchase
or conservation easements of developed
property with willing sellers to provide natural
stormwater treatment in key locations to
prevent pollution sources from reaching the
lake.
No comments on LWLAA - 10

No comments on LWLAA 9

No comments on LWLAA - 8

No comments on LWLAA - 7

Comment 1: #6 Define Transfer or
Development program How extensive is
the development that is restricted?
Beaches? Parks? Present home repair?

1. The Action Plan has been changed to
better describe the TDR process.
City / County Plan. “Enhance Whatcom
County TDR Program to ensure
coordination between County, City and
Water District and other planning efforts.
And 1.5 Evaluate components of TDR
Program that the City is capable of
performing.” (LWWPT 1.2 )
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Yellow Dots 4
LWLAA – 11 Each acquired property will
have a baseline-monitoring inventory that
states existing characteristics, habitats and
detailed restoration goals and actions.
No dots
LWLAA – 12 Periodic monitoring will be
compared to the baseline inventory, goals and
action plans to ensure that management
strategies are producing the desired results
No Dots.
LWLAA – 13 All reports of misuse of
protected land are addressed either through
adaptive management or enforcement.
No Dots
LWLAA – 14 Signs detailing allowable
activities will be posted on all watershed
protection properties.
Yellow Dots 4
LWLAA – 15 The Watershed Ranger will
have a visible presence in the watershed by
providing ongoing education about and
enforcement of watershed protection
regulations and activities.
Yellow Dots 4
LWLAA - 16 Bellingham will strictly enforce
its policy of not allowing hookups to City
water outside of UGA’s in the watershed.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 2
LWLAA – 17 Bellingham will renegotiate its
contracts with Water Districts in the watershed
to eliminate future extension of City water to
building lots created after 2007 and to reduce
current contractual agreements for hookups so
that fewer new homes are built in the
No comments on LWLAA - 17

No comments on LWLAA - 16

No comments on LWLAA - 15

No comments on LWLAA - 14

No comments on LWLAA - 13

No comments on LWLAA - 12

No comments on LWLAA - 11
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Comment 1: Bellingham cannot afford the
taxes this would require – it has to be
coordinated with the County and impact
the whole lake- a completely clean north
basin (city surrounded) won’t help water
quality from the central basin
(Anonymous)
Comment 2: Be sure to speak to
geographic jurisdiction coordination. COB
does not control the rest of the lake outside
city limits. (Anonymous)

Green Dots 31 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
LWWHA – 1 Implement the strategy for
No comment on LWWHA - 1
conservation and recovery of native fish
populations currently being developed by
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.
No Dots
LWWHA – 2 Monitor water quality in Silver
No comment on LWWHA - 2
Beach Creek to guide restoration of water
quality.
Yellow Dots 1
LWWHA – 3 Restore legally mandated
Comment 1: # 3 Buffer would violate
riparian areas buffers along side of Silver
property rights of homeowners (Doug
Beach Creek with native vegetation both inside Mooers)
of the city limits and in the county. If the
buffers prove to be insufficient, expand the
buffers as necessary.
Green Dots 2
Yellow Dots 6
LWWHA – 4 Develop and implement a plan
#4 Like idea of working with homeowner
to work with property owners adjacent to the
but do not like mandate on homeowners.

Water Habitat

watershed.
Yellow Dots 5
General Comments

1. See LWWHA 3 Response above. We
agree that we should have the freedom to
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1. Stream buffer required under the Critical
Areas Ordinance already exist. Existing
buffers would be enforced and additional
buffers could be required if yard runoff into
streams was causing pollution to enter Lake
Whatcom Reservoir.

1&2.Lake Whatcom is listed as an impaired
body of water and it is required to be cleaned
up under State and Federal law. The City
currently has a land acquisition program
that purchases land outside the city to protect
the quality of our drinking water source.
This program is done in conjunction with the
County and Water Districts. Limited
research by WWU has shown that flow
patterns in the Reservoir include a
significant and counterintuitive back flow
from Basin 1 to 2 and from Basin 2 to 3.

No comments on LWWHA - 6

No comments on LWWHA - 5

Freedom to
Mooers)

Green Dots 30 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
LWRA – 1 Use Bloedel Donovan Park as a
No comments on LWRA - 1
model to demonstrate ‘Best Practices for Care
of the Watershed’ by providing the interpretive
examples of caring for the watershed,
advocating pesticide/phosphorus free lawn care
and labeled plants in rain gardens.
No Dots
LWRA - 2: Clearly and publicly post all
No comments on LWRA - 2
boating, park rules, and swimming rules
No Dots
LWRA – 3: Establish position of Lake
Comment 1: What will the ranger do?
Ranger/Sheriff to allow for better enforcement
Will he report people for washing cars &
of city rules on the lake, with additional
putting rocks in front of their house
support on holidays.
(Audrey)
Green Dots 3
Comment 2: #3 Need to define role of
Yellow Dots 13
Sheriff in terms of private property
homeowner’s use of their property. (Doug

Recreation

Lake Whatcom Reservoir or tributaries to
modify activities or land uses to enhance
stream and hence Lake Whatcom Reservoir
water quality protections.
Yellow Dots 3
LWWHA - 5: In conjunction with the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,
develop and implement a plan to reduce or
eliminate non-native fish species from Lake
Whatcom Reservoir.
Green Dots 2
LWWHA - 6: Monitor fish species for
contamination. Post advisories at popular
fishing locations and boat launch areas. Report
advisories in local media and place notices in
the City Sewer and Water billings.
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1, 2 & 3. The Ranger will insure that
residents comply with legal requirements
through a program of education and
enforcement. If washing cars is prohibited
in the watershed, he/she would address the
infraction. People do not have the right to
do anything they want on their property such

City / County Plan. “Coordinate with City
and County parks departments to develop
and manage parks and open space in the
watershed in a manner consistent with water
quality protection goals.” (LWWPT by task
9.1.)

disagree with research based practices but
believe that we all have an obligation to
comply with legal requirements

LWRA – 4: Establish position of
Lifeguard/Lake Steward/Educator (combined
role) for summer and holidays at park.
Green Dots 9
LWRA – 5: Increased Compliance with
Watershed Guidelines during community
events and activities (see appendix 5)
No Dots
LWRA – 6: Develop and implement safe
swimming guidelines (see appendix 5)
No Dots
LWRA – 7: Enforce current and proposed
boating and water sports regulations including:
WA State Navigation law (Note: New
legislation in force1-8-2008.) (see appendix 5)
Possession of Washington State Boater
Education Card.
Legal age requirements for boat operation, and
rules therein.
Guidelines of the Lake Whatcom Management
Program, ‘Boatnotes: A handbook for Boater’s
on Lake Whatcom’ (see appendix 5)
No Dots
LWRA – 8: Introduce boat trailer parking
Fees at Bloedel Donovan Park.
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 10

1 & 2. It is not clear why City residents
should be spared paying for the parking lot
pollution controls and maintenance of the
launch since they use it too. Users should
pay for what they use.

Comment 1: #8 - Charge fee for Boat
Trailers ONLY if out of city Residents (C.
Davis)
Comment 2: Don’t we already pay enough
taxes to cover this already? Of course we
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City / County Plan. “Coordinate with City
and County parks departments to develop
and manage parks and open space in the
watershed in a manner consistent with water
quality protection goals.” (LWWPT by task
9.1.)

as operate a Meth lab or build a high rise
apartment complex if the zoning does not so
permit.
City / County Plan. “Seek additional funding
sources for implementation of the program
elements. Someone specifically assigned to
educate and enforce existing regulations in
the watershed.” (LWWPT11.1)
City / County Plan. “Seek additional funding
sources for implementation of the program
elements.” (LWWPT 11.1)

No comment on LWRA - 7

No comments on LWRA - 6

No comments on LWRA - 5

No comments on LWRA - 4

Moolis)
Comment 3: People who are homeowners
in the watershed have the right to do what
they want on their property. NO to #3! No
sheriff monitoring and extra expense to
homeowners. (Anonymous)

LWRA – 9: Provide written guidelines to
boaters at the fee collection kiosk, including
‘Boatnotes’, posters and information displays.
No Dots
LWRA – 10: Adopt and enforce new powered
personal watercraft regulations including:
Power watercraft must proceed out 200 feet
from shoreline without generating a wake, or
exceeding 5 MPH;
Remain at least 100 feet from swimmers at all
times;
Proceed out and return to shore in a straight
line;
Ban personal powered watercraft rental and
watercraft racing; and
All watercraft noise should be 80 decibels or
lower (this is also the current tractor trailer
trucks guidelines for roads.)
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dots 13
LWRA – 11: Review existing and update
regulations for seaplanes and amphibious
aircraft in the Watershed. This would include:
Developing a plan for handling a fuel spill,
human injury or other disaster.
Publishing this plan so that it can be reviewed
by the public and emergency response
No comment on LWRA - 11

Comment 1: Swimmers are already 100
feet from dock. Include swimming barriers
so boating lanes are clear. (Ken Bell)
Comment 2: No to #10!! These rules
would be next to impossible for adult to do
let alone a teenager. Everyone would have
to carry a measuring tape in their boat for
200 ft from shoreline, 100 ft from
swimmers and who can measure noise?
This is a hidden strategy to discourage
people from using the lake for recreation.
(Anonymous)

do!! We’re already overtaxed on the lake!!
(Anonymous)
Comment 3: #8 fees prohibit lower income
families from using the lake (Dave Moolis)
Comment 4: Boat trailer fees – As long as
it’s enforced and consistently applied. Yeas
ago, a kiosk was “occasionally” collecting
fees at peak times – not fair. (Mike
Vandehey)
No comments on LWRA - 9
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1. This would apply to all lakefront property,
2. Existing rules as found in “Boat Notes”
revised 2006 edition, should be followed and
enforced

3. Fees would largely pertain to power boat
users who can afford to own and pay for fuel
for a boat.
4. We agree.

professionals
Prohibiting place from being refueled on the
lake or in the watershed.
No Dots
LWRA –12: Replace boat docks with aquaticecosystem friendly docks
No Dots
LWRA –13: Ban all use of fireworks in the
watershed, because they pollute the air, soil and
water with heavy metals, and also cause noise
pollution, litter, and add other toxic elements in
our water supply
No Dots
LWRA – 14: Develop City supported
workshops and an on-line link to the
Neighborhood web site
No Dots
LWRA – 15: Encourage public and private
partnerships between agencies and groups to
promote overall goals as stated.
No Dots
LWRA – 16: Establish an annual Community
‘Best Practices’ Award for Sustainability
No Dots
LWRA – 17: Establish an easy reporting and
enforcement mechanism, so citizens are
encouraged to file nuisance reports due to
unacceptable loud noises on the lake, observed
safety violations, vandalism, or polluting
activities on the lake.
No Dots
General Comments
1. The City would explore such legal
contingencies if the Action Plan were
adopted.

Comment 1: We need to review legal
conveyance documents regarding gifting of
park to city to determine what items we
can change and what we are prohibited
from doing (Wendy Harris)
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1. We disagree. Enforcement is the
responsibility of citizens as well as the
authorities. Citizens are frustrated at present
since there is no one to call to address such
violations of City ordinances.

This will not promote community - it will
turn neighbor against neighbor – (Bob
Bray)

No comment on LWRA - 16

No comment on LWRA - 15

No comment on LWRA - 14

No comment on LWRA - 13

No comment on LWRA - 12

LWPDWA - 2: Determine the pathways by
which benzene enters the Reservoir and
determine procedures to interrupt these
pathways.
No Dots
LWPDWA - 3: Establish a program that
requires an annual inspection and permit for
any fossil fueled vessel to operate on Lake
Whatcom Reservoir. Permitted vessels shall
prominently display a permit sticker when on
the Reservoir or when entering or leaving the
Reservoir. Fees collected by this program shall
be used to enforce the program and monitor the
effect of fossil fueled vessels on the Reservoir.

Comment 1: Boats are certified by EPA
with respect to emissions. (S. Hover)
Comment 2: I don’t believe that most of
the boats require an inspection maybe after
they are 20 years old or something like that
if they are polluting have the sheriff sight
them a ticket. (Anonymous)
Comment 3: 3 – Another tax and spend
bureaucracy. Show me the

No comments on LWPDWA – 2

Green Dots 29 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
Yellow Dots 5 (Indicates concern regarding entire chapter)
LWPDWA – 1 Create a city department to be
Comment 1: As the city controls such a
responsible for the Lake Whatcom Reservoir,
relatively small area of the lake how is it
its watersheds and associated drinking water
likely that all areas in the watershed can be
treatment facilities. Pending creation of this
brought into similar compliance. Is it
department, all jurisdictions shall establish and feasible to have some sort of “watershed
implement the same regulations pertaining to
super-authority” (Alan Kemble)
the Reservoir, its watershed and associated
Comment 2: This supposes the city can
drinking water treatment facilities; a single
have jurisdiction over all of the lake – this
individual shall coordinate these regulations.
won’t happen – plan for better treatment
No Dots
and filter infrastructure and other water
sources (Anonymous)

Pure Drinking Water
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1 & 2. New engines standards were adopted
in 1998, were phased in between then and
2006 and pertained to new engines only.
This program would insure that engines are
properly tuned to minimize emissions
3. The benefit is fewer hydrocarbons in the
source water for our drinking water.
4. This program would help to insure these
polluting engines are kept off the lake and

1. True the City occupies a small portion of
the reservoir; however it provides water for
most of the people in the area. We believe
that such a sole authority is vital to effective
management of the Reservoir and think it is
feasible.
2. The need for increasing levels of
treatment to maintain drinking water quality
in the system results in increasing levels of
Trihalomethanes (THMS), suspected cancer
causing compounds. We think it vital that
we maintain good quality source water to
minimize the exposure of our citizens to
these compounds.
City / County Plan. “Research options for
creation of a Lake Management District.”
(Referenced in ICT 11.8.)

Moved to first position in Chapter

LWPDWA - 7: Require that the few
remaining septic systems within Bellingham’s
city limits be connected to the sewer system
Green Dots 1
Yellow Dot 1

LWPDWA - 5: Only permit fuel tanks that
attach directly to engines on the Reservoir;
prohibit all other fuel containers from use on
Lake Whatcom
Yellow Dots 8
LWPDWA - 6: Exclude all carbureted two
cycle engines from Lake Whatcom Reservoir.
Yellow Dots 2

LWPDWA - 4: Prohibit fueling of boats at
public boat launches on the Reservoir – this
would include all of Bloedel Donavan Park –
and on roads within 1,000 feet of a launch site.
Yellow Dots 7

Yellow Dots 17

No comments on LWPDWA - 7

Comment 1: - 6 – no – not based on
science. (Mike Vandehey)

benefit!!(collecting fees to enforce fee
collection?)
Comment 4: With 2 stroke engines
removed from the lake I don’t feel another
rule needs to be implemented and have to
be enforced. (Tim Domeg)
Comment 5: No to #3! The government
doesn’t need more control by requiring
vehicles to have annual inspections and
permits for living in the watershed. Also
people are conserving gas anyway by
carpooling and riding the bus. And most
important, people living in the watershed
don’t need to pay more taxes. (Loi Walton)
Comment 1: - 4 OK (Mike Vandehey)
Comment 2: Requiring boat owners to pull
their boats out of the lake to refuel will
result in tremendous congestion at boat
launches – Increased traffic increased
pollution. Perhaps and eco friendly fueling
station would be a better idea. (Ken Bell)
Comment 1: - 5 – Senseless – you havn’t
completed – 2 study. (Mike Vandehey)
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1. Although there may be other benzene
pathways to the Reservoir, data do suggest
that boats are responsible for a significant
portion of benzene pollution. (Conversation
with Steve Hood, Department of Ecology)
1. Studies have shown that carbureted 2
stroke engines pollute significantly more
than fuel injected 2 stroke or 4 stroke
engines.
City / County Plan. “Review applicable
policies and provide recommendations on
prohibiting OSS in the City’s portion of the
watershed and 10.6 Consider options for
requiring on-site septic system (OSS)
inspections during all real estate

2. Refueling should be done off the
Reservoir to prevent the introduction of
hydrocarbons into our drinking water.

would help insure those boats approved for
lake use are as pollutant free as possible.
The City’s two stroke ban is unenforceable,
the County’s is not yet in effect and when it
does go into effect, it exempts some two
stroke engines.
5. This seems to be objecting to a
recommendation that is not contained in the
SBNP, namely that cars and trucks be
subjected to emissions inspections.

LWPDWA - 12: Study and implement

LWPDWA - 11: Ban the use of fireworks
inside the watershed
Green Dots 5
Yellow Dots 9

LWPDWA - 8: Lift the Sudden Valley golf
course’s exemption from the phosphorus
fertilizer ban in the watershed. Examine and
implement ways in which the Sudden Valley
golf course may be managed to reduce or
eliminate the use of all fertilizer.
Yellow Dots 2
LWPDWA - 9: Require chipping and ban
burning of material left over after any form of
land clearing.
No Dots
LWPDWA - 10: Require that wood burning
stoves meet EPA criteria for smoke emissions
and work to upgrade stoves already in use
which do not meet these criteria.
1 Yellow Dot
Comment 1: I am delighted to see a
suggestion to ban fireworks. I understand
that this recommendation is made to
preserve the health of Lake Whatcom and
while I totally support that, I would suggest
the fireworks are crating a noise nuisance
as well as a fire damage. I live next to the
forested watershed & frequently walk in
there- For the week following & preceding
July 4th, I see evidence that fireworks have
been ignited in the forest. From the front
window of my home, I also see fireworks
projectiles landing near wood fences and
dry brush. (Anonymous)
Why? How will this protect the
watershed? Don’t take away all our fun &
community spirit! (Anonymous)
Comment 1: Arrange for Fish & Wildlife

No comments on LWPDWA - 11

No comments on LWPDWA - 10

Comment 1: - 8 YES! ( Mike Vandehey)
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1. This is a suggestion which falls under the

2. Fireworks have many harmful
components, specifically heavy metals, that
pollute the Reservoir. There are many
sanctioned fireworks displays that can be
observed.

transactions. “ (Referenced to ICT 10.5)
City / County Plan “Coordinate with Sudden
Valley Community Association to establish
best management practices consistent with
source water protection goals for Sudden
Valley Golf Course, braches and other public
areas.” (Referenced to ICT 10.5)

General Comments

LWPDWA - 13: Determine the deleterious
impact of unused pilings in and near the
Reservoir. Prepare and implement a plan to
remove unused pilings, beginning with those
determined to be most harmful to water quality.
5 Yellow Dots

methods of reducing the Canada goose
population in the Lake Whatcom watershed.
This would include discouraging the planting
of grass adjacent to water frequented by
Canada geese and promote alternatives to lawn
in areas where geese are known to feed or nest.
15 Yellow Dots 2 Green Dots

Comment 1: These issues go beyond the
scope and expertise of a neighborhood
association. Should be referred to
appropriate city/stat/federal agencies.
(Kerry Garrett)

round-up of Canadian geese for 3 yrs. To
eliminate population. Geese cannot fly last
3 wks of June – F & W will do round-up &
euthanize them for a fee of +/ $2000. Need
to do this as our beach is so full o f feces we
don’t allow swimming. (Susan Edgar)
Comment 2: -12 Geese – Lift the no
shooting zone ordinance – Geese are good
eat’n! (Mike Vandehey)
Comment 1: #13 Unharmful pilings keep
intrusion of boating from shoreline. Also
provides evidence of past docks that were
removed. (Doug Moolis)
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1. The recommendation is to remove
harmful pilings. Many, if not most, old
pilings were protected with substances
harmful to marine organisms and may be a
source of ongoing contamination. Such
contamination should be removed from the
Reservoir. See recreation for provisions to
keep boats away from shoreline.
1. The City has charged SBNA with the
responsibility of developing a neighborhood
plan.
The entire SBNP will take the form of
recommendations to the City and County.
Nothing recommended in this document can
be enacted without governmental action.

recommendation to study and implement
control methods. However, the experience in
other areas suggests that the problem will
not be solved in three years by this method.
2. It is not likely that shooting will be
permitted within the City limits; or the
populated portions of the County for that
matter.

Green Dots 30 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
LWLRPA - 1: The City will conduct a
No comments for LWLRPA - 1
biennial review of long range planning
alternatives to our current drinking water
system in response to future events that might
include:
Moving the water intake
Changing water treatment processes
Changes to the Middle Fork Nooksack River
Diversion
Acquiring a totally new water source
Renegotiating agreements to provide water to
non-city residents
Green Dots 4
General Comments
Comment 1: Consider requiring
homeowners to disclose land/home use
regulations & restrictions when selling
their home or property

Long Range Planning

Green Dots 30 (Indicates approval of entire chapter)
LWEA – 1: The City shall vigorously pursue Comment 1: Impose large fines for
enforcement of the laws, by increasing staffing violations of current 2 cycle motor ban.
and resources. A "Lake Ranger" position will
Not being enforced (Pete Coy)
be funded and supported, no later than January Comment 2: Oppose creation of a ranger
31, 2008.
with power to fine/oversee residents. This is
1 Green Dots 1
big brother.
Yellow Dots 14

Enforcement
2. The role of the ranger or enforcement
officer is to educate and enforce.
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Sample Ballot

52

53

54

55

NO

YES

LWPDWA - 2: Determine the pathways by which benzene enters the Reservoir and
determine procedures to interrupt these pathways.
LWPDWA - 3: Establish a program that requires an annual inspection and permit for any
fossil fueled vessel to operate on Lake Whatcom Reservoir. Permitted vessels shall
prominently display a permit sticker when on the Reservoir or when entering or leaving the
Reservoir. Fees collected by this program shall be used to enforce the program and monitor
the effect of fossil fueled vessels on the Reservoir.
LWPDWA - 4: Prohibit fueling of boats at public boat launches on the Reservoir – this
would include all of Bloedel Donavan Park – and on roads within 1,000 feet of a launch site.
LWPDWA - 5: Only permit fuel tanks that attach directly to engines on the Reservoir;
prohibit all other fuel containers from use on Lake Whatcom.
LWPDWA - 6: Exclude all carbureted two cycle engines from Lake Whatcom Reservoir.
LWPDWA - 7: Require that the few remaining septic systems within Bellingham!s city limits
be connected to the sewer system.
LWPDWA - 8: Lift the Sudden Valley golf course!s exemption from the phosphorus fertilizer
ban in the watershed. Examine and implement ways in which the Sudden Valley golf course
may be managed to reduce or eliminate the use of all fertilizer.
LWPDWA - 9: Require chipping and ban burning of material left over after any form of land
clearing.
LWPDWA - 10: Require that wood burning stoves meet EPA criteria for smoke emissions
and work to upgrade stoves already in use that do not meet these criteria.
LWPDWA - 11: Ban the use of fireworks inside the watershed.
LWPDWA - 12: Study and implement methods of reducing the Canada goose population in
the Lake Whatcom watershed. This would include discouraging the planting of grass
adjacent to water frequented by Canada geese and promote alternatives to lawn in areas
where geese are known to feed or nest.
LWPDWA - 13: Determine the deleterious impact of unused pilings in and near the
Reservoir. Prepare and implement a plan to remove unused pilings, beginning with those
determined to be most harmful to water quality.

NO

YES

Part 2: Public Education

Lake Whatcom Public Education Action (LWPEA) - 1: Craft and implement a personal
outreach program utilizing city staff, SBNA, Master Gardeners, industry experts and others.
This group will provide stewardship education for watershed residents that advocates
appropriate stormwater management, gardening, home and auto maintenance practices,
particularly during periods of peak outdoor activity.
LWPEA - 2: Enhance existing and implement new education programs that address daily
homeowner practices such as fertilizing, watering, landscape layout, construction and
stormwater control.
LWPEA - 3: Require education, training and certification of commercial landscapers who
do work in the watershed.
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YES

NO

LWPEA - 4: Require education, training and certification for construction personnel doing
concrete work, asphalt work, land excavation, earth moving, land clearing or disturbance,
repair to existing underground utilities or exterior painting.
LWPEA - 5: Provide watershed protection training to all city and county employees,
including police, fire, public works, planning and also elected officials to insure that they
understand their responsibility and accountability to report and respond to noncompliance
with watershed regulations.
LWPEA - 6: Establish a single 24/7-point of contact for citizens to report watershed
concerns and insure a timely response.
LWPEA - 7: Provisions shall be made in the city and county budgets for funding ongoing
and special watershed education programs.
LWPEA - 8: The city will conduct an annual review of the effectiveness of current education
programs with SBNA and residents.
LWPEA - 9: Establish a coordinating group between the city and county to address
watershed education concerns in areas adjacent to the city.
LWPEA - 10: Tailor education programs to address specific homeowner practices tied to
stormwater pollutants found on or near their property.
LWPEA - 11: Develop educational programs at Silver Beach School to protect the adjacent
watershed protection property.
LWPEA - 12: The City and SBNA in partnership with Silver Beach School will plan and
implement landscaping changes to enable the school grounds to be a model for best
practices for watershed protection.
LWPEA - 13: Provide moveable educational signage at key locations during different times
of the year, on the water, in participating yards, along rights of ways, during construction, at
community meetings and schools.
LWPEA - 14: Continue mailings, news releases, presentations at public meetings, BTV
broadcasts and inserts in local print media and seek innovative messages for Lake
Whatcom Reservoir Stewardship.
LWPEA - 15: Establish 5th and 6th grade educational programs addressing Lake Whatcom
Reservoir protection.
LWPEA - 16: Redevelop and implement a Watershed Stewardship Program.
LWPEA - 17: People have to know and believe that there is a problem, and they have to
know what they CAN do about it. Only then, will they choose to act. Much of that education
can be done by individuals and by the SBNA. An !educated neighbors-talking-to-neighbors"
program should be implemented.
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NO

YES

Part 3: Stormwater Management
Lake Whatcom Stormwater Management Action (LWSMA) – 1: Individual property
owners and occupants should install on-site treatment or infiltration/recharge facilities on
their own properties, and minimize the amount of water that flows off-site. Many of the
solutions involve low technology and low cost such as rain barrels or dry wells. We believe
that costs for more expensive solutions should be shared or funded completely by City
grants such as the Stormwater Retrofit Program.
LWSMA – 2: Roadway signs and pavement markings highlight the path and effect of
chemicals from vehicles. The City's infiltration/recharge and treatment facilities on public
properties will substantially reduce the amount of pollutants that are carried off the road
surfaces. The City will conduct a national search for known best practices and collaborates
with researchers on this topic for even better practices.
LWSMA – 3: Stormwater treatment facilities that are installed and operated by the
jurisdictions shall have a maintenance program that assures that the facility meets the
original specifications. They shall have regular and effective water quality testing of inflow
and outflow to determine the success or failure of each facility. The City and the SBNA shall
publish and distribute these reports.
LWSMA – 4: Everyone who lives or travels in the reservoir should refrain from allowing
such materials to be placed on the land in such a way that those chemicals can enter the
runoff stream or the Reservoir.
LWSMA – 5: In order to establish a fair and equitable city-wide stormwater management
program, the City will implement a three-tiered program that includes incentives to assist
property owners in managing stormwater runoff from their property with natural (low
technology) techniques or fees for those who choose not to manage their property!s runoff
that shall be used to pay for off-site mitigation. The enforcement of existing City Codes will
include fines to be used to mitigate any negative impacts caused by the infractions.
LWSMA-6: The City of Bellingham will develop and fund a voluntary program to support
retention of existing trees in the watershed and the planting of new and replacement trees
using the “right tree, right place” management policy that compliments the city!s existing
street tree policy.

NO

YES

Part 4: Monitoring
Lake Whatcom Monitoring Action (LWMA) - 1: Continue the current annual reservoir
water column and enhanced tributary monitoring program.
LWMA - 2: Characterize organic contamination in lake water and sediment including
traditional organic compounds on the priority pollutant list such as pesticides, herbicides,
phthalates, phenols and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and add other emerging
compounds of concern such as pharmaceuticals, flame retardants and endocrine disrupters.
Continue a program of periodic monitoring to track any changes. Each organic pollutant of
interest should be monitored at least once during each 5-year period, more frequently for
pollutants with concentrations trending upwards.
LWMA - 3: Regularly monitor benzene contamination of the reservoir and the city!s treated
drinking water. Determine the pathways by which benzene enters the reservoir.
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NO

YES

LWMA - 4: Determine the impacts to aquatic organisms, water quality and potentially
human health from the leaching of contaminants from oxygen-depleted bottom sediments
during reservoir stratification.
LWMA - 5: Determine the impact of increasing algae concentrations on the reservoir and
drinking water.
LWMA - 6: Continue monitoring mercury concentrations in water, sediment and fish tissue
to insure we are not surprised by air transport deposition from global industrialization.
Mercury monitoring should be conducted at least once every five years, more often if
mercury contamination appears to be increasing.
LWMA - 7: Groundwater at multiple depths in the immediate vicinity of old dumps and other
potential sources of groundwater contamination that might find its way to the reservoir shall
be sampled and analyzed for a broad range of pollutants including pharmaceuticals, flame
retardants and endocrine disrupting compounds. Sites identified as contributing to
groundwater contamination shall be monitored at least every 5 years.
LWMA - 8: Conduct hydrologic measurements and modeling in the watershed to identify
and record the flow of water into the reservoir from precipitation, tributaries and
groundwater.
LWMA - 9: Conduct scientific studies that characterize flow in the reservoir at different
depths during different times of the year.

NO

YES

Part 5: Land Acquistion
Lake Whatcom Land Acquisition Action (LWLAA) – 1: In partnership with Whatcom
County, Bellingham will seek state, federal and private funding to assist in acquiring all of
the remaining undeveloped land in the watershed through outright purchase, conservation
easements, or purchase of Development Rights.
LWLAA – 2: Bellingham will develop and implement a public campaign to encourage
donation of land in the watershed for watershed protection reserves.
LWLAA – 3: A neutral third party such as the Whatcom Land Trust will hold conservation
easements on all city owned watershed property to oversee and enforce the goal of
management for water quality protection.
LWLAA – 4: All property acquired by the City for watershed protection will have all
development rights permanently removed through the use of deed restrictions and/or other
legal means.
LWLAA – 5: Bellingham will develop and implement a public recognition program for
landowners donating all or part of their watershed properties or entering into a conservation
easement that limits future use of the land to watershed protection. The program would
only pertain to properties for which all development rights were removed.
LWLAA – 6: Bellingham will develop and implement an effective Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) program to remove development rights from the watershed. This program
would remove development rights permanently from land in the watershed. Property
owners can choose to sell some or all of the zoned development units from their watershed
property to developers or the City to increase density in predetermined areas that are not as
environmentally sensitive.
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NO

YES

LWLAA – 7: Bellingham will develop a forest management plan aimed at maintaining or
restoring diverse forest structure and composition with native plants within one year of
acquiring control of each specific property.
LWLAA – 8: Bellingham will begin forest restoration activities within three years of
acquiring control of property that includes elimination of invasive non-native plants.
LWLAA – 9: Bellingham will remove unnecessary roads, culverts, and built structures from
all acquired property within three years of acquiring control of the property.
LWLAA – 10: Bellingham will target purchase or conservation easements of developed
property with willing sellers to provide natural stormwater treatment in key locations to
prevent pollution sources from reaching the lake.
LWLAA – 11: Each acquired property will have a baseline-monitoring inventory that states
existing characteristics, habitats and detailed restoration goals and actions.
LWLAA – 12: Periodic monitoring will be compared to the baseline inventory, goals and
action plans to ensure that management strategies are producing the desired results.
LWLAA – 13: All reports of misuse of protected land are addressed either through adaptive
management or enforcement.
LWLAA – 14: Signs detailing allowable activities will be posted on all watershed protection
properties.
LWLAA – 15: The 'Watershed Ranger' will have a visible presence in the watershed by
providing ongoing education about and enforcement of watershed protection regulations
and activities.
LWLAA – 16: Bellingham will strictly enforce its policy of not allowing hookups to City water
outside of UGA!s in the watershed.
LWLAA – 17: Bellingham will renegotiate its contracts with Water Districts in the watershed
to eliminate future extension of City water to building lots created after 2007 and to reduce
current contractual agreements for hookups so that fewer new homes are built in the
watershed.

NO

YES

Part 6: Water Habitat
Lake Whatcom Water Habitat Action (LWWHA) - 1: Implement the strategy for
conservation and recovery of native fish populations currently being developed by
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.
LWWHA - 2: Monitor water quality in Silver Beach Creek to guide restoration of water
quality.
LWWHA - 3: Restore legally mandated riparian areas buffers along side of Silver Beach
Creek with native vegetation both inside of the city limits and in the county. If the buffers
prove to be insufficient, expand the buffers as necessary.
LWWHA - 4: Develop and implement a plan to work with property owners adjacent to the
Lake Whatcom Reservoir or tributaries to modify activities or land uses to enhance stream
and hence Lake Whatcom Reservoir water quality protections.
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NO

YES

LWWHA - 5: In conjunction with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, develop
and implement a plan to reduce or eliminate non-native fish species from Lake Whatcom
Reservoir.
LWWHA - 6: Monitor fish species for contamination. Post advisories at popular fishing
locations and boat launch areas. Report advisories in local media and place notices in the
City Sewer and Water billings.

NO

YES

Part 7: Recreation

Lake Whatcom Recreation Actions (LWRA) –1: Use Bloedel Donovan Park as a model
to demonstrate !Best Practices for Care of the Watershed" by providing the interpretive
examples of caring for the watershed, advocating pesticide/phosphorus free lawn care and
labeled plants in rain gardens.
LWRA - 2: Clearly and publicly post all boating, park rules, and swimming rules.
LWRA – 3: Establish position of Lake Ranger/Sheriff to allow for better enforcement of city
rules on the lake, with additional support on holidays.
LWRA – 4: Establish position of Lifeguard/Lake Steward/Educator (combined role) for
summer and holidays at park.
LWRA – 5: Increased Compliance with Watershed Guidelines during community events.
LWRA – 6: Develop and implement safe swimming guidelines.
LWRA – 7: Enforce current and proposed boating and water sports regulations including:
WA State Navigation law; Possession of Washington State Boater Education Card; Legal
age requirements for boat operation, and rules therein.
LWRA – 8: Introduce boat trailer parking Fees at Bloedel Donovan Park.
LWRA – 9: Provide written guidelines to boaters at the fee collection kiosk, including
!Boatnotes", posters and information displays.
LWRA – 10: Adopt and enforce new and existing powered personal watercraft regulations
including: Power watercraft must proceed out 300 feet from shoreline without generating a
wake, or exceeding 6 MPH; Remain at least 100 feet from swimmers at all times; Proceed
out and return to shore in a straight line; Ban personal powered watercraft rental and
watercraft racing; and All watercraft noise should be 80 decibels or lower (this is also the
current tractor trailer trucks guidelines for roads.) and Guidelines of the Lake Whatcom
Management Program, !Boatnotes: A handbook for Boater"s on Lake Whatcom".
LWRA – 11: Review existing and update regulations for seaplanes and amphibious aircraft
in the Watershed. This would include: Developing a plan for handling a fuel spill, human
injury or other disaster; Publishing this plan so that it can be reviewed by the public and
emergency response professionals; and Prohibiting planes from being refueled on the lake
or in the watershed.
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NO

YES

LWRA –12: Replace boat docks with aquatic-ecosystem friendly docks
LWRA –13: Ban all use of fireworks in the watershed, because they pollute the air, soil and
water with heavy metals, and also cause noise pollution, litter, and add other toxic elements
in our water supply.
LWRA – 14: Develop City supported workshops and an on-line link to the Neighborhood
web site.
LWRA – 15: Encourage public and private partnerships between agencies and groups to
promote overall goals as stated.
LWRA – 16: Establish an annual Community !Best Practices" Award for Sustainability.
LWRA – 17: Establish an easy reporting and enforcement mechanism, so citizens are
encouraged to file nuisance reports due to unacceptable loud noises on the lake, observed
safety violations, vandalism, or polluting activities on the lake.

NO

YES

Part 8: Enforcement
Lake Whatcom Enforcement Action (LWEA) – 1: The City shall vigorously pursue
enforcement of the laws, by increasing staffing and resources. A "Lake Ranger" position will
be funded and supported, no later than January 31, 2008

NO

YES

Part 9: Long Range Planning
Lake Whatcom Long Range Planning (LWLRPA) - 1: The City will conduct a biennial
review of long range planning alternatives to our current drinking water system in response
to future events that might include: Moving the water intake; Changing water treatment
processes; Changes to the Middle Fork Nooksack River Diversion; Acquiring a totally new
water source; and Renegotiating agreements to provide water to non-city residents.
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Voting Results
The following table summarizes the results of the voting that took place at the October 11th
meeting. Items highlighted in green were approved, items highlighted in red were defeated and
items with no color were even.
Yes

No

Land Use & Zoning
39

136

Land Use and Zoning Action (LUZA) – 1: Consider a building moratorium to limit
further development in the Lake Whatcom Watershed until water quality
improvements in Lake Whatcom are verified.

56

126

LUZA – 2: Land use designations should be adjusted in areas where appropriate,
including: Changing the designation of Areas 3, 6, 11 and 14 to Residential Single,
Low Density; Changing the designation of Area 13 to limit further development; and
Changing the designation on Section 18 to reflect current use and decrease density.

64

117

LUZA – 3: Due to its watershed location, wildlife, wetlands, trails and proximity to
Big Rock Park and the Silver Beach School, further development in Area 1 should be
prohibited.

86

108

LUZA – 4: The City should continue and expand their program to purchase sensitive
land areas in the Lake Whatcom Watershed. In particular it should purchase the
wetlands adjacent to Bloedel Donovan Park and those located within Area 13.

76

104

LUZA – 5: The zoning code should be updated to include landscape treatment
adjacent to streams. All year-round streams should have a buffer zone consistent with
the Shoreline Master Plan.

97

86

LUZA – 6: The neighborhoods of the city shall work together to address the height
restriction code and protect view corridors

74

109

LUZA – 7: Existing property owners on the lakeshore should be encouraged to
participate in the stormwater retrofit program.

75

108

LUZA – 8: All requests for building permits should include a landscaping plan that
includes retaining as much native soils and vegetation as possible. New plantings
should be designed to protect existing views where possible.

59

124

LUZA – 9: Update the zoning code to include regulations regarding size of docks and
other marine facilities. The size and number of these facilities should be reduced so as
not to degrade the quality of Lake Whatcom.

91

91

LUZA – 10: Encourage the continued use and expansion of the commercial facilities
in Area 7 to provide a neighborhood retail center and community gathering area that is
pedestrian friendly and helps eliminate car travel. The neighborhood would like to see
expanded services such as a café, garden area, deli, etc.

65

113

LUZA – 11: Create a Design Review process that will insure that the above standards
are followed.

63

Yes

No

Transportation
89

89

Transportation Action (TA) -1: The City will adopt ‘Green Street’ criteria and
techniques when redoing and maintaining the streets in the Silver Beach
Neighborhood. This approach assures that the scale of our streets remain residential
and that runoff will be treated using basic natural methods within the street’ right-ofway negating the need for large capital intensive, experimental filtering vaults. Green
streets criteria and techniques also address safety and multimodal issues of our streets.
The Neighborhood and the city need to work together to address the streets in areas
3,4,5, 6, 11 and 15 that are prime candidates for green street projects. Silver Beach
Avenue from Northshore to Sylvan would fall into this group and would be an
excellent model project.

117

69

TA - 2: Install crosswalks on Barkley Blvd., Britton and Northshore, and Electric
Ave. to improve pedestrian safety. People, especially the young and the elderly, need
to cross these busy streets to get to school, to catch a bus or for many other reasons.

111

71

TA - 3: Resurface and improve Northshore Drive to better accommodate all modes of
traffic and improve stormwater runoff treatment. The proposed design includes a bike
lane in each direction and a sidewalk on the north/west side of the street. This project
is currently scheduled for 2008 and should not be delayed for any reason.

117

68

TA - 4: Resurface and improve the design of Electric Avenue. A sidewalk should be
included on at least one side to provide separate and safer lanes of travel for
pedestrians and bicyclists.

94

88

TA - 5: In concert with WTA develop a local loop shuttle bus service that facilitates
easy access to Barkley Village and the Sunset Mall for residents of Silver Beach
Neighborhood. Additionally, improve access for those residents who live south of
Alabama by relocating at least one route so it travels on Electric.

96

84

TA - 6: The project planned to connect Big Rock Garden, the Silver Beach
Elementary School and the Klipsun trail is an important link that warrants immediate
attention. This would provide a pathway system around the watershed management
area connecting the residential areas on either side and allow the center of the area to
be returned to its natural state. This also provides safe routes to Silver Beach
Elementary School.

101

80

TA - 7: Northshore from Britton southeast to the city’s border will be upgraded up to
the standards of the other secondary arterials in Silver Beach neighborhood. This is
both a watershed quality and safety issue.

110

75

TA - 8: Academy on both sides of the lake will be upgraded for safety reasons. The
road is heavily traveled and in both cases the intersections of Northshore and
Academy have poor sight lines.

74

107

TA - 9: Any city plans, maps or other documents concerning residential streets in the
Silver Beach Neighborhood that are currently not through streets but are shown or
referred to as becoming through streets must be voided. Any further consideration of
them as through streets needs to start at square one with the public process. A traffic
circle with a rain garden should be considered to slow traffic on Haggin and break up
the long straightaway.

64

Yes

No

84

98

TA - 10: Existing alleys need to be evaluated and improved when possible. With little
work some may provide opportunities as alternative, and safer, bicycle or pedestrian
pathways through the neighborhood. They should also be evaluated with regard to
their contribution to stormwater runoff and improved if necessary.

Capital Facilities
105

79

Capital Facilities Action (CFA) – 1: The City, Bellingham School District and
Silver Beach Neighborhood should develop a communication plan and process that
allows early neighborhood involvement when updating or changing public facilities in
the neighborhood.

88

92

CFA – 2: The city and Silver Beach Neighborhood will jointly explore the feasibility,
vision and funding of Bloedel Donovan park as a centerpiece of Lake Whatcom and a
demonstration project for watershed management best practices.

96

82

CFA – 3: The grounds of the Elementary School have large areas of impervious
surfaces that in any future remodels should be designed to treat runoff on-site.

Utilities & Services
98

87

Utilities and Services Action (USA) -1: The city will create a long-term utility
remediation fund to cover costs associated with burying cables, power and telephone
lines, restoring trees to streets and removing unneeded structures.

98

85

USA - 2: An annual neighborhood review meeting that highlights achievements, lists
current and future priorities, evaluates problems and provides recommendations will
be presented by all city and private utility providers to the Silver Beach
Neighborhood.

118

67

USA - 3: The Silver Beach Neighborhood Association will work to expand the Block
Watch Program throughout the Neighborhood.

113

72

USA - 4: The police will patrol Bloedel Donovan Park and surrounding play areas
nightly (particularly in the summer months) to insure noise ordinance compliance.

94

89

USA - 5: The city will provide emergency response training to the neighborhood on
an annual basis.

82

94

USA - 6: A transparent, concise communication process that all utility providers
would use will be developed by the city in conjunction with MNAC.

Parks , Recreation & Open Space
86

96

Parks Recreation & Open Space Action (PROSA) - 1: Existing buildings at
Bloedel Donovan Park shall be scheduled for major remodel work or rework in the
near future. Future improvements shall make the buildings LEED compliant, serving
as a model of appropriate public & commercial construction within the community.
The site shall be considered for a watershed education center.

95

88

PROSA - 2: Develop signage throughout parks and trails to indicate this area is a
sensitive watershed management area.

65

Yes
81

No
101

87

93

PROSA - 4: Work with DNR to develop a rehabilitation plan for the Lake Whatcom
Beach site located on Northshore between Silvern and Maynard. Signage shall be
placed on site to warn swimmers that this site is polluted.

81

99

PROSA - 5: Safe, small-scale pedestrian and bicycle access should be developed at
each public 'Open Space' site listed above. Clear signage that is visible to both land
and lake users should be included. Consistent fencing, gates and signage should be
installed to clearly identify these sites.

82

99

PROSA - 6: The boat launch shall be monitored during seasonal peak use to keep
park activities consistent with the residential character of our neighborhood and
responsible watershed management practices (no refilling gas or oil at the boat launch,
etc.). Enforce existing boat launch hours of dawn to dusk.

75

106

PROSA - 7: The city has over 70 pieces of public art on display, but none at Bloedel
Donovan. There is an opportunity here to use public art to improve the aesthetics of
the site. In addition, a sculpture or mural reminding our community of our relationship
with our watershed may serve to motivate better stewardship of this resource.

105

78

PROSA - 8: The City will recognize that the primary users of the Bloedel Donovan
play and swimming area in the summer season are human, while recognizing the
value of dogs in reducing the Canada Goose population. Clear off-leash dates and
hours should be established and posted consistently in city literature and park signage
(current signs and literature provide conflicting dates and times). The off leash times
allowed in the pet ordinance should be consistent with seasonal use of the park. To
address concerns of dog owners and parents, consider ordinance revision allowing
year round off-leash activity in the grass and beach area to the east of the buildings at
Bloedel Donovan Park while reserving the play area and swimming area north and
west of the buildings only for human use during summer months.

87

95

PROSA - 9: The city shall install signs supporting the Promote Basic Park & Trail
Etiquette program in support of the educational outreach process.

102

80

PROSA – 10: Lighting in public areas around the lake should be hooded to minimize
light pollution.

PROSA - 3: Develop educational outreach pamphlets that promote responsible use of
this natural asset to be distributed throughout the neighborhood.

Lake Whatcom Pure Drinking Water
65

109

Lake Whatcom Pure Drinking Water Action (LWPDWA) - 1: Create a city
department to be responsible for the Lake Whatcom Reservoir, its watersheds and
associated drinking water treatment facilities. Pending creation of this department, all
jurisdictions shall establish and implement the same regulations pertaining to the
Reservoir, its watershed and associated drinking water treatment facilities; a single
individual shall coordinate these regulations.

98

86

LWPDWA - 2: Determine the pathways by which benzene enters the Reservoir and
determine procedures to interrupt these pathways.

66

Yes
67

No
116

68

115

LWPDWA - 4: Prohibit fueling of boats at public boat launches on the Reservoir –
this would include all of Bloedel Donavan Park – and on roads within 1,000 feet of a
launch site.

67

115

LWPDWA - 5: Only permit fuel tanks that attach directly to engines on the
Reservoir; prohibit all other fuel containers from use on Lake Whatcom.

83

99

LWPDWA - 6: Exclude all carbureted two cycle engines from Lake Whatcom
Reservoir.

100

81

LWPDWA - 7: Require that the few remaining septic systems within Bellingham’s
city limits be connected to the sewer system.

97

85

LWPDWA - 8: Lift the Sudden Valley golf course’s exemption from the phosphorus
fertilizer ban in the watershed. Examine and implement ways in which the Sudden
Valley golf course may be managed to reduce or eliminate the use of all fertilizer.

78

103

LWPDWA - 9: Require chipping and ban burning of material left over after any form
of land clearing.

80

100

LWPDWA - 10: Require that wood burning stoves meet EPA criteria for smoke
emissions and work to upgrade stoves already in use that do not meet these criteria.

61

123

LWPDWA - 11: Ban the use of fireworks inside the watershed.

88

95

LWPDWA - 12: Study and implement methods of reducing the Canada goose
population in the Lake Whatcom watershed. This would include discouraging the
planting of grass adjacent to water frequented by Canada geese and promote
alternatives to lawn in areas where geese are known to feed or nest.

94

87

LWPDWA - 13: Determine the deleterious impact of unused pilings in and near the
Reservoir. Prepare and implement a plan to remove unused pilings, beginning with
those determined to be most harmful to water quality.

LWPDWA - 3: Establish a program that requires an annual inspection and permit for
any fossil fueled vessel to operate on Lake Whatcom Reservoir. Permitted vessels
shall prominently display a permit sticker when on the Reservoir or when entering or
leaving the Reservoir. Fees collected by this program shall be used to enforce the
program and monitor the effect of fossil fueled vessels on the Reservoir.

Lake Whatcom Public Education
73

106

Lake Whatcom Public Education Action (LWPEA) - 1: Craft and implement a
personal outreach program utilizing city staff, SBNA, Master Gardeners, industry
experts and others. This group will provide stewardship education for watershed
residents that advocates appropriate stormwater management, gardening, home and
auto maintenance practices, particularly during periods of peak outdoor activity.

77

103

LWPEA - 2: Enhance existing and implement new education programs that address
daily homeowner practices such as fertilizing, watering, landscape layout,
construction and stormwater control.

75

108

LWPEA - 3: Require education, training and certification of commercial landscapers
who do work in the watershed.

67

Yes
63

No
116

68

109

LWPEA - 5: Provide watershed protection training to all city and county employees,
including police, fire, public works, planning and also elected officials to insure that
they understand their responsibility and accountability to report and respond to
noncompliance with watershed regulations.

67

113

LWPEA - 6: Establish a single 24/7-point of contact for citizens to report watershed
concerns and insure a timely response

71

109

LWPEA - 7: Provisions shall be made in the city and county budgets for funding
ongoing and special watershed education programs.

70

106

LWPEA - 8: The city will conduct an annual review of the effectiveness of current
education programs with SBNA and residents.

69

107

LWPEA - 9: Establish a coordinating group between the city and county to address
watershed education concerns in areas adjacent to the city.

68

112

LWPEA - 10: Tailor education programs to address specific homeowner practices
tied to stormwater pollutants found on or near their property.

65

113

LWPEA - 11: Develop educational programs at Silver Beach School to protect the
adjacent watershed protection property.

78

101

LWPEA - 12: The City and SBNA in partnership with Silver Beach School will plan
and implement landscaping changes to enable the school grounds to be a model for
best practices for watershed protection.

65

110

LWPEA - 13: Provide moveable educational signage at key locations during different
times of the year, on the water, in participating yards, along rights of ways, during
construction, at community meetings and schools.

85

91

LWPEA - 14: Continue mailings, news releases, presentations at public meetings,
BTV broadcasts and inserts in local print media and seek innovative messages for
Lake Whatcom Reservoir Stewardship.

67

115

LWPEA - 15: Establish 5th and 6th grade educational programs addressing Lake
Whatcom Reservoir protection.

63

111

LWPEA - 16: Redevelop and implement a Watershed Stewardship Program.

68

108

LWPEA - 17: People have to know and believe that there is a problem, and they have
to know what they CAN do about it. Only then, will they choose to act. Much of that
education can be done by individuals and by the SBNA. An ‘educated neighborstalking- to-neighbors’ program should be implemented.

LWPEA - 4: Require education, training and certification for construction personnel
doing concrete work, asphalt work, land excavation, earth moving, land clearing or
disturbance, repair to existing underground utilities or exterior painting.

68

Yes

No

Lake Whatcom Stormwater Management
53

128

Lake Whatcom Stormwater Management Action (LWSMA) – 1: Individual
property owners and occupants should install on-site treatment or infiltration/recharge
facilities on their own properties, and minimize the amount of water that flows offsite. Many of the solutions involve low technology and low cost such as rain barrels or
dry wells. We believe that costs for more expensive solutions should be shared or
funded completely by City grants such as the Stormwater Retrofit Program.

70

113

LWSMA – 2: Roadway signs and pavement markings highlight the path and effect of
chemicals from vehicles. The City's infiltration/recharge and treatment facilities on
public properties will substantially reduce the amount of pollutants that are carried off
the road surfaces. The City will conduct a national search for known best practices
and collaborates with researchers on this topic for even better practices.

78

98

LWSMA – 3: Stormwater treatment facilities that are installed and operated by the
jurisdictions shall have a maintenance program that assures that the facility meets the
original specifications. They shall have regular and effective water quality testing of
inflow and outflow to determine the success or failure of each facility. The City and
the SBNA shall publish and distribute these reports.

81

103

LWSMA – 4: Everyone who lives or travels in the reservoir should refrain from
allowing such materials to be placed on the land in such a way that those chemicals
can enter the runoff stream or the Reservoir.

55

123

LWSMA – 5: In order to establish a fair and equitable city-wide stormwater
management program, the City will implement a three-tiered program that includes
incentives to assist property owners in managing stormwater runoff from their
property with natural (low technology) techniques or fees for those who choose not to
manage their property’s runoff that shall be used to pay for off-site mitigation. The
enforcement of existing City Codes will include fines to be used to mitigate any
negative impacts caused by the infractions.

70

108

LWSMA-6: The City of Bellingham will develop and fund a voluntary program to
support retention of existing trees in the watershed and the planting of new and
replacement trees using the “right tree, right place” management policy that
compliments the city’s existing street tree policy.

Lake Whatcom Monitoring
90

87

Lake Whatcom Monitoring Action (LWMA) - 1: Continue the current annual
reservoir water column and enhanced tributary monitoring program.

87

90

LWMA - 2: Characterize organic contamination in lake water and sediment including
traditional organic compounds on the priority pollutant list such as pesticides,
herbicides, phthalates, phenols and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and add other
emerging compounds of concern such as pharmaceuticals, flame retardants and
endocrine disrupters. Continue a program of periodic monitoring to track any
changes. Each organic pollutant of interest should be monitored at least once during
each 5-year period, more frequently for pollutants with concentrations trending
upwards.

69

Yes
92

No
87

82

94

LWMA - 4: Determine the impacts to aquatic organisms, water quality and
potentially human health from the leaching of contaminants from oxygen-depleted
bottom sediments during reservoir stratification.

93

86

LWMA - 5: Determine the impact of increasing algae concentrations on the reservoir
and drinking water.

93

84

LWMA - 6: Continue monitoring mercury concentrations in water, sediment and fish
tissue to insure we are not surprised by air transport deposition from global
industrialization. Mercury monitoring should be conducted at least once every five
years, more often if mercury contamination appears to be increasing.

91

88

LWMA - 7: Groundwater at multiple depths in the immediate vicinity of old dumps
and other potential sources of groundwater contamination that might find its way to
the reservoir shall be sampled and analyzed for a broad range of pollutants including
pharmaceuticals, flame retardants and endocrine disrupting compounds. Sites
identified as contributing to groundwater contamination shall be monitored at least
every 5 years.

85

92

LWMA - 8: Conduct hydrologic measurements and modeling in the watershed to
identify and record the flow of water into the reservoir from precipitation, tributaries
and groundwater.

89

88

LWMA - 9: Conduct scientific studies that characterize flow in the reservoir at
different depths during different times of the year.

LWMA - 3: Regularly monitor benzene contamination of the reservoir and the city’s
treated drinking water. Determine the pathways by which benzene enters the reservoir.

Lake Whatcom Land Acquisition
72

106

Lake Whatcom Land Acquisition Action (LWLAA) – 1: In partnership with
Whatcom County, Bellingham will seek state, federal and private funding to assist in
acquiring all of the remaining undeveloped land in the watershed through outright
purchase, conservation easements, or purchase of Development Rights.

82

99

LWLAA – 2: Bellingham will develop and implement a public campaign to
encourage donation of land in the watershed for watershed protection reserves.

68

108

LWLAA – 3: A neutral third party such as the Whatcom Land Trust will hold
conservation easements on all city owned watershed property to oversee and enforce
the goal of management for water quality protection.

71

108

LWLAA – 4: All property acquired by the City for watershed protection will have all
development rights permanently removed through the use of deed restrictions and/or
other legal means.

71

109

LWLAA – 5: Bellingham will develop and implement a public recognition program
for landowners donating all or part of their watershed properties or entering into a
conservation easement that limits future use of the land to watershed protection. The
program would only pertain to properties for which all development rights were
removed.

70

Yes
66

No
110

72

107

LWLAA – 7: Bellingham will develop a forest management plan aimed at
maintaining or restoring diverse forest structure and composition with native plants
within one year of acquiring control of each specific property.

79

99

LWLAA – 8: Bellingham will begin forest restoration activities within three years of
acquiring control of property that includes elimination of invasive non-native plants.

69

110

LWLAA – 9: Bellingham will remove unnecessary roads, culverts, and built
structures from all acquired property within three years of acquiring control of the
property.

75

105

LWLAA – 10: Bellingham will target purchase or conservation easements of
developed property with willing sellers to provide natural stormwater treatment in key
locations to prevent pollution sources from reaching the lake.

72

106

LWLAA – 11: Each acquired property will have a baseline-monitoring inventory
that states existing characteristics, habitats and detailed restoration goals and actions.

70

107

LWLAA – 12: Periodic monitoring will be compared to the baseline inventory, goals
and action plans to ensure that management strategies are producing the desired
results.

70

107

LWLAA – 13: All reports of misuse of protected land are addressed either through
adaptive management or enforcement.

72

105

LWLAA – 14: Signs detailing allowable activities will be posted on all watershed
protection properties.

59

119

LWLAA – 15: The 'Watershed Ranger' will have a visible presence in the watershed
by providing ongoing education about and enforcement of watershed protection
regulations and activities.

68

109

LWLAA – 16: Bellingham will strictly enforce its policy of not allowing hookups to
City water outside of UGA’s in the watershed.

63

115

LWLAA – 17: Bellingham will renegotiate its contracts with Water Districts in the
watershed to eliminate future extension of City water to building lots created after
2007 and to reduce current contractual agreements for hookups so that fewer new
homes are built in the watershed.

LWLAA – 6: Bellingham will develop and implement an effective Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) program to remove development rights from the
watershed. This program would remove development rights permanently from land in
the watershed. Property owners can choose to sell some or all of the zoned
development units from their watershed property to developers or the City to increase
density in predetermined areas that

Lake Whatcom Water Habitat
92

87

Lake Whatcom Water Habitat Action (LWWHA) - 1: Implement the strategy for
conservation and recovery of native fish populations currently being developed by
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.

98

84

LWWHA - 2: Monitor water quality in Silver Beach Creek to guide restoration of
water quality.

71

Yes

No

76

104

LWWHA - 3: Restore legally mandated riparian areas buffers along side of Silver
Beach Creek with native vegetation both inside of the city limits and in the county. If
the buffers prove to be insufficient, expand the buffers as necessary.

73

107

LWWHA - 4: Develop and implement a plan to work with property owners adjacent
to the Lake Whatcom Reservoir or tributaries to modify activities or land uses to
enhance stream and hence Lake Whatcom Reservoir water quality protections.

86

92

LWWHA - 5: In conjunction with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,
develop and implement a plan to reduce or eliminate non-native fish species from
Lake Whatcom Reservoir.

87

91

LWWHA - 6: Monitor fish species for contamination. Post advisories at popular
fishing locations and boat launch areas. Report advisories in local media and place
notices in the City Sewer and Water billings.

Lake Whatcom Recreation
81

95

Lake Whatcom Recreation Actions (LWRA) –1: Use Bloedel Donovan Park as a
model to demonstrate ‘Best Practices for Care of the Watershed’ by providing the
interpretive examples of caring for the watershed, advocating pesticide/phosphorus
free lawn care and labeled plants in rain gardens.

108

69

LWRA - 2: Clearly and publicly post all boating, park rules, and swimming rules.

66

111

LWRA – 3: Establish position of Lake Ranger/Sheriff to allow for better enforcement
of city rules on the lake, with additional support on holidays.

87

90

LWRA – 4: Establish position of Lifeguard/Lake Steward/Educator (combined role)
for summer and holidays at park.

72

105

LWRA – 5: Increased Compliance with Watershed Guidelines during community
events.

92

87

LWRA – 6: Develop and implement safe swimming guidelines.

81

93

LWRA – 7: Enforce current and proposed boating and water sports regulations
including: WA State Navigation law; Possession of Washington State Boater
Education Card; Legal age requirements for boat operation, and rules therein.

81

93

LWRA – 7: Enforce current and proposed boating and water sports regulations
including: WA State Navigation law; Possession of Washington State Boater
Education Card; Legal age requirements for boat operation, and rules therein.

69

107

LWRA – 8: Introduce boat trailer parking Fees at Bloedel Donovan Park.

72

103

LWRA – 9: Provide written guidelines to boaters at the fee collection kiosk,
including ‘Boatnotes’, posters and information displays.

72

Yes
79

No
98

75

101

LWRA – 11: Review existing and update regulations for seaplanes and amphibious
aircraft in the Watershed. This would include: Developing a plan for handling a fuel
spill, human injury or other disaster; Publishing this plan so that it can be reviewed by
the public and emergency response professionals; and Prohibiting planes from being
refueled on the lake or in the watershed.

52

123

LWRA –12: Replace boat docks with aquatic-ecosystem friendly docks.

64

114

LWRA –13: Ban all use of fireworks in the watershed, because they pollute the air,
soil and water with heavy metals, and also cause noise pollution, litter, and add other
toxic elements in our water supply.

76

102

LWRA – 14: Develop City supported workshops and an on-line link to the
Neighborhood web site.

82

95

LWRA – 15: Encourage public and private partnerships between agencies and groups
to promote overall goals as stated.

66

109

LWRA – 16: Establish an annual Community ‘Best Practices’ Award for
Sustainability.

69

106

LWRA – 17: Establish an easy reporting and enforcement mechanism, so citizens are
encouraged to file nuisance reports due to unacceptable loud noises on the lake,
observed safety violations, vandalism, or polluting activities on the lake.

LWRA – 10: Adopt and enforce new and existing powered personal watercraft
regulations including: Power watercraft must proceed out 300 feet from shoreline
without generating a wake, or exceeding 6 MPH; Remain at least 100 feet from
swimmers at all times; Proceed out and return to shore in a straight line; Ban personal
powered watercraft rental and watercraft racing; and All watercraft noise should be 80
decibels or lower (this is also the current tractor trailer trucks guidelines for roads.)
and Guidelines of the Lake Whatcom Management Program, ‘Boatnotes: A handbook
for Boater’s on Lake Whatcom’.

Lake Whatcom Enforcement
57

123

Lake Whatcom Enforcement Action (LWEA) – 1: The City shall vigorously pursue
enforcement of the laws, by increasing staffing and resources. A "Lake Ranger"
position will be funded and supported, no later than January 31, 2008

Lake Whatcom Long Range Planning
86

92

Lake Whatcom Long Range Planning (LWLRPA) - 1: The City will conduct a
biennial review of long range planning alternatives to our current drinking water
system in response to future events that might include: Moving the water intake;
Changing water treatment processes; Changes to the Middle Fork Nooksack River
Diversion; Acquiring a totally new water source; and Renegotiating agreements to
provide water to non-city residents.

73

Votes Made Outside the Sanctioned Ballot Process
Ballot Type

Yes for whole Plan

No for whole Plan

Blue Ballot created by neighbors
and submitted at the October 11,
2007 Meeting.
21 Received

0

21 (4 of these individuals also
voted with SBNA ballots)

Sample ballot printed out from
SBNA website
2 Received

0

2

Power of Attorney for M
Baldwin & C. Baldwin to have
K. Bell vote for them
1 Received

0

2

1

6

0

No votes

Emailed Votes
7 Received
SBNA Ballots submitted for
individuals not present at the
meeting
2 Received
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October & November Plan Comments & Responses
This chapter addresses comments, written and email, made about the Plan between October 11
and Nov 1, 2007, including those collected at the October 11 meeting. The table below includes
responses preparedby the chapter or section’s author. Only Actions that were commented on are
included in this list. For comments about the Plan development and voting process, see the
‘Process Comments Section’ later in this document.
Plan Element:
Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Land Use and Zoning
General Comments

Comment 1: While I am interested in some building
restrictions in the Lake Whatcom Watershed I had
trouble with the wording of Chapter 2 LUZA 1, 2, and
3, so I voted not on all of them. (Kathy Bastow, Oct.
2007 meeting)
Comment 2: I’m curious why my neighbor cannot
pave their driveway, when their home covers only
about 25-30% of their land, while landowners on the
lake seem to be building large homes that take up 80%
of their permeable surface. Why is the city allowing
such different treatment of homeowners on the lake
verses those in wooded areas off the lake? (Kathy
Bastow, Oct. 2007 meeting)
Comment 3: Generally, too much subtly in all of these
statements to be understood in one 30-minute voting
session. These ballots could have been available on
line weeks before for review at home. (Oct. ballot
comment)
Comment 4: Page 21 states that remodels will
continue to happen “if permitted” New wording. What
is the purpose of this except to limit remodeling of
your home? Most homes are in dire need of
remodeling. (Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 5: There is no mention of maintaining any
grandfathered property rights. (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 6: 1. Rezone some areas to return to low
density but expand the retail zone! This is only fair to
those in the retail zone and areas allowed to remain
high density. Retail expansion will bring more traffic,
more parking lots, etc. We need a neighborhood store
that we can walk or bike to for groceries and maybe a
bite to eat or a haircut. We don’t need a neighborhood
investment office, realty office, jail, rehab facility, or
other attractants to more traffic, people, or animals
from outside the watershed area.

1. General comment
2. Question for city planning
department on enforcement
3. General comment
4. Purpose is not to limit
remodeling that complies with
current codes
5. The intent was to grandfather
current property rights
6. Your vision for the
neighborhood store and café is
what the plan authors had in
mind.

75

Plan Element:
Section – Action
LUZA - 1 Consider a
building moratorium to limit
further development in the
Lake Whatcom Watershed
until water quality
improvements in Lake
Whatcom are verified.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Given changes in global
environment I’m not convinced the
quality of Lake Whatcom improvements
will happen. I think we can slow
deterioration but building moratoriums
may not reverse it. So the wording of
until quality improvements in the Lake
can be verified gave me the impression
that I could never do anything to my
home including remodel, update,
maintenance, etc. (Kathy Bastow, Oct.
2007 meeting)
Comment 2: The plan recommends as
it’s top priority a building moratorium
on the entire lake. Outside the scope of
the Silver Beach neighborhood.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 3: A building moratorium would

Response

1: Intent is to allow
development when
deterioration of water quality
is reversed, Remodeling that
does not affect water quality
should be allowed
2: We only can control
activity within the
neighborhood
3. Noted.

have drastic effects on a few and is unfair.
One could counter with other draconian
proposals such as: create park-and-rides
outside the watershed and then only public
transportation within the watershed (no
private vehicles). Or how about, all vehicles
entering the watershed have to display
certifications to have no oil leaks, no fossil
fuels, etc. Enough of that…

76

Plan Element:
Section – Action
LUZA – 2 Land use
designations should be
adjusted in areas where
appropriate, including
Changing the designation of
Areas 3,6,11, and 14 to
Residential Single, Low
Density; Changing the
designation of Area 13 to
limit further development;
Changing the designation on
Section 18 to reflect the
current use and decrease
density.

LUZA – 3 Due to watershed
location, wildlife, wetlands,
trails and proximity to Big
Rock Park and the Silver
Beach School, further
development in Area 1
should be prohibited.
LUZA – 4 The City should
continue and expand their
program to purchase
sensitive land areas in the
Lake Whatcom watershed.
In particular it should
purchase the wetlands
adjacent to Bloedel Donovan
Park and located within Area
13
LUZA – 5 The zoning code
should be updated to include
landscape treatment adjacent
to streams. All year around
streams should have a buffer
zone consistent with the
Shoreline Master Plan.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Every neighborhood has
been recommended for down zone. The
land use and zoning sections have
recommended that all neighborhoods be
moved to low density. That would mean
almost every home in the neighborhood
would immediately non-conforming. In
order to do anything on your property
you would need to seek a variance.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 2: Page 5. “Future multiresidential construction in three of the
designated areas may create limited
population growth, generally harmful to
the health of the lake…” (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 3: I need to see a map (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 4: Rewrite, grandfather in
current lot zoning
(Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 1: LUZA 2 included two
concepts and two distinctly different
recommendations which I think should
have been separated. (Kathy Bastow,
Oct. 2007 meeting)
Comment 2: Where is area 1? (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 1: I am not familiar with area
one so I didn’t feel qualified to vote.
(Kathy Bastow, Oct. 2007 meeting)

Comment 1: City should pay for this.
(Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1. Only recommended
changing density in 6 areas,
2 .No action required
3. No action required
4. Intent is to grandfather

1. No action required
2. No action required

1. No action required.

1. General comment.
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Plan Element:
Section – Action
LUZA – 7 Existing property
owners on the lakeshore
should be encouraged to
participate in the storm
water retrofit program.
LUZA – 8 All requests for
building permits should
include a landscaping plan
that includes retaining as
much native soils and
vegetation as possible. New
plantings should be designed
to protect existing views
where possible.
LUZA – 9 Update the zoning
code to include regulations
regarding the size of docks
and other marine facilities.
The size and number of these
facilities should be reduced
so as not to degrade the
quality of the Lake.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Who pays for this? (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 2: What is this? (Oct. ballot
comment)
Comment 3: Should be required (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 1: ADD native vegetation as
possible… (Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1. No action required.

1. No action required.

Comment 1: Why? How do they impact
water? (Oct. ballot comment)

1. General comment.

Comment 1: Northshore- yes, traffic should
be directed away from the lake, not near the
shore. It seems all the new construction and
roads are feeding more traffic onto
Northshore! Where are effective planning
departments in the City and County?
Comment 2: Haggin Steet- yes, connecting
this street to the north has made it a
thoroughfare and is fueling more
development within the watershed. The
neighborhood should be challenging the city
in these types of changes.
Comment 3: A long range plan maybe
should be a trolly along the roads around the
lake with park and ride outside of the
watershed. The trolley could let neighbors
visit the retail areas without using their cars.

1. Agree.
2. The plan intended to do
that.
3. Good idea.

Transportation
General Comments
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Plan Element:
Section – Action
TA – 8 Academy on both
sides of the lake will be
upgraded for safety reasons.
The road is heavily traveled
and in both cases the
intersections of Northshore
and Academy have poor sight
lines.
TA – 9 Any city plans, maps
or other documents
concerning residential streets
in the Silver Beach
Neighborhood that are
currently not through streets
but are shown or referred to
as becoming through streets
must be voided. Any further
consideration of them as
through streets needs to start
at square one with the public
process. A traffic circle with
a rain garden should be
considered to slow traffic on
Haggin and break up the
long straightaway.
TA –10 Existing alleys need
to be evaluated and improved
when possible. With little
work some may provide
opportunities as alternative,
and safer, bicycle or
pedestrian pathways through
the neighborhood. They
should also be evaluated with
regard to their contribution
to stormwater runoff and
improved if necessary.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Snow removal, you missed
the point. (Oct. ballot comment)

Comment 1: There is a provision to void
any through streets that have not been
established. This is an obvious talking.
Without through streets, otherwise legal
lost become worthless. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: There is a recommendation
for a traffic circle at the Barclay Haggen
store. What? When did Haggen become
part of Silver Beach? (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)

Response

1. Snow removal and sanding,
traction control is a seasonal
concern that should be on the
city’s basic to do list. The
traffic plan section is
concerned with solving long
term problems that have or
are in the process of
developing.
1. There is nothing that
involves a “taking” in this
action. Comment 1 is clearly
a false statement to influence
people to vote no on this
action.
2. This comment does not
make sense.

Comment 1: Decided by who? (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. This action item grew out
of concern to create “safe
routes” to Silver Beach
Elementary School. The
alleys presented a possible
solution. Decided by who?
This was to be a joint effort
between the affected
neighbors/ City of
Bellingham.

Comment 1: Only if the storage is
underground (Oct. ballot comment)

1. There is not currently a
project at Silver Beach
Elementary school but above
ground storage probably not
be practical.

Capital Facilities
CFA – 3 The grounds of the
Elementary School have
large areas of impervious
surfaces that in any future
remodels should be designed
to treat runoff on-site.
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Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Utilities & Services
USO – 1 The City will create
a long-term utility
remediation fund to cover
costs associated with burying
cables, power and telephone
lines, restoring threes to
streets and removing
unneeded structures

Comment 1: What are the unneeded
structures? (Oct. ballot comment)

Parks, Recreation & Open Space
General Comments

PROSA – 1 Existing
buildings at Bloedel
Donovan Park shall be
scheduled for major remodel
work or rework in the near
future. Future improvements
shall make the buildings
LEED compliant, serving as
a model of appropriate public
& commercial construction
within the community. The
site shall be considered for a
watershed education center.

Comment 1: They removed Scudder
Point from the plan. (Editorial comment
to follow, I suppose it was too much to
admit that we actually had a protected
habitat and source for run off
established) (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: Fees put in place along with
kiosk at Bloedel to charge people
parking boats and trailers. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 3: The Silver Beach
community should be ashamed not to
have lifeguards for Bloedel Park. We
always want to help youth in the
community but I think we are failing.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 4: No mention of boating in
the recreation section. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 1: Who pays for this? (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 2: Consider other standards
(Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 3: Consider other alternatives
(Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 4: Or a similar standard (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. This is blatantly false
information. At no time was
Scudder Pond removed from
the plan. In fact, photos of
Scudder Pond were added to
the plan to enhance the
description of the area and
Scudder Pond was elevated
from #3 to #2..
2. This is addressed in the
Recreation Section.
3. We agree, both the Parks
section and the Recreation
section suggested adding
lifeguards. Unfortunately,
that Action Item did not pass.
4. This is false information,
boating is addressed on
several levels throughout the
plan including the Recreation
section.
1. Renovations for Bloedel
Donovan Park buildings have
already been budgeted in the
Parks and Recreation
Department budget.
2. We agree the wording “or
other similar standards”
should have been added. Was
an error that it was deleted.
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Section – Action
PROSA – 2 Develop signage
throughout parks and trails
to indicate this area is a
sensitive watershed
management area.

PROSA – 4 Work with DNR
to develop a rehabilitation
plan for the Lake Whatcom
beach site located on
Northshore between Silvern
and Maynard. Signage shall
be placed on site to warn
swimmers that this site is
polluted.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Defeats purpose of natural,
no to signs. (Oct. ballot comment)

Comment 1: No signage should be
placed on site to warn swimmers that the
site is polluted. (Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1. This was intended to
address complaints about
inappropriate uses in the
watershed management area.
This includes kids digging
holes and building bicycle
and motorcycle jumps, all
increasing stormwater runoff.
The intent was that to educate
the users so they would use
the existing trails instead of
disturbing the watershed.
1. Many parents expressed
concerns about the high count
of E. Coli count at this site
and felt strongly a warning
should be posted. The only
written public comments
received prior to the October
11, 2007 supported this
action: “There is a
park/open space at the mouth
of Silver Creek (Approx
Maynard & N. Shore) That is
not addressed. This area is a
trashy dangerous eyesore,
being used as lake access. It
needs to be addressed in the
plan. (Mike Vandehey)” and
“The open space on the lake
at the mouth of silver beach
creek should be improved as
a park, it is currently in a
serious state of disrepair with
garbage everywhere. (Chris
Brueske)”. This mirrors
verbal comments made
throughout this process that
the community would like to
see this site cleaned up and
warning signs used until the
E. Coli count is safe.
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PROSA – 5 Safe, small-scale
pedestrian and bicycle
access should be developed
at each public ‘Open Space’
site listed above. Clear
signage that is visible to both
land and lake users should
be included. Consistent
fencing, gates, and signage
should be installed to clearly
identify these sites.
PROSA – 8 The City will
recognize that the primary
users of Bloedel Donovan
play and swimming area in
the summer season are
human, while recognizing the
value of dogs in reducing the
Canadian Geese population.
Clear off-leash dates and
hours should be established
and posted consistently in
city literature and park
signage (current signs and
literature provide conflicting
dates and times). The offleash times allowed in the pet
ordinance should be
consistent with seasonal use
of the park. To address
concerns of dog owners and
parents, consider ordinance
revision allowing year round
off-leash activity in the grass
and beach area to the east of
the buildings at Bloedel
Donovan Park while
reserving the pay area and
swimming area north and
west of the buildings only for
human use during the
summer months.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Signage not needed
everywhere (Oct. ballot comment)

Comment 1: My concern is the waste of
dogs that kids could step in. Need a
better solution. (Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1. The request for signs was
added at the request of
community members,
including boaters, kayakers
and parents who have
children that bike to these
sites.

1. This concern was shared by
others as well. This is why we
added the proposal that the
City consider revising the
ordinance. We’d love to hear
better solutions if someone
has a specific proposal. But
what is ‘better’ to a parent
might not be ‘better’ to a pet
owner. A tremendous amount
of effort went into hearing the
concerns of both sides and
soliciting solutions from both
sides.
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Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Lake Whatcom
General Comments

Comment 1: I believe the Lake Whatcom
section is too extensive and should be
used by the City/Council cooperative
Lake Management group rather than
just by City (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: Why is Silver Beach
neighborhood controlling issues on lake
and Bloedel? (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 3: It’s our right, let boats on
the lake! (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 4: Why is Silver Beach
community trying to set policy for the
entire lake? (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 5: There is no mention of
maintaining any motorized boats on the
water. None. There is no mention of
maintaining any grandfathered property
rights. (Anonymous handout distributed
at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 6: No dogs. (Oct. ballot
comment)

1. Silver Beach is part of the
Lake Whatcom Reservoir
watershed. Many of the action
items referenced are part of
the Joint Management and
should be implemented in the
Silver Beach Neighborhood
as well as the rest of the
watershed.
2- Silver Beach is making
recommendations to the City
and County to protect the
area’s water supply because
it is the only City
neighborhood on the
Reservoir. Recommendations
are made for Bloedel because
it is part of Silver Beach.
Silver Beach is not
controlling the issues but
rather insuring the
neighborhood addresses the
issues. Bloedel is part of our
neighborhood.
3- No provision of the plan
bans boats from the
Reservoir.
4- The restoration of the
Reservoir is going to require
participation from the entire
watershed. Silver Beach is not
isolated from the rest of the
lake. The actions we take are
actions that are needed in the
rest of the reservoir.
5. True there is no mention
either way of boats on or
boats off. The city and county
council are addressing this
issue. There is not enough
data concerning property
rights to respond.
6. There is not enough data to
respond.
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Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Pure Drinking Water
General Comments on
Section

Comment 1: This is not applicable to the
City Plan. We have an interlocal
agreement City/County re LWPDWA113. (Oct. ballot comment)

LWPDWA – 1 Create a city
department to be responsible
for the Lake Whatcom
Reservoir, its watersheds and
associated drinking water
treatment facilities. Pending
creation of this department,
all jurisdictions shall
establish and implement the
same regulations pertaining
to the Reservoir, its
watershed and associated
drinking water treatment
facilities; a single individual
should coordinate these
regulations.

Comment 1: They call for one
governmental entity to rule the lake. A
single person would be in charge and
lord over the regulations. Action Step 1.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)

1- The Silver Beach plan is a
vision statement for the
neighborhood and thus pure
drinking water can indeed be
part of our plan. The
interlocal agreement
recommends some broad
plans and actions which are
referenced in this plan.
1- One of the major problems
in the past has been the fact
that the watershed is
controlled by independent
governmental units. In fact,
the City and County are
already pursuing unified
governance
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Section – Action
LWPDWA – 4 Prohibit
fueling of boats at public
boat launches on the
Reservoir – this would
include all of Bloedel
Donovan Park – and on roads
within 1,000 feet of a launch
site.

LWPDWA – 5 Only permit
fuel tanks that attach directly
to engines on the Reservoir;
prohibit all other fuel
containers from use on Lake
Whatcom.

LWPDWA – 7 Require that
the few remaining septic
systems within Bellingham’s
city limits be connected to
the sewer system.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Page 33. No gas cans on
the lake. Restated later on page 34. No
refueling on streets within 1000 feet of
the lake. Both Electric and Alabama are
within 1000 feet of the lake. Maybe a
minor point but the way it is worded, you
would not be able to refuel on either
street. Not just within 1000 feet of the
lake but on any street within 1000 feet.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 2. Prevent facilities on the
lake for putting gas in boats! This
means more people hauling gas cans to
boats, spilling gas into the lake, offgassing more fumes, and spilling onto
themselves, their cars, etc. Would you
rather have hundreds of people doing
that or a facility that can use trained and
supervised methods for transferring gas.
We don’t own a boat but it appears boat
owners don’t have a voice in the
neighborhood association.
Comment 1: Not possible for very small
boats. Ballot comment. (Oct. ballot
comment)
Comment 2: HERE THEY WANT A
FOSSIL FUEL FREE RESERVOIR.
THIS IS THEIR FIREST OBJECTIVE
IN THIS SECTION. What does a fossil
fuel free reservoir mean? (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 1: Remove word ‘few’ and
replace with ‘300 remaining septic
systems within the city limits… (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 2: Banning septic systems would
also have drastic effects on a few and is
unfair. We worry more about maintenance
and operations of the sewer lines in the
watersheds than a few septic systems. Is
there real evidence that the existing septic
systems are a problem?

Response

1. Fueling boats at a boat
launch or on nearby streets is
likely to lead to gasoline
entering the Reservoir.
2. Keeping the handling of
gasoline away from the lake
keeps it out of the lake.
Gasoline components such as
benzene are very harmful to
human health.

1. All fuel tanks attach
directly to the engine.
2. A fossil free Reservoir does
not contain benzene or other
harmful fossil fuel
byproducts.

1. The latest data from the
city notes that there are very
few septic systems (less than
10) left within the city limits
2. There are few remaining
septic systems in the city and
converting to sewer should
not be too bit a burden.
Septic systems are sources of
e. coli. Silver Beach Creek is
high in e. coli which may well
be due to septic systems in the
county.
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Section – Action
LWPDWA – 8 Lift the
Sudden Valley golf course’s
exemption from the
phosphorus fertilizer ban in
the watershed. Examine and
implement ways in which the
Sudden Valley golf course
may be managed to reduce or
eliminate the use of all
fertilizer.
LWPDWA – 9 Require
chipping and ban burning of
materials left over after any
form of land clearing.

LWPDWA – 10 Require that
wood burning stoves meet
EPA criteria for smoke
emissions and work to
upgrade stoves already in use
that do not meet these
criteria.
LWPDWA – 11 Ban the use
of fireworks inside the
watershed.
LWPDWA – 12 Study and
implement methods of
reducing the Canada goose
population in the Lake
Whatcom watershed. This
would include discouraging
the planting of grass adjacent
to water frequented by
Canada geese and promote
alternatives to lawn in areas
where geese are known to
feed or nest.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Not our jurisdiction (Oct.
ballot comment)

Comment 1: Define more clearly (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 2: Already required (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 3: Already a burn ban (Oct.
ballot comment)

Response

1- In does not makes sense to
ban phosphorous fertilizer in
Silver Beach and still allow it
in other parts of the
watershed. Silver Beach and
Sudden Valley are both part
of the watershed.

Comment 1: With financial help from
city (Oct. ballot comment)

1&2-Areas in the urban
growth area and the
watershed continue to burn
land clearing debris rather
than chip.
3- There is a burn ban within
the city but not in the county.
1- Not enough data to
respond.

Comment 1: Why ban the use of
fireworks? (Oct. ballot comment)

1. Fireworks contribute many
pollutants to the Reservoir.

Comment 1: “DISCOURAGING THE
PLANTING OF GRASS ADJACENT
TO WATER FREQUENTED BY
CANADIAN GEEES AND PROMOTE
ALTERNATIVE TO LAWN AREAS.
Take out your grass and put in their
recommended vegetation. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: Get rid of the geese! (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 3: Shot gun works best (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 4: They need to do something
about the geese. They cause a lot of
pollution. (Oct. ballot comment).
Comment 5: Try shooting them. (Oct.
ballot comment).

1. Studies have shown that
geese frequent easily
accessed grassy areas like
lawns.
3 & 5. Shooting firearms is
prohibited in the City Not
enough data to respond.
2 & 4. This is the intent of the
proposal.
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Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Public Education
LPEA – 1 Craft and
implement a personal
outreach program utilizing
city staff, SBNA, Master
Gardeners, industry experts
and others. This group will
provide stewardship
education for watershed
residents that advocates
appropriate stormwater
management, gardening,
home and auto maintenance
practices, particularly during
periods of peak outdoor
activity.
LPEA – 4 Require
education, training and
certification for construction
personnel doing concrete
work, asphalt work, land
excavation, earth moving,
land clearing or disturbance,
repair to existing
underground utilities or
exterior painting.
LPEA – 6 Establish a single
24/7-point of contact for
citizens to report watershed
concerns and insure a timely
response.
LPEA – 8 The city will
conduct an annual review of
the effectiveness of current
education programs with
SBNA and residents.
LPEA – 9 Establish a
coordinating group between
the city and county to
address watershed education
concerns in areas adjacent to
the city.

Comment 1: This has been done. (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. Unfortunately the current
program has not been
effective.

Comment 1. Certification of working

1. Education of workers
coming into the watershed is
the intent.

coming into the neighborhood?! Now
there’s fuel for a huge new bureaucracy. Of
course education for preserving the
watershed is a good thing, but the
implications of certification have not been
thought through.

Comment 1: Dept. of Ecology does this.
(Oct. ballot comment)

1. DOE does not have a 24/7
operated response line.

Comment 1: [Conduct review] every 2-3
years (Oct. ballot comment)

1. The current city budget
cycle is on an annual basis
and thus funding should be
reviewed annually.

Comment 1: This has been done (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. Unfortunately this group
has not been effective
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LPEA – 10 Tailor education
programs to address specific
homeowner practices tied to
stormwater pollutants found
on or near their property.

LPEA – 13 Provide
moveable educational
signage at key locations
during different times of the
year, on the water, in
participating yards, along
rights of ways, during
construction, at community
meetings and schools.
LPEA – 14 Continue
mailings, news releases,
presentations at public
meetings, BTV broadcasts
and inserts in local print
media and seek innovative
messages for Lake Whatcom
Reservoir Stewardship.
LPEA – 15 Establish 5th and
6th grade educational
programs addressing Lake
Whatcom Reservoir
protection.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: HOMEOWNERS WOULD
BE MONITORED FOR POLLUTION
AND EDUCATED IF SOMETHING IS
FOUND. Who monitors and who
educates? Big brother is watching.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 2: “Tailor education to
address specific homeowner practices
tied to storm water pollutants found on
or near their property. They will come to
your home. (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 1: Signs are a form of
pollution (Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1&2. Not enough data to
respond.

1. Not enough data to
respond.

Comment 1: Existing program. (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. We are supporting this!

Comment 1: THE PLAN CALLS FOR
CURRICULUM CHANGES AT
SILVER BEACH NEIGHBORHOOD.
(Page 36) They want to establish a lake
curriculum beginning at grade 5. My
kids have trouble with math.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)

1. Grade and middle schools
already have this curriculum.
We are supporting this.

Stormwater Management
General Comments

Comment 1: We need more information
about potential solutions. (Oct. ballot
comment)

1. We agree. See education
section.
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LWSMA – 1 Individual
property owners and
occupants should install onsite treatment or
infiltration/recharge facilities
on their own properties, and
minimize the amount of
water that flows off-site.
Many of the solutions
involve low technology and
low cost such as rain barrels
or dry wells. We believe that
costs for more expensive
solutions should be shared or
funded completely by City
grants such as the
Stormwater Retrofit
Program.
LWSMA – 2 Roadway
signs and pavement markings
highlight the path and effect
of chemicals from vehicles.
The City's
infiltration/recharge and
treatment facilities on public
properties will substantially
reduce the amount of
pollutants that are carried off
the road surfaces. The City
will conduct a national
search for known best
practices, and collaborate
with researchers on this topic
for even better practices.

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: How much will this cost?
(Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 2: Should be recommendation
not requirement (Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 3: Impossible to ensure (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 4: Need more information
about potential solutions LWSMA1
(Oct. ballot comment)

1. It would depend on many
factors, lot size, slope, runoff,
vegetation, etc.
2. DOE will require that the
city address this issue.
3. Many solutions are
obvious.
4. We agree. See education
section.

Comment 1: Not at my expense (Matt
Myers)

1. Not enough data to
respond.
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LWSMA – 5 In order to
establish a fair and equitable
city-wide stormwater
management program, the
City will implement a threetiered program that includes
incentives to assist property
owners in managing
stormwater runoff from their
property with natural (low
technology) techniques or
fees for those who choose
not to manage their
property’s runoff that shall
be used to pay for off-site
mitigation. The enforcement
of existing City Codes will
include fines to be used to
mitigate any negative
impacts caused by the
infractions.
LWSMA – 6 The City of
Bellingham will develop and
fund a voluntary program to
support retention of existing
trees in the watershed and the
planting of new and
replacement trees using the
‘right tree, right place’
management policy that
compliments the city’s
existing street tree policy.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Fees established for
homeowners that do not pay for and put
install a personal storm water collection
unit on their property. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)

Response

1. Not enough data to
respond.

Comment 1: My personal favorite – A
Right tree, Right place: policy will be
established. They will now become your
gardener. (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: Height, view, stormwater
(Oct. ballot comment)

1. This will effectively address
stormwater and view issues
by providing help in selecting
the right tree.
2. Not enough data to
respond.

General Comments

Comment 1: This is not part of comp
plan, let city/ county deal with this. (Oct.
ballot comment).
Comment 2: Remove word reservoir and
replace with lake throughout this section
(Oct. ballot comment)

LWMA – 1 Continue the
current annual reservoir
water column and enhanced
tributary monitoring
program.

Comment 1: This is not part of Comp
Plan, let city/ County deal with this (Oct.
ballot comment)

1. LU-130 and LU 134 in the
Comprehensive Plan address
the need for environmental
studies and research to better
understand the watershed
system.
2. The dictionary definition
of reservoir pertains to Lake
Whatcom.
1. The Comprehensive Plan
endorses research to better
understand the watershed
system.

Monitoring
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LWMA – 3 Regularly
monitor benzene
contamination of the
reservoir and the city’s
treated drinking water.
Determine the pathways by
which benzene enters the
reservoir.
LWMA – 4 Determine the
impacts to aquatic organisms,
water quality and potentially
human health from the
leaching of contaminants
from oxygen-depleted
bottom sediments during
reservoir stratification.
LWMA – 7 Groundwater at
multiple depths in the
immediate vicinity of old
dumps and other potential
sources of groundwater
contamination that might
find its way to the reservoir
shall be sampled and
analyzed for a broad range of
pollutants including
pharmaceuticals, flame
retardants and endocrine
disrupting compounds. Sites
identified as contributing to
groundwater contamination
shall be monitored at least
every 5 years.

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: City should determine
pathways by which benzene enters the
reservoir. (Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 2: Remove the word
‘contamination’ from action item
language (Oct. ballot comment)

1. Agreed.
2. Benzene is not a natural
feature of lake systems and is
therefore a contaminant.

Comment 1: Allow state to do its work
(Oct. ballot comment).
Comment 2: Impossible to ensure (Oct.
ballot comment).
Comment 3: Let state do their work
(Oct. ballot comment).

1 & 3. This initiative
endorses State action for this
research.
2. Comment not sufficiently
detailed to permit a response.

Comment 1: This is beyond scope of
task. (Oct. ballot comment).

1. Groundwater may be
adding to contamination
issues in the reservoir. The
Comprehensive Plan
advocates research to better
understand the watershed.

Comment 1: Not part of comp plan (Oct.
ballot comment).

1. Land is being acquired in
the Silver Beach
Neighborhood which is part
of the watershed. We support
this activity for the entire
watershed.

Land Acquisition
General Comments
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LWLAA – 1 In partnership
with Whatcom County,
Bellingham will seek state
and federal and private
funding to assist in acquiring
all of the remaining
undeveloped land in the
watershed through outright
purchase, conservation
easements, or purchase of
Development Rights.
LWLAA – 11 Each acquired
property will have a baselinemonitoring inventory that
states existing characteristics,
habitats and detailed
restoration goals and actions.
LWLAA – 15 The
‘Watershed Ranger’ will
have a visible presence in the
watershed by providing
ongoing education about and
enforcement of watershed
protection regulations and
activities.

LWLAA – 17 Bellingham
will renegotiate its contracts
with Water Districts in the
watershed to eliminate future
extension of City water to
building lots created after
2007 and to reduce current
contractual agreements for
hookups so that fewer new
homes are built in the
watershed.

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Not part of comp plan (Oct.
ballot comment).

Response

1. See above comment.

Comment 1: Who pays? (Oct. ballot
comment).

1. Not enough data to
respond.

Comment 1: Have you seen the
watershed ranger? This ranger would be
in charge of watching everyone to make
sure they are in compliance. If not in
compliance they will send and educator
to your home to correct and educate you.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)
Comment 2: City and county voted this
week. (Oct. ballot comment).

1&2. Not enough data to
respond.

Comment 1: Provide compensation to
property owners for loss of development
rights. (Oct. ballot comment).
.Comment 2: Fix our water pressure
problem instead! (Oct. ballot comment).

1&2. Not enough data to
respond.
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Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Water Habitat
LWWHA - 6: Monitor fish
species for contamination.
Post advisories at popular
fishing locations and boat
launch areas. Report
advisories in local media and
place notices in the City
Sewer and Water billings.

Comment 1: WSDFW does this (Oct.
ballot comment).
Comment 2: ECOLOGY does this (Oct.
ballot comment).

1&2. We support this.

Recreation
General Comments

LWRA – 1 Use Bloedel
Donovan Park as a model to
demonstrate ‘Best Practices
for Care of the Watershed’
by providing the interpretive
examples of caring for the
watershed, advocating
pesticide/phosphorus free
lawn care and labeled plants
in rain gardens.
LWRA – 3 Establish position
of Lake Ranger/Sheriff to
allow for better enforcement
of city rules on the lake, with
additional support on
holidays.
LWRA – 4 Establish position
of Lifeguard/Lake
Steward/Educator (combined
role) for summer and
holidays at park.

LWRA – 5 Increased
Compliance with Watershed
Guidelines during
community events and
activities (see appendix 5)

Comment 1: No mention of boating in
the recreation section. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 1: Not crazy about more signs
(Oct. ballot comment).

Comment 1: We have a sheriff (Oct.
ballot comment).

Comment 1: The Silver Beach
community should be ashamed not to
have lifeguards for Bloedel Park. We
always want to help youth in the
community but I think we are failing.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct.
11 meeting)

1. LWRA-1 does not mention
signs. This was included as a
way of providing an easy to
view example, in the Silver
Beach neighborhood, of ‘Best
Practices for Care of the
Watershed’.

1. This was included in order
to empower the Sheriff to
serve as an educated
advocate for ‘Best Practices
for Care of the Watershed’
within the watershed.
1. Agree! This was included
in order to improve Park
water safety, and to empower
the lifeguard to serve as an
educated advocate for ‘Best
Practices for Care of the
Watershed’ within the
watershed. It is common
sense.
1. This was included in order
to reduce damage and
pollution from park events, by
following ‘Best Practices for
Care of the Watershed’
within the watershed
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Plan Element:
Section – Action
LWRA – 6 Develop and
implement safe swimming
guidelines (see appendix 5)

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Yes, yes, yes (Oct. ballot
comment).

LWRA – 8 Introduce boat
trailer parking Fees at
Bloedel Donovan Park.

Comment 1: Permit program established
for boats. Fees established for boats. All
boats will be permitted and charged fees
in addition to licensing. Fees established
for parking at Bloedel. (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 2: Should be done according
to current rules (Oct. ballot comment)

LWRA – 10 Adopt and
enforce new powered
personal watercraft
regulations including:
Power watercraft must
proceed out 300 feet from
shoreline without generating
a wake, or exceeding 6 MPH;
Remain at least 100 feet from
swimmers at all times;
Proceed out and return to
shore in a straight line; Ban
personal powered watercraft
rental and watercraft racing;
and
All watercraft noise should
be 80 decibels or lower (this
is also the current tractor
trailer trucks guidelines for
roads.) and Guidelines of the
Lake Whatcom Management
Program, “Boatnotes: A
handbook for boaters on
Lake Whatcom’.

Comment 1: Some of this is good; some
is bad (Oct. ballot comment).

Response

1. Agree! This was included
in order to improve Park
water safety. It is common
sense.
1. Comments are inaccurate.
This applies to boat trailer
parking only! This is already
done at the Post Point and
Roeder Ave launch facilities
on Bellingham Bay. We
propose the money go directly
back to support
improvements, the lifeguard
and t he ranger. We propose
a modest fee of $5.00,
identical to Post Point and
Roeder Ave launch facilities.
1. Impossible to respond to
this. What is good and what is
bad, and why do you think
so? This was included in
order to improve boating
safety. It is common sense.
Most of the regulations are
currently in effect. We added
“return to shore in a straight
line” in order to promote
safety near docks, other boats
and swimmers. This is a rule
that is in effect at many other
localities. Noise suggestions
are in effect, and they are
common sense.
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Plan Element:
Section – Action
LWRA –12 Replace boat
docks with aquaticecosystem friendly docks

LWRA –13 Ban all use of
fireworks in the watershed,
because they pollute the air,
soil and water with heavy
metals, and also cause noise
pollution, litter, and add
other toxic elements in our
water supply

Comment
Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007
Comment 1: Who pays? (Oct. ballot
comment)

Comment 1: Maybe ban along shoreline
(Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 2: Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes (Oct.
ballot comment)
Comment 3: When updating is needed
(Oct. ballot comment)

Response

1. The intent here is to say
that when docks need repair,
and are repaired by the
property owner, that it is done
with aquatic-ecosystem
friendly materials. The
property owner would
continue to be the one to pay
for their own dock. This was
included to encourage a
gradual improvement in dock
repair construction. We are
not advocating that all docks
be replaced. Only when docks
need to be repaired or
replaced in the natural course
of their use.
1,2 & 3. We interpret these
comments as being
supportive. The appendix
documents the heavy metals,
chemicals, trash and air
pollution that are caused by
fireworks. It is common sense
to keep this stuff out of our
drinking water, and away
from the lake, where it can
damage the ecosystem. We do
not understand why residents
would vote against this
proposal, since the comments
were supportive. Maybe they
did not understand.

Enforcement
LWEA – 1 The City shall
vigorously pursue
enforcement of the laws, by
increasing staffing and
resources. A "Lake Ranger"
position will be funded and
supported, no later than
January 31, 2008.

Comment 1 No re lake ranger. (Oct.
ballot comment)
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Plan Element:
Section – Action

Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received Oct 1 –
Nov 1, 2007

Long Range Planning
LWLRPA - 1 The City will
conduct a biennial review of
long range planning
alternatives to our current
drinking water system in
response to future events that
might include:
Moving the water intake:
Changing water treatment
processes; Changes to the
Middle Fork Nooksack River
Diversion; Acquiring a
totally new water source;
Renegotiating agreements to
provide water to non-city
residents

Comment 1: No re acquire a totally new
water source. (Oct. ballot comment)
Comment 2: Changes to Middle Fork
Diversion is most important (Oct. ballot
comment)
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Silver Beach Plan Voting Minority Response
The following is the minority response to items that were rejected in the Oct 11, 2007 vote on the Plan.
The actual vote tally is noted to the left of the Action. Responses are noted after each Action, or in some
cases, after a group of actions.
Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response

39

136

56

126

LUZA – 2: Land use designations should be adjusted in areas where appropriate,
including: Changing the designation of Areas 3, 6, 11 and 14 to Residential Single, Low
Density; Changing the designation of Area 13 to limit further development; and Changing
the designation on Section 18 to reflect current use and decrease density.
Minority Response: Because of the drinking water deterioration, these designated areas at
a minimum should be limited to low density zoning. High density zoning will only increase
density and thus cause further Lake Whatcom watershed drinking water deterioration.

64

117

LUZA – 3: Due to its watershed location, wildlife, wetlands, trails and proximity to Big
Rock Park and the Silver Beach School, further development in Area 1 should be
prohibited.
Minority Response: This is a highly critical area in the watershed, thus further land
development should be limited.

86

108

LUZA – 4: The City should continue and expand their program to purchase sensitive land
areas in the Lake Whatcom Watershed. In particular it should purchase the wetlands
adjacent to Bloedel Donovan Park and those located within Area 13.
Minority Response: The current City program to purchase sensitive lands has been highly
successful and should be continued.

76

104

LUZA – 5: The zoning code should be updated to include landscape treatment adjacent to
streams. All year-round streams should have a buffer zone consistent with the Shoreline
Master Plan.
Minority Response: Streams can be a significant contributor to water quality
deterioration, thus appropriate buffer zones should be part of the zoning code

74

109

LUZA – 7: Existing property owners on the lakeshore should be encouraged to participate
in the stormwater retrofit program.
Minority Response: We recommend that property owners be encouraged to take part in
the City’s stormwater retrofit program since stormwater is a major contributor to
phosphorus pollution, a large threat to the future of our drinking water.

75

108

LUZA – 8: All requests for building permits should include a landscaping plan that

LAND USE & ZONING ACTIONS
Land Use and Zoning Action (LUZA) – 1: Consider a building moratorium to limit
further development in the Lake Whatcom Watershed until water quality improvements in
Lake Whatcom are verified.
Minority Response: The water quality in the Lake Whatcom watershed has continued to
decline over many years. Housing development has played a significant factor in this
deterioration. In order to turn this situation around and protect our drinking water, further
development should be limited until improvement is demonstrated

97

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
includes retaining as much native soils and vegetation as possible. New plantings should
be designed to protect existing views where possible.
Minority Response: Because of the sensitive nature of the Silver Beach neighborhood to
the watershed and thus drinking water, building permits should include an appropriate
landscaping plan that will minimize run off and pollution.

59

124

LUZA – 9: Update the zoning code to include regulations regarding size of docks and
other marine facilities. The size and number of these facilities should be reduced so as not
to degrade the quality of Lake Whatcom.
Minority Response: The zoning code should address docks size and other marine facilities
to lessen their negative impact on water quality

91

91

LUZA – 10: Encourage the continued use and expansion of the commercial facilities in
Area 7 to provide a neighborhood retail center and community gathering area that is
pedestrian friendly and helps eliminate car travel. The neighborhood would like to see
expanded services such as a café, garden area, deli, etc.
Minority Response: By increasing use of the commercial facilities in Area 7, vehicle trips
can be eliminated and thus lessen pollution

65

113

LUZA – 11: Create a Design Review process that will insure that the above standards are
followed.
Minority Response: Enforcement of current codes needs to be increased, This is one
suggested method to ensure compliance.

89

89

74

107

TRANSPORTAION ACTIONS
Transportation Action (TA) -1: The City will adopt ‘Green Street’ criteria and
techniques when redoing and maintaining the streets in the Silver Beach Neighborhood.
This approach assures that the scale of our streets remain residential and that runoff will be
treated using basic natural methods within the street’ right-of-way negating the need for
large capital intensive, experimental filtering vaults. Green streets criteria and techniques
also address safety and multimodal issues of our streets. The Neighborhood and the city
need to work together to address the streets in areas 3,4,5, 6, 11 and 15 that are prime
candidates for green street projects. Silver Beach Avenue from Northshore to Sylvan
would fall into this group and would be an excellent model project.
Minority Response: Comments from discussions at neighborhood meetings regarding this
item had been positive. There was a written comment asking for clarification as to what
section of Silver Beach Ave would be suggested for the model project. The concepts
embraced in this action are currently being developed in the Portland, Seattle and
Vancouver, BC areas. The fact that this action was not rejected, but an even vote, should
be considered positive given the push for a “no” vote on the entire plan regardless of the
merit individual items in the plan. Green Streets are appropriate in Bellingham beyond the
boundaries of the Silver Beach Neighborhood. The City should review the work being done
in other communities on green street techniques and technology for application in
Bellingham.
TA - 9: Any city plans, maps or other documents concerning residential streets in the
Silver Beach Neighborhood that are currently not through streets but are shown or referred
to as becoming through streets must be voided. Any further consideration of them as
through streets needs to start at square one with the public process. A traffic circle with a

98

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
rain garden should be considered to slow traffic on Haggin and break up the long
straightaway.
Minority Response: This action has three parts:
Part one asks that City documents, including maps, be updated to represent the current
status of through streets. For example the 2005 Neighborhood Plan refers to new
arterial streets of Burnes Way and Skyline Drive cutting through the Neighborhood.
This and other discrepancies between documents have led to unnecessary confusion.
Part two addresses the need of the city to have an improved notification and public hearing
process involving affected neighbors before streets become through streets. This
became apparent from the problems resulting with Haggin Street becoming a through
street as it completely changed the character of that street for the residents.
Part three is a solution to restore some of the character Haggin Street lost when it became
a through street. The solutions in the action were proposed to slow traffic and treat
runoff. Contrary to the flyer of those opposed to the plan, this has nothing to do with
the Haggen store in Barkley village.
This action item was misrepresented as a “taking” by those opposed to the entire plan.

84

98

88

92

82

94

86

96

TA - 10: Existing alleys need to be evaluated and improved when possible. With little
work some may provide opportunities as alternative, and safer, bicycle or pedestrian
pathways through the neighborhood. They should also be evaluated with regard to their
contribution to stormwater runoff and improved if necessary.
Minority Response: This action item grew out of concern to create “safe routes” to Silver
Beach Elementary School. Alleys were presented as a possible solution. During the
discussion on alleys residents also mentioned problems with runoff from the alleys. This
was to be a joint process between the affected neighbors and the City of Bellingham. The
comment against this proposal concerned increased car traffic. The intent of this action
was improvements just for bicycle and pedestrian pathways.
CAPITAL FACITLIES ACTIONS
CFA – 2: The city and Silver Beach Neighborhood will jointly explore the feasibility,
vision and funding of Bloedel Donovan park as a centerpiece of Lake Whatcom and a
demonstration project for watershed management best practices.
Minority Response: This action was included to reflect neighbors’ earlier comments that
Bloedel Donovan and its facilities are neglected by the City and in need of revitalizing or
at least some TLC. The fear was expressed that this would just be getting worse with the
City’s recent financial commitment to the waterfront.
UTILITIES & SERVICES ACTIONS
USA - 6: A transparent, concise communication process that all utility providers would
use will be developed by the city in conjunction with MNAC.
Minority Response: We still feel that this would be a valuable action for the city to pursue
so that neighbors are informed about utility work that may affect the neighborhood. This
would not include basic connection and repair work for residences.
PARKS, RECREATION & OPEN SPACE ACTIONS
Parks Recreation & Open Space Action (PROSA) - 1: Existing buildings at Bloedel
Donovan Park shall be scheduled for major remodel work or rework in the near future.
Future improvements shall make the buildings LEED compliant, serving as a model of
appropriate public & commercial construction within the community. The site shall be

99

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
considered for a watershed education center.
Minority response: This failed by 10 votes, 86 yes and 96 no. Based on written and
verbal comments as well as notes hand written on ballots, the neighborhood objection was
to using the LEED standards. We received one comment at the Open House, “Other
alternatives to LEEDs certification should be considered. LEEDs does not guarantee that
project is based on environmental, sustainable construction methods or materials. LEEDs
is not based on life cycle analysis. Please see www.NAHB.com to see alternative
certification. (S. Hofer)”. We initially added “or built to the National Green Building
Standards” referencing the NAHB program. However, after researching the NAHB
program, we discovered that it only applies to residential dwellings and was not
appropriate for Bloedel Donovan Park. This was challenged by the same person at the
October 11, 2007 vote meeting. We responded that we were open to alternatives, but the
NAHB program was only for residential construction. He asked why we didn’t use Global
Green standards. We stated several times that we were open to other comparable
programs, but Global Green standards did not come up at any previous meetings and we
simply were not familiar with it. Obviously, this was on the evening of the vote and we
could not change the ballots. However, this item may have passed if we had added the
wording “or similar programs.” There was evidence supporting this on the ballots. Three
ballots voted no, however added a note they would like the Action Item to “consider other
alternatives or standards”.

81

101

PROSA - 3: Develop educational outreach pamphlets that promote responsible use of this
natural asset to be distributed throughout the neighborhood.
Minority Response: We received no comments throughout this process that objected to
PROSA – 3. This Action Item failed by 20 votes, 81 yes and 101 no. There was a pattern
that any Action Item using the word ‘educational’ or ‘educate’ failed. Of the 22 Action
Items that proposed educational outreach, all 22 failed.

87

93

PROSA - 4: Work with DNR to develop a rehabilitation plan for the Lake Whatcom
Beach site located on Northshore between Silvern and Maynard. Signage shall be placed
on site to warn swimmers that this site is polluted.
Minority Response: This Action Item failed by 6 votes, 87 yes and 93 no. This was a
surprise because it was one of the most frequent concerns brought up at previous
meetings. Many parents are concerned about the high count of E. coli at this site and
felt strongly a warning should be posted. The only written public comments received
prior to the October 11, 2007 supported this action: “There is a park/open space at the
mouth of Silver Creek (Approx Maynard & N. Shore) That is not addressed. This area
is a trashy dangerous eyesore, being used as lake access. It needs to be addressed in the
plan. (Mike Vandehey)” and “The open space on the lake at the mouth of silver beach
creek should be improved as a park, it is currently in a serious state of disrepair with
garbage everywhere. (Chris Brueske)”. This mirrors verbal comments made
throughout this process.
There was only one comment on October 11, 2007. The anonymous comment said, “No
signage should be placed on site to warn swimmers that the site is polluted.”
We were also advised on October 22, 2007 by Bellingham Parks and Recreation that they
manage this site. We would have changed the wording accordingly if we had this
information prior to the vote.

81

99

PROSA - 5: Safe, small-scale pedestrian and bicycle access should be developed at each

100

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
public 'Open Space' site listed above. Clear signage that is visible to both land and lake
users should be included. Consistent fencing, gates and signage should be installed to
clearly identify these sites.

Comment Minority Response: We received no written comments throughout the public input process
that objected to PROSA – 5 and verbal comments supported this Action Item. However, it
lost by 18 votes, 81 yes and 99 no. One person did write on a ballot, “Signage not needed
everywhere.”
82

99

PROSA - 6: The boat launch shall be monitored during seasonal peak use to keep park
activities consistent with the residential character of our neighborhood and responsible
watershed management practices (no refilling gas or oil at the boat launch, etc.). Enforce
existing boat launch hours of dawn to dusk.
Minority Response: This Action Item was included as a result of several community
members expressing a concern over activities they observed at the boat launch during
summer months. This included gas spills into the reservoir, people washing their boats
right in the boat launch area, multiple boats tied to the boat launch after dark consuming
alcoholic beverages and other inappropriate activities. However, it was interpreted by
some community members as an effort to remove boats from the reservoir altogether. This
failed by 17 votes.

75

106

PROSA - 7: The city has over 70 pieces of public art on display, but none at Bloedel
Donovan. There is an opportunity here to use public art to improve the aesthetics of the
site. In addition, a sculpture or mural reminding our community of our relationship with
our watershed may serve to motivate better stewardship of this resource.
Minority Response: This was included as result of multiple comments that Bloedel
Donovan has been neglected in recent years and is due for some improvements. Many
residents fear that the waterfront will take a priority and Bloedel Donovan will be further
neglected. We received no negative comments throughout the entire process or on the
evening of the vote. There are funds for public art to be placed throughout the city
available through the Art Commission. Many community members believe that Bloedel
Donovan is a good candidate for public art because the high level of use would allow a
large number of community members to enjoy this public art. However, the Action Item
failed. It is most likely that those people who were interpreting this plan as ‘just another
effort to get boats off the lake’ did not like the verbiage that art could motive better
stewardship of our reservoir

87

95

PROSA - 9: The city shall install signs supporting the Promote Basic Park & Trail
Etiquette program in support of the educational outreach process.
Minority Response: This Action Item was added in response to community members
complaining about certain activities on the trails. These included people talking on cell
phones while riding bikes on the trails, bikes and dog leashes ending up tangled, groups
stopped talking in the middle of the trail and not letting people pass, pet waste not scooped
and increasing amounts of litter. We attempted to be consistent with current efforts by the
Parks and Recreation Department, but we had the name of the guidelines wrong. The
Share the Trails Guidelines was distributed last spring by the Parks and Recreation
Department (See Appendix). Regardless, the Action Item failed by a narrow margin of 8
votes, 87 yes and 95 no. Again, the Action Item used the phrase “educational outreach”
and all 22 items with similar phrases failed.

101

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response

65

109

67

116

LWPDWA - 3: Establish a program that requires an annual inspection and permit for any
fossil fueled vessel to operate on Lake Whatcom Reservoir. Permitted vessels shall
prominently display a permit sticker when on the Reservoir or when entering or leaving the
Reservoir. Fees collected by this program shall be used to enforce the program and monitor
the effect of fossil fueled vessels on the Reservoir.

68

115

LWPDWA - 4: Prohibit fueling of boats at public boat launches on the Reservoir – this
would include all of Bloedel Donavan Park – and on roads within 1,000 feet of a launch
site.

67

115

LWPDWA - 5: Only permit fuel tanks that attach directly to engines on the Reservoir;
prohibit all other fuel containers from use on Lake Whatcom.

83

99

LWPDWA - 6: Exclude all carbureted two cycle engines from Lake Whatcom Reservoir.

78

103

LWPDWA - 9: Require chipping and ban burning of material left over after any form of
land clearing.

80

100

LWPDWA - 10: Require that wood burning stoves meet EPA criteria for smoke
emissions and work to upgrade stoves already in use that do not meet these criteria.

61

123

LWPDWA - 11: Ban the use of fireworks inside the watershed.

88

94

LWPDWA - 12: Study and implement methods of reducing the Canada goose population
in the Lake Whatcom watershed. This would include discouraging the planting of grass
adjacent to water frequented by Canada geese and promote alternatives to lawn in areas
where geese are known to feed or nest.
Minority Response: Nine of the twelve Actions for Pure Drinking Water failed. Water
quality in Lake Whatcom Reservoir is degraded daily by human activities. Unfortunately
efforts to date have not been effective at stopping this degradation. A comprehensive
plan involving the City of Bellingham, Whatcom County, other local governmental
entities, state and Federal agencies in conjunction with residents living in the watershed
must be devised, fully implemented, carefully monitored, adequately funded and strictly
enforced to insure the long range viability of our drinking water source.
Some of the efforts will require substantial investment in infrastructure i.e. stormwater
control and treatment and land acquisition to protect against further land degradation;
other efforts will require changing the personal habits of those who live in the
watershed. There is no magic pill, it will require the best comprehensive efforts of all
parties to ensure we have pure drinking water now and in the future.

PURE DRINKING WATER ACTIONS (RESPONSE AT END OF SECTION)
Lake Whatcom Pure Drinking Water Action (LWPDWA) - 1: Create a city
department to be responsible for the Lake Whatcom Reservoir, its watersheds and
associated drinking water treatment facilities. Pending creation of this department, all
jurisdictions shall establish and implement the same regulations pertaining to the
Reservoir, its watershed and associated drinking water treatment facilities; a single
individual shall coordinate these regulations.

102

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response

73

109

77

103

LWPEA - 2: Enhance existing and implement new education programs that address daily
homeowner practices such as fertilizing, watering, landscape layout, construction and
stormwater control.

75

108

LWPEA - 3: Require education, training and certification of commercial landscapers who
do work in the watershed.

63

116

LWPEA - 4: Require education, training and certification for construction personnel
doing concrete work, asphalt work, land excavation, earth moving, land clearing or
disturbance, repair to existing underground utilities or exterior painting.

68

109

LWPEA - 5: Provide watershed protection training to all city and county employees,
including police, fire, public works, planning and also elected officials to insure that they
understand their responsibility and accountability to report and respond to noncompliance
with watershed regulations.

67

113

LWPEA - 6: Establish a single 24/7-point of contact for citizens to report watershed
concerns and insure a timely response.

71

109

LWPEA - 7: Provisions shall be made in the city and county budgets for funding ongoing
and special watershed education programs.

70

106

LWPEA - 8: The city will conduct an annual review of the effectiveness of current
education programs with SBNA and residents.

69

107

LWPEA - 9: Establish a coordinating group between the city and county to address
watershed education concerns in areas adjacent to the city.

68

112

LWPEA - 10: Tailor education programs to address specific homeowner practices tied to
stormwater pollutants found on or near their property.

65

113

LWPEA - 11: Develop educational programs at Silver Beach School to protect the
adjacent watershed protection property.

78

101

LWPEA - 12: The City and SBNA in partnership with Silver Beach School will plan and
implement landscaping changes to enable the school grounds to be a model for best
practices for watershed protection.

65

110

LWPEA - 13: Provide moveable educational signage at key locations during different
times of the year, on the water, in participating yards, along rights of ways, during
construction, at community meetings and schools.

PUBLIC EDUCATION ACTIONS (RESPONSE AT END OF SECTION)
Lake Whatcom Public Education Action (LWPEA) - 1: Craft and implement a personal
outreach program utilizing city staff, SBNA, Master Gardeners, industry experts and
others. This group will provide stewardship education for watershed residents that
advocates appropriate stormwater management, gardening, home and auto maintenance
practices, particularly during periods of peak outdoor activity.

103

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response

85

91

LWPEA - 14: Continue mailings, news releases, presentations at public meetings, BTV
broadcasts and inserts in local print media and seek innovative messages for Lake
Whatcom Reservoir Stewardship.

67

115

LWPEA - 15: Establish 5th and 6th grade educational programs addressing Lake
Whatcom Reservoir protection.

63

111

LWPEA - 16: Redevelop and implement a Watershed Stewardship Program.

68

108

LWPEA - 17: People have to know and believe that there is a problem, and they have to
know what they CAN do about it. Only then, will they choose to act. Much of that
education can be done by individuals and by the SBNA. An ‘educated neighbors-talkingto-neighbors’ program should be implemented.
Minority Response: The Public Education Portion of the plan as proposed failed in its
entirety which showed in a most dramatic way that current education programs are flat
not working. LWPE Action Items1,2,3,4,5,9,10,11,12,15 are all referenced to the Joint
Lake Whatcom Management Work Schedule. It is readily apparent that substantial
numbers of residents who voted against the plan are not aware of the diverse actions
currently planned or already implemented under this plan. LWPEA-6 recommends that
a single contact point be established for all watershed related reporting. This will be
considered under the recently announced agreement between the city and county.
LWPEA-7 Public education funds are included in several city departments in the
proposed city budget for FY2008.
LWPEA-8,13,14 calls for a review of the effectiveness of education programs in regard to
Lake Whatcom Reservoir. As noted above, it is obvious that a major effort must be
undertaken to educate residents about current and proposed programs addressing the
whole host of issues concerning Lake Whatcom Reservoir. Those who contributed to the
plan preparation conducted their own research, sought out references, and hotly
debated recommendations within their group meetings. Unfortunately very very few
residents participated to any extent in informational meetings or these work groups even
after many requests were made. Those who voted against the plan were neither factually
well informed nor inclined to become informed in spite of Herculean efforts by SBNA. It
is also apparent that the vast majority of residents in the neighborhood chose not to
participate at all!
LWPEA- 16. SBNA worked with Public Works and launched this program the weekend of
October 20-21, 2007. This is another effort to inform the public and increase their
awareness.
LWPEA – 17. It is readily apparent that some residents simply do not want to be informed;
they want to be left alone. Unfortunately, the legal requirements that will direct
remediation of Lake Whatcom Reservoir and its Watershed will mandate costly actions.
An informed citizenry will make these actions much more effective and timely.

53

128

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT ACTIONS (RESPONSE AT END OF SECTION)
Lake Whatcom Stormwater Management Action (LWSMA) – 1: Individual property
owners and occupants should install on-site treatment or infiltration/recharge facilities on
their own properties, and minimize the amount of water that flows off-site. Many of the
solutions involve low technology and low cost such as rain barrels or dry wells. We believe
that costs for more expensive solutions should be shared or funded completely by City
grants such as the Stormwater Retrofit Program.

104

Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response

70

113

LWSMA – 2: Roadway signs and pavement markings highlight the path and effect of
chemicals from vehicles. The City's infiltration/recharge and treatment facilities on public
properties will substantially reduce the amount of pollutants that are carried off the road
surfaces. The City will conduct a national search for known best practices and collaborates
with researchers on this topic for even better practices.

78

98

LWSMA – 3: Stormwater treatment facilities that are installed and operated by the
jurisdictions shall have a maintenance program that assures that the facility meets the
original specifications. They shall have regular and effective water quality testing of
inflow and outflow to determine the success or failure of each facility. The City and the
SBNA shall publish and distribute these reports.

81

103

LWSMA – 4: Everyone who lives or travels in the reservoir should refrain from allowing
such materials to be placed on the land in such a way that those chemicals can enter the
runoff stream or the Reservoir.

55

126

LWSMA – 5: In order to establish a fair and equitable city-wide stormwater management
program, the City will implement a three-tiered program that includes incentives to assist
property owners in managing stormwater runoff from their property with natural (low
technology) techniques or fees for those who choose not to manage their property’s runoff
that shall be used to pay for off-site mitigation. The enforcement of existing City Codes
will include fines to be used to mitigate any negative impacts caused by the infractions.

70

108

LWSMA-6: The City of Bellingham will develop and fund a voluntary program to support
retention of existing trees in the watershed and the planting of new and replacement trees
using the “right tree, right place” management policy that compliments the city’s existing
street tree policy.
Minority Response: The Stormwater Management Portion of the plan as proposed failed
in its entirety reflecting, rather pointedly, that residents are not aware of existing
programs currently in place. LWSMA1,2,3 are referenced to existing public works
policy, programs, and projects. LWSMA-4 reflects current city policy on not allowing
chemical pollutants to enter the stormwater stream. LWSMA-5 proposes a program to
assist property owners in addressing stormwater problems on their property.
Unfortunately if homeowners are unwilling to address this issue the city will, usually at
a much higher cost.
Finally, LWSMA-6 proposes a very real solution to trapping stormwater by using trees
and at the same time addressing residents view concerns.
Pretending that stormwater is not a problem; pretending that stormwater runoff is not a
property owner problem invites government to dictate rather than work cooperatively
with property owners to find effective solutions that must be done to curtail the impact
of stormwater on Lake Whatcom Reservoir.
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MONITORING ACTIONS
LWMA - 2: Characterize organic contamination in lake water and sediment including
traditional organic compounds on the priority pollutant list such as pesticides, herbicides,
phthalates, phenols and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and add other emerging
compounds of concern such as pharmaceuticals, flame retardants and endocrine disrupters.
Continue a program of periodic monitoring to track any changes. Each organic pollutant of
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Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
interest should be monitored at least once during each 5-year period, more frequently for
pollutants with concentrations trending upwards.
Minority Response: Among organic compounds are many hazardous compounds which in
even small concentrations can have serious effects on human health and the environment.
As Appendix 4 indicates, sampling and analysis of many organic compounds of concern in
Lake Whatcom Reservoir has been minimal. A continuing program of sampling for all
reasonably likely pollutants of concern is necessary to protect human health and the
environment.
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LWMA - 4: Determine the impacts to aquatic organisms, water quality and potentially
human health from the leaching of contaminants from oxygen-depleted bottom sediments
during reservoir stratification.
Minority Response: Oxygen depleted environments liberate some compounds otherwise
bound in the sediment such as insoluble phosphorus and some metals compounds. This
process must be fully understood to determine how best to reverse the deterioration of
water quality.
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LWMA - 8: Conduct hydrologic measurements and modeling in the watershed to identify
and record the flow of water into the reservoir from precipitation, tributaries and
groundwater.
Minority Response: Knowing the source of pollutants responsible for water quality decline
is essential to arresting that decline
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LWLAA – 2: Bellingham will develop and implement a public campaign to encourage
donation of land in the watershed for watershed protection reserves.
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LWLAA – 3: A neutral third party such as the Whatcom Land Trust will hold
conservation easements on all city owned watershed property to oversee and enforce the
goal of management for water quality protection.
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LWLAA – 4: All property acquired by the City for watershed protection will have all
development rights permanently removed through the use of deed restrictions and/or other
legal means.
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LWLAA – 5: Bellingham will develop and implement a public recognition program for
landowners donating all or part of their watershed properties or entering into a
conservation easement that limits future use of the land to watershed protection. The
program would only pertain to properties for which all development rights were removed.
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LWLAA – 6: Bellingham will develop and implement an effective Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) program to remove development rights from the watershed.
This program would remove development rights permanently from land in the watershed.
Property owners can choose to sell some or all of the zoned development units from their

LAND ACQUISTION ACTIONS (RESPONSE AT END OF SECTION)
Lake Whatcom Land Acquisition Action (LWLAA) – 1: In partnership with Whatcom
County, Bellingham will seek state, federal and private funding to assist in acquiring all of
the remaining undeveloped land in the watershed through outright purchase, conservation
easements, or purchase of Development Rights.
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Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
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LWLAA – 8: Bellingham will begin forest restoration activities within three years of
acquiring control of property that includes elimination of invasive non-native plants.
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LWLAA – 9: Bellingham will remove unnecessary roads, culverts, and built structures
from all acquired property within three years of acquiring control of the property.
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LWLAA – 10: Bellingham will target purchase or conservation easements of developed
property with willing sellers to provide natural stormwater treatment in key locations to
prevent pollution sources from reaching the lake.
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LWLAA – 11: Each acquired property will have a baseline-monitoring inventory that
states existing characteristics, habitats and detailed restoration goals and actions.
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LWLAA – 12: Periodic monitoring will be compared to the baseline inventory, goals and
action plans to ensure that management strategies are producing the desired results.
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LWLAA – 13: All reports of misuse of protected land are addressed either through
adaptive management or enforcement.
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LWLAA – 14: Signs detailing allowable activities will be posted on all watershed
protection properties.
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LWLAA – 15: The 'Watershed Ranger' will have a visible presence in the watershed by
providing ongoing education about and enforcement of watershed protection regulations
and activities.
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LWLAA – 16: Bellingham will strictly enforce its policy of not allowing hookups to City
water outside of UGA’s in the watershed.
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LWLAA – 17: Bellingham will renegotiate its contracts with Water Districts in the
watershed to eliminate future extension of City water to building lots created after 2007
and to reduce current contractual agreements for hookups so that fewer new homes are
built in the watershed.
Minority Response: The Land Acquisition Portion of the plan as proposed failed in its
entirety reflecting once again that residents are not aware of existing city policy,
programs, and actions concerning the acquisition of land to protect the Lake Whatcom
Watershed and Lake Whatcom Reservoir. LWLAA1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, all are referenced to
existing City and City/County policies in regard to acquiring land. Virtually all of these
items are part of the City’s Lake Whatcom Watershed Advisory Board’s planning agenda
over the past four years. LWLAA 16,17 reflect the City’s concern of allowing extension of
city services into unincorporated Whatcom County which allows further development and
its associated water quality concerns.

watershed property to developers or the City to increase density in predetermined areas that
LWLAA – 7: Bellingham will develop a forest management plan aimed at maintaining or
restoring diverse forest structure and composition with native plants within one year of
acquiring control of each specific property.
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Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
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LWWHA - 4: Develop and implement a plan to work with property owners adjacent to
the Lake Whatcom Reservoir or tributaries to modify activities or land uses to enhance
stream and hence Lake Whatcom Reservoir water quality protections.
Minority Response: Adequate buffers reduce pollutant loads that otherwise flow directly
into stream and lakes.
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LWWHA - 5: In conjunction with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,
develop and implement a plan to reduce or eliminate non-native fish species from Lake
Whatcom Reservoir.
Minority Response: This deals with efforts to eradicate non-native introduced species into
Lake Whatcom Reservoir. Non-native species compete with and harm stocks of native fish.
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LWWHA – 6: Monitor fish species for contamination. Post advisories at popular fishing
locations and boat launch areas. Report advisories in local media and place notices in the
City Sewer and Water billings.
Minority Response: This references an existing program and supports the monitoring fish
for contamination and reporting this at popular fishing areas and the boat launch.
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LWRA – 3: Establish position of Lake Ranger/Sheriff to allow for better enforcement of
city rules on the lake, with additional support on holidays.
Minority Response: This was included in order to empower the Sheriff to serve as an
educated advocate for ‘Best Practices for Care of the Watershed’ within the watershed.
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LWRA – 4: Establish position of Lifeguard/Lake Steward/Educator (combined role) for
summer and holidays at park.
Minority Response: This was included in order to improve Park water safety, and to
empower the lifeguard to serve as an educated advocate for ‘Best Practices for Care of
the Watershed’ within the watershed. It is common sense.
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LWRA – 5: Increased Compliance with Watershed Guidelines during community events.
Minority Response: This was included in order to reduce damage and pollution from park
events, by following ‘Best Practices for Care of the Watershed’ within the watershed.
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LWRA – 7: Enforce current and proposed boating and water sports regulations including:

WATER HABITAT ACTIONS
LWWHA - 3: Restore legally mandated riparian areas buffers along side of Silver Beach
Creek with native vegetation both inside of the city limits and in the county. If the buffers
prove to be insufficient, expand the buffers as necessary.
Minority Response: Adequate buffers reduce pollutant loads that otherwise flow directly
into stream and lakes.

RECREATION ACTIONS
Lake Whatcom Recreation Actions (LWRA) –1: Use Bloedel Donovan Park as a model
to demonstrate ‘Best Practices for Care of the Watershed’ by providing the interpretive
examples of caring for the watershed, advocating pesticide/phosphorus free lawn care and
labeled plants in rain gardens.
Minority Response: This was included as a way of providing an easy to view example, in
the Silver Beach neighborhood, of ‘Best Practices for Care of the Watershed’.
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Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
WA State Navigation law; Possession of Washington State Boater Education Card; Legal
age requirements for boat operation, and rules therein.
Minority Response: This was included in order to improve Park water safety. It is
common sense. We do not understand why residents would vote against enforcement of
existing regulations that promote safety on the water, especially since there were no
comments.
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LWRA – 8: Introduce boat trailer parking Fees at Bloedel Donovan Park.
Minority Response: This is already done at the Post Point and Roeder Ave launch
facilities on Bellingham Bay. We propose the money go directly back to support
improvements, the lifeguard and t he ranger. We propose a modest fee of $5.00, identical
to Post Point and Roeder Ave launch facilities.
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LWRA – 9: Provide written guidelines to boaters at the fee collection kiosk, including
‘Boatnotes’, posters and information displays.
Minority Response: This was included in order to improve boating safety. It is common
sense. We do not understand why residents would vote against information explaining
existing regulations that promote safety on the water, especially since there were no
comments.
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LWRA – 10: Adopt and enforce new and existing powered personal watercraft
regulations including: Power watercraft must proceed out 300 feet from shoreline without
generating a wake, or exceeding 6 MPH; Remain at least 100 feet from swimmers at all
times; Proceed out and return to shore in a straight line; Ban personal powered watercraft
rental and watercraft racing; and All watercraft noise should be 80 decibels or lower (this is
also the current tractor trailer trucks guidelines for roads.) and Guidelines of the Lake
Whatcom Management Program, ‘Boatnotes: A handbook for Boater’s on Lake Whatcom’.
Minority Response: This was included in order to improve boating safety. It is common
sense. Most of the regulations are currently in effect. We added “return to shore in a
straight line” in order to promote safety near docks, other boats and swimmers. This is a
rule that is in effect at many other localities. Noise suggestions are in effect, and they are
common sense.
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LWRA – 11: Review existing and update regulations for seaplanes and amphibious
aircraft in the Watershed. This would include: Developing a plan for handling a fuel spill,
human injury or other disaster; Publishing this plan so that it can be reviewed by the public
and emergency response professionals; and Prohibiting planes from being refueled on the
lake or in the watershed.
Minority Response: There has been an increase on seaplane and amphibious aircraft
using the lake. This was included in order to improve boating safety. It is common sense.
We do not understand why residents would vote against aircraft safety regulations, and a
plan to handle fuel spills, especially since there were no comments.
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LWRA –12: Replace boat docks with aquatic-ecosystem friendly docks.
Minority Response: This was included to encourage a gradual improvement in dock
repair construction. We are not advocating that all docks be replaced. Only when docks
need to be repaired or replaced in the natural course of their use.
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LWRA –13: Ban all use of fireworks in the watershed, because they pollute the air, soil
and water with heavy metals, and also cause noise pollution, litter, and add other toxic
elements in our water supply.
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Yes

No

Rejected Action & Minority Response
Minority Response: The appendix documents the heavy metals, chemicals, trash and air
pollution that are caused by fireworks. It is common sense to keep this stuff out of our
drinking water, and away from the lake, where it can damage the ecosystem. We do not
understand why residents would vote against this proposal, since the comments were
supportive.
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LWRA – 14: Develop City supported workshops and an on-line link to the Neighborhood
web site.
Minority Response: This was included in order to improve public knowledge about safety
and best care of the watershed. It is common sense. We do not understand why residents
would vote against this proposal, especially since there were no comments.
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LWRA – 15: Encourage public and private partnerships between agencies and groups to
promote overall goals as stated.
Minority Response: This was included in order to reduce cost to the public and improve
public knowledge about safety and best care of the watershed. It is common sense. We do
not understand why residents would vote against this proposal, especially since there were
no comments. Maybe they did not understand.
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LWRA – 16: Establish an annual Community ‘Best Practices’ Award for Sustainability.
Minority Response: This was included in order to highlight neighbors who exemplify best
care of the watershed. It is respectful and celebrates those who lead by example, and it is
common sense. We do not understand why residents would vote against this proposal,
especially since there were no comments.
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LWRA – 17: Establish an easy reporting and enforcement mechanism, so citizens are
encouraged to file nuisance reports due to unacceptable loud noises on the lake, observed
safety violations, vandalism, or polluting activities on the lake.
Minority Response: This was included in order to provide the public with a simple and
easy method to promote safety and best care of the watershed. It is common sense. We do
not understand why residents would vote against this proposal, especially since there were
no comments.
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86
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ENFORCMENT ACTIONS
Lake Whatcom Enforcement Action (LWEA) – 1: The City shall vigorously pursue
enforcement of the laws, by increasing staffing and resources. A "Lake Ranger" position
will be funded and supported, no later than January 31, 2008
Minority Response: LWEA-1 failed. This proposed vigorously enforcing existing laws and
regulations by increasing staffing and resources. Citizens have repeatedly complained
about the lack of enforcement and the plan supported increased enforcement efforts which
will be address as part of the FY 2008 budget
LONG RANGE PLANNING ACTIONS
Lake Whatcom Long Range Planning (LWLRPA) - 1: The City will conduct a biennial
review of long range planning alternatives to our current drinking water system in response
to future events that might include: Moving the water intake; Changing water treatment
processes; Changes to the Middle Fork Nooksack River Diversion; Acquiring a totally new
water source; and Renegotiating agreements to provide water to non-city residents.
Minority Response: This item proposed that the City conduct long range planning and
share with residents their finding for the listed issues. It is apparent that education at every
level, addressing all aspects of Lake Whatcom Reservoir, is desperately needed.
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Comments & Responses Regarding the Plan Update Process
This chapter addresses comments, written and emailed, made about the process used to develop
and vote on the Plan, including those submitted at the October 11 meeting and through email
from October through November 1. The table below includes responses prepared by the authors.
Comment

Response

Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)

Plan Development Process
We were never notified that our property was
scheduled for a downzone (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 mtg.)
The plan was rolled out in June. The month prior
(May) the association had a meeting on the
history of Silver Beach, not to discuss the plan.
In June they rolled out the plan and asked us all
to read it for future comments. In July they had a
candidate forum. No plan discussion. In August
they had a picnic. In September we had an open
house where if you showed up you got to put a
green dot by the section you liked and a yellow
dot by the section you did not. Welcome to grade
school They had work sessions the following
week. If you did not attend there were not other
workshops scheduled. (Anonymous handout
distributed at Oct. 11 mtg.)
Today, in October the association is voting.
There were no substantial changes to the plan.
There were additions which included a discussion
on chlorine.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct. 11 mtg.)

The Silver Beach Neighborhood plan is on the
association page, if you click the link it takes you
to the lakewhatcom.org website.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct. 11 mtg.)

No properties are scheduled for a downzone. Vested
rights remain.
The months not mentioned included programs on
Lake Whatcom, drinking water, stormwater, zoning,
parks. At every meeting, including the June meeting,
time was set aside with the groups drafting the plan
and attendees were encouraged to offer comments
and participate. The August picnic was followed by
a program with Robin Matthews on Lake Whatcom.
The four groups drafting the plan held work sessions
at least monthly from March through September that
the public was encouraged to attend. The process has
been constrained by a December 1 City deadline.

Some draft plan provisions were removed and some
added after the open house based on comments
received. As one example, in the Parks Section,
PROSA 10 was added after comments were made at
the September Open. In fact, all 5 PROSA items that
received comments resulted in significant changes to
verbiage in the plan and the Action Items.
The capacity of our neighborhood web site is limited
as we are a not-for-profit organization with limited
funds. We are, in fact, using a free service due to our
limited funding. The free hosting service provides
minimal capacity, not enough to post large
documents like the entire plan with the various maps
it includes. As a work around to make this large
document more easily available to the public, we
were able to use a link to another web site with a
large enough capacity to post the entire plan. The
link from the Silver Beach Neighborhood
Association to the plan works at present.
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Comment
Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)
The association made feeble attempts to contact
affected property owners. We were told that
property owners did not need to be notified
because the recommendations would require an
action by the council and a public notice would
then be issued. By that time it is too late.
(Anonymous handout distributed at Oct. 11 mtg.)
The council allocated funds for the plan to be
written. The Silver Beach money was not used
for a planner or a lawyer or anyone with
expertise. It was used to hire a conflict resolution
expert. See:
http:/www.clineconsultingllc.com/pdfDWC_Con
flict_Training.pdf website for Mary Dumas who
was hired (Anonymous handout distributed at
Oct. 11 mtg.)
Name to be added to the mailing list: John
Barron, johnb@barronheating.com, 210
Northshore Drive, Bellingham, WA 98226
(Oct.11, 2007 Meeting comment)
We need to start over and begin a process that
involves all neighborhood interests! (Anonymous
handout distributed at Oct. 11 meeting)

Response
Efforts to reach the entire neighborhood which were
aggressive (3 mailings to the entire neighborhood,
signs posted, radio and newspaper notifications,
among others). The plan submitted to the city is
advisory only and not actionable. However, from the
outset the entire process attempted to include and
inform the entire neighborhood.
The city was aware of the plan and was consulted as
the plan developed. Given the contentious nature of
the recent past, the hiring of a trained facilitator was
prudent.

Done

The plan update process can be undertaken once per
year. Perhaps new membership can develop a better
process for future efforts.
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Comment
Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)
The group that ran this meeting at Bloedel had a
set agenda – different than most in the room
(Anonymous comment, Oct.11, 2007 meeting)

Response

The group of volunteers who authored the Silver Beach
Plan was diverse and included everyone who expressed an
interest in participating. The majority of these people did
not know each other at the beginning of this process in
November of 2006. What they had in common was a
willingness to volunteer their time to update our outdated
neighborhood plan. The agenda, or purpose, of the Silver
Beach Neighborhood Association, as stated in the Articles
of Incorporation includes:
1. To represent the needs and concerns of residents in the
Silver Beach Neighborhood, in the city of Bellingham,
Washington.
2. To improve the quality of life in our neighborhood.
3. To protect and improve the water quality of Lake
Whatcom.
The plan reflects these objectives.
Approximately 24 individuals contributed to the 2007
Silver Beach Neighborhood Plan. The diverse authors
included:
• At least 4 boat owners
• At least 3 waterfront property owners
• At least 22 property owners and at least 1 renter
• Both Democrats and Republicans
• At least 2 individuals in the construction industry
• One retired EPA laboratory director
• One former mayor (of Moscow Idaho)
• One doctor and one nurse
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Comment
Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)
I have not received notice of this meeting. I
found out in the parking lot. My guess is that
many, many people didn’t know. (Anonymous
comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

Why weren’t folks notified? (Anonymous
comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)
There was no notice that a vote was going to take
place and that you need to be present. No
absentee ballots. There needs to be. (Anonymous
comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

Our concern is a small group of people in the
neighborhood running an agenda. (Anonymous
comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

Response
-A letter to the Editor was published in November
2006 describing the upcoming process and inviting
ALL neighbors to join in.
-Signs announcing upcoming meetings were
displayed throughout the neighborhood. Initially, 15
signs were posted then increased to 25 later in the
year.
-Upcoming meetings were advertised in the
newspaper and on the radio.
-Emails were sent to everyone for whom SBNA had
an email address in advance of meetings.
-Broadcast mailings to the entire neighborhood were
sent out in advance of the 2007 February, June and
September meetings using the City’s Silver Beach
address list.
-Finally, a web site was established that advertises
impending meetings, posts significant developments
and contains important documents relevant to the
neighborhood including the plan as it developed.
See response above
See response above. The broadcast mailing in
September announced the vote as did the other
notification methods identified and notices on our
web site. Absentee balloting was beyond the
resources of the group responsible for administering
the vote. This is a not-for-profit association with
limited resources. Hopefully such a system can be
developed that ensures one person one vote in future
votes.
The agenda was to develop a neighborhood plan that
reflected the character and values of the
neighborhood. Most of this group did not know each
other one year ago, the only thing they have in
common is that they were willing to donate volunteer
hours to help make Silver Beach a better place. The
group was diverse and included boat owners,
waterfront property owners, both Democrats and
Republicans and two people in the construction
industry. A core group of 24 authors donated more
than 5,000 hours to research the issues, meeting with
government agencies and experts and develop a
neighbor plan. More than 100 neighborhood
members provided comments and input to the final
product.
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Comment
Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)
Many minimized opposing viewpoints.
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

The Plan is socialism Bellingham style – Big
Government & Bigger Spending
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)
The Plan would have unintended consequences
which will be horrendous. (Anonymous comment,
Oct 11, 2007 meeting)
I believe the Lake is in good shape until I see
Federal and State water tests that show the water
quality is unsafe. (Anonymous comment, Oct 11,
2007 meeting)

The City water intake should be relocated to the
North side of Revelie Island where the water is
300 feet deep and away from population.
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)
Unlimited Bellingham government control. What
happened to personal property rights?
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)
This document goes way beyond the task that
you were given by the City. Redo it! (Anonymous
comment, Oct 11, 2007 ballot)

Response
It was no one’s intention to minimize anyone’s
viewpoint. We went to great effort to be inclusive
and encouraged all community members to engage in
the process of drafting this plan. Every comment
received was published and responded to.
Substantial changes were made to the plan based on
community input throughout this process.
Too nonspecific for a response.

Too nonspecific for a response.

Lake Whatcom is on the EPA list of impaired water
bodies for low dissolved oxygen. The city and
county will be required to develop programs to
address the circumstances that cause low dissolved
oxygen levels. http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~iws/
provides access to several years of reports describing
water quality in Lake Whatcom.
The City will have access to this comment.

Too nonspecific for a response.

The City is aware of the update program and the
process and has encouraged us to continue.
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Comment
Verbatim comments received from 10-1-07
through 11-1-07 (emails & Oct. 11 meeting)
Comment 1. Please note that Lake Whatcom is
not classed as a reservoir as your group keeps
calling it. It happens to be a Lake that the city has
water rights to withdraw water from.
Comment 2. Also your group keeps calling North
Shore Drive as Northshore Drive. The City of
Bellingham made their own change when they
went to computers and it is still named North
Shore on official papers with the court house.
The city even changed the street signs without
official change being made.
3) Why don't you have your election results on
your website. You should at least have the
courtesy of doing that for neighborhood
information or is it a secret. I also feel your group
is a special interest group and not reprehensive of
the neighborhood.
(Don Young, email)

Response
1. In December 1992, a Joint Agreement was signed
among the City of Bellingham, Whatcom County,
and Water District #10, becoming the underlying
policy of each of the jurisdictions. The Agreement
required the use of the term "the Lake Whatcom
Reservoir" when discussing "the lake". Knowing that
we chose to use that term.
2. We are using the current City maps and the
County’s Real Property records for the basis of
Northshore as one word. We will be posting the
results on the web site and sending them by email
shortly.
3. We had some people who left town immediately
after the vote on previously scheduled trips and have
just returned. There are a only a few people who
were willing to give of their time to make this vote
happen and it was far more complex than we
originally envisioned. There is nothing secret about
the results. As far as a special interest group, we are.
We are interested in producing a plan in which
everyone is invited to participate and be heard. It
will be evident from the vote that that occurred. Our
regret is that more people didn't engage earlier in the
process.
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Please record two votes that we do not support
this plan and enter this into the record. First let us
recognize the tremendous work and thought that
has gone into this effort and thank those that have
been involved from the start and especially those
leading this effort. It is laudable that the
neighborhood association has reorganized it
hopefully will continue. We apologize for
weighing in at the “11th hour” but the realities of
work and life are responsible.
Why are we voting against this? A summary
is that this document is offering up too many
personal freedoms. The document is not
representative of what we feel are realistic
changes and approaches to the problems that are
nicely elucidated. We can support programs that
respect freedoms and approach behavior change
with incentives rather than controls and
regulations. This document is all about controls
and regulations, rather than incentives for
improvements. We also feel this document is
unbalanced and is focused on restricting people
that have invested in the neighborhood for
enjoyment of the recreational opportunities the
lake provides. We’ll be asked to be specific.
Here are some: (the following comments have
also been copied to the appropriate section in the
‘Oct – Nov Comments and Responses’ section.)
1. Rezone some areas to return to low density but
expand the retail zone! This is only fair to those
in the retail zone and areas allowed to remain
high density. Retail expansion will bring more
traffic, more parking lots, etc. We need a
neighborhood store that we can walk or bike to
for groceries and maybe a bite to eat or a haircut.
We don’t need a neighborhood investment office,
realty office, jail, rehab facility, or other
attractants to more traffic, people, or animals
from outside the watershed area.
2. Prevent facilities on the lake for putting gas in
boats! This means more people hauling gas cans
to boats, spilling gas into the lake, off-gassing
more fumes, and spilling onto themselves, their
cars, etc. Would you rather have hundreds of
people doing that or a facility that can use trained
and supervised methods for transferring gas. We
don’t own a boat but it appears boat owners don’t
have a voice in the neighborhood association.

Water quality in the lake is deteriorating. The draft
plan addressed many measures intended to help turn
the decline of water quality around to preserve a good
source of drinking water for the city and county. It is
a privilege to live in the watershed and with that goes
responsibility to minimize impacts on water quality.
Steps taken to date to protect water quality have not
worked. Many measures, including some that were
defeated, will likely be adopted by the city and the
county as they take the steps necessary to address the
EPA listing of Lake Whatcom as an impaired water
body. It is not clear where we could go for another
water supply. Until a new source is identified and
acquired, we must make do with what we have.
Specific responses:
1. Your vision for the neighborhood store and café is
what the plan authors had in mind.
2. Keeping the handling of gasoline away from the
lake keeps it out of the lake. Gasoline components
such as benzene are very harmful to human health.
3. Education of workers coming into the watershed
is the intent.
4. Noted.
5. There are few remaining septic systems in the city
and converting to sewer should not be too bit a
burden. Septic systems are sources of e. coli. Silver
Beach Creek is high in e. coli which may well be due
to septic systems in the county.
6a. Agree.
6b. The plan intended to do that.
6c. Good idea.

3. Certification of working coming into the
neighborhood?! Now there’s fuel for a huge new
bureaucracy. Of course education for preserving the
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watershed is a good thing, but the implications of
certification have not been thought through.
4. A building moratorium would have drastic effects
on a few and is unfair. One could counter with other
draconian proposals such as: create park-and-rides
outside the watershed and then only public
transportation within the watershed (no private
vehicles). Or how about, all vehicles entering the
watershed have to display certifications to have no oil
leaks, no fossil fuels, etc. Enough of that…
5. Banning septic systems would also have drastic
effects on a few and is unfair. We worry more about
maintenance and operations of the sewer lines in the
watersheds than a few septic systems. Is there real
evidence that the existing septic systems are a
problem?
6. Traffic –
Northshore- yes, traffic should be directed away from
the lake, not near the shore. It seems all the new
construction and roads are feeding more traffic onto
Northshore! Where are effective planning
departments in the City and County?
- Haggin Street- yes, connecting this street to the north
has made it a thoroughfare and is fueling more
development within the watershed. The neighborhood
should be challenging the city in these types of
changes.
- A long range plan maybe should be a trolley along
the roads around the lake with park and ride outside of
the watershed. The trolley could let neighbors visit the
retail areas without using their cars.
A safe water supply is obviously critical to the
neighborhood and city. This is a much bigger
problem that can be addressed with restrictions of
personal freedoms in the Silver Beach Neighborhood.
Education efforts should continue about proper
fertilizers, drainage, water run-off, and so forth. The
document should support a master plan for safe water.
Maybe it is time to recognize that decisions 30 years
ago have destined Lake Whatcom to be a prized
recreational lake for the enjoyment of the
neighborhood and city. Evaluate getting water from a
new, pure watershed. Like Seattle, keep people, dogs,
buildings, and motorized vehicles out of the
watershed. Or maybe some areas of the lake
watershed can be saved, isolated and used. The
cavalier proposal for the city to buy all the
undeveloped property in the watershed is not likely
rational.
Again, we respectively thank the neighborhood
leaders for the time and effort they have given to this
important task. We support much of the document
and if more revisions are made we hope we can
support the document as a whole.

(Susan and Steve Springmeyer, email comments)
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Voting Process
Please find attached my vote regarding the Silver
Beach Neighborhood Plan. I am unfortunately
scheduled to be out of town that day, and am not
able to change my plans. I would appreciate it if
this notarized ballot was brought to the meeting
and recognized as a valid vote against the current
Silver Beach Neighborhood Plan.
(Dan Washburn email comment)
I am not able to attend this evening's Silverbeach
Neighborhood Association meeting, but I would
like to register my opinion of the plan that will be
presented to the City of Bellingham.
I have observed your hard work and the
efforts of the group to reach out to and
communicate with the community over the
months, repeatedly trying to draw all interested
persons into the process. Publicity was good,
signage was good.
Everyone had an opportunity to express
detailed views. Your web-site has been very
informative over the course of the process.
I strongly support the Neighborhood Plan as a
whole. Preserving and improving the water
quality in Lake Whatcom Reservoir is of the
utmost priority.
(Joyce A. Prigot email comment)
Attached is a copy of the front page of the sample
ballot for Thursday's meeting. Unfortunately, I
am already double booked for that evening and
can not attend. I have taken the liberty to make a
new box, with ballot choice..........Disapprove the
entire plan as it is presented and respectfully
request that it be re-written to represent the entire
community belief, not just a limited few. That is
my vote, to which I have had my signature signed
by a registered Notary public. Please present a
copy of this on my behalf, as valid ballot at
Thursday's meeting.
I am also enclosing a copy of this email to the
SBNA as well as the city council staff and city
attorney's office representative to register my
disapproval of the voting process and of the
proposed community plan, as presented.
Bliss, William (email comment)

Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully such a system can be developed that
ensures one person one vote in future votes. The vote
was not included in the final tally but was included in
an appendix tallying votes received by other means.
Thank you.

Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully such a system can be developed that
ensures one person one vote in future votes. The vote
was not included in the final tally but was included in
an appendix tallying votes received by other means.
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Group: I really appreciate the good work that was
done. However, legitimate concerns were raised
that could have been satisfied by delaying the
vote for a week and allowing absentee voting.
Not to have done so puts some egg on you know
where. (Alan Fritzberg Oct. 11, 2007 meeting
comment))
3 Properties = 3 votes? (Anonymous comment on
ballot envelop)
This is a violation of the secret ballot
(Anonymous comment on ballot envelop)
You need to be flexible, we need the votes of
those not present (Anonymous comment on ballot
envelop)

How is a vote fair when approximately 2,500 +
people were not aware of it? This is not reflective
of the entire Silver Beach Neighborhood
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

Everyone should be able to vote. Some people
are out of town and that’s not fair to our
community. (Eddie L. Oct 11, 2007 meeting
comment)

Perhaps. In retrospect, a number of things would
have been done differently. Absentee balloting was
beyond the resources of the group responsible for
administering the vote. This is a not-for-profit
association with limited resources. Hopefully, the
city will recognize that in order to support such
neighborhood endeavors as these, access to the
county voting process is necessary.
One vote per person.
Too nonspecific for a response.
Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully, the city will recognize that in order to
support such neighborhood endeavors as these,
access to the county voting process is necessary.
The Association attempted to engage the
neighborhood residents throughout the process:
-Signs announcing upcoming meetings were
displayed throughout the neighborhood. Initially, 15
signs were posted then increased to 25 later in the
year.
-Upcoming meetings were advertised in the
newspaper and on the radio.
-Emails were sent to everyone for whom SBNA had
an email address in advance of meetings.
-Broadcast mailings to the entire neighborhood were
sent out in advance of the 2007 February, June and
September meetings using the City’s Silver Beach
address list.
-Finally, a web site was established that advertises
impending meetings, posts significant developments
and contains important documents relevant to the
neighborhood including the plan as it developed.
The vote represents the views of those who chose to
participate.

Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully, the city will recognize that in order to
support such neighborhood endeavors as these,
access to the county voting process is necessary.
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Many residents of Bellingham travel for
employment, out of the area. Is there any way to
have a proxy system? My husband, for example,
is in CA for the week and due to that, there is no
way for him to get a vote or a voice. Please
consider. (Jolene McEachran Oct. 11, 2007
meeting comment)
I object to the fact that there were not absentee
ballots counted tonight. This is outrageous.
(Anonymous comment, Oct 11, 2007 meeting)

Both my neighbors are out of town on business
tonight. Why wont’ their votes count too? (Trish
Robinson Oct 11, 2007 meeting comment)

Generally, too much subtly in all of these
statements to be understood in one 30-minute
voting session. These ballots should have been
available on line weeks ago for review at home.
(Anonymous comment on ballot)
I request a re-vote this plan does not have broadbased support. (Anonymous comment on ballot)

Why is there no box at the top of the ballot [to
vote no on all of the plan] (Anonymous comment
on ballot)
I already voted on these issues and I don’t think
you listened (Anonymous comment on ballot)
How can I vote when we don’t have a cost per
residence. (Anonymous comment on ballot)

Thanks for your hard work ballot comment
I am sorry this is long, I don’t know the issues
with each item to be able to vote on these ballot
comment

Absentee and proxy balloting was beyond the
resources of the group responsible for administering
the vote. This is a not-for-profit association with
limited resources. Hopefully, the city will recognize
that in order to support such neighborhood endeavors
as these, access to the county voting process is
necessary.
Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully, the city will recognize that in order to
support such neighborhood endeavors as these,
access to the county voting process is necessary.
Absentee balloting was beyond the resources of the
group responsible for administering the vote. This is
a not-for-profit association with limited resources.
Hopefully, the city will recognize that in order to
support such neighborhood endeavors as these,
access to the county voting process is necessary.
Agree that the ballot was a lot to absorb for someone
who recently engaged the process. The ballot was
made available online as soon as it was developed but
more time for review would have been valuable.
This plan as informed by the vote will go forward to
the city which will determine the level of support it
received. The plan update process can be undertaken
once per year. Perhaps new leadership can develop a
better process.
Frankly, it never occurred to anyone involved in
ballot development that any voter would not find at
least one item out of 128 that they could support.
Draft plan provisions were removed and some added
after the open house based on comments received.
The Plan offered ideas for the city to pursue to
address, among other things, a declining Lake
Whatcom. The cost would vary with each residence
depending on the circumstance but costly remedies
were projected to be borne by the city.
Thanks!
Agree that the ballot was a lot to absorb for someone
who recently engaged the process.
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Ballot Counting Process Comments
You know the other thing that is curious to me is
the handling of the
ballots. Why did you not count the ballots last
night? Since balloting was closed at the end of
the meeting last night the delay in counting only
makes those of us already suspicious of your
process even more concerned. You should have
all the votes in and the boxes should be sealed
and dated.
The boxes were not sealed. The list not
protected. Where are the ballots today? Where is
the list of attendees today? Were the remaining
ballots destroyed?
I noticed that your people manning the tables
did not check to see that the outside of the
envelopes were completed properly. It seems to
me that if they were there to monitor the vote,
that they would have advised anyone dropping a
ballot in the box that they were missing
information. Since your people were monitoring
each ballot going in the box we should have
some assurance that everything that went in a box
was properly filled out. Is that the case, if not
why not?
Please understand that this is not personal. We
want to be able to trust the process. We are
already suspicious of the process and the
procedure you have in place does not give us any
comfort. To have complete transparency as you
described the appearance of fairness must be
maintained.
(Ken Bell email comment following Oct.11, 2007
meeting)
Where should I be and when to help with the
count? I am so grateful for all the time so many
of my smart, educated neighbors put into this
effort. And... you can tell them I said so. (Lynne
Findley, email comment)

We couldn’t count the ballots on the night of the vote
because residency had to be verified. Further, the
count itself took 16 volunteers 10 hours with two
independent observers. At 9:30 PM, the ballot boxes
and lists were secured and locked in a car in a locked
garage. All unused ballots were punched to
invalidate them.
Instructions on how to fill out a ballot were very clear
and checks to verify a proper ballot were being made.
In no case was a ballot invalidated because it was not
properly submitted.

Thanks for your help!
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Hello. I am contacting you on behalf of several
dozens of comments I overheard about the rather
loose approach to counting ballots. To prevent
rumors and questionable tactics, it would be wise
to have an audit process fully transparent and
recorded. Include the numbers of residents who
took ballots, the number of ballots opened, the
number and reasons why a ballot is disqualified
(do not destroy the ballot however), double check
on all counting and include the names of the
persons who have done the counting. Do not
accept ballots after adjourning of the Oct 11
meeting. These are only my suggestions
however the Association is in a precarious
position with trustworthiness in the count... due
in part to such a loose approach (asking for
volunteers!) The counting should be done by an
independent accounting firm with audit
capabilities - a smarter choice with our funds
available to the Association. Sincerely, (Linda
Bergsma, email comment)

Thanks for your concern. The process used will be
included as an appendix to the submission and will
include the numbers and names you identify. We
used an observer during residency verification and
the voting process. Ballots were not accepted after
9:30 on the night of the vote.
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Silver Beach Neighborhood Plan Authors
We’d like to thank the Silver Beach residents who, together, have generously donated more than
5,000 volunteer hours over the past year researching issues, attending local government
meetings, seeking out relevant data from experts and consultants and actively pursuing input
from Silver Beach residents. We are fortunate to have such diverse expertise amongst our
neighbors and even more fortunate that they are willing to give so generously of their time.
This was a group of educated and talented people who were willing to engage in the civic
process and donate long hours to develop a quality Neighborhood Plan. To demonstrate the
diverse backgrounds and education levels, a sampling of some individual volunteer profiles
follows:
• Alfred Arkley, A.B. Harvard, Government; M.A. Columbia, International Relations &
African Studies, M.A., PhD. Michigan State University, Political Science. Western
Washington University, Assistant Professor, political science & public administration 5
years, University of Illinois at Springfield, Professor of Management, 24 years.
Management consultant and trainer, 30 years, Board, Whatcom Dispute Resolution
Center, Tutor, Whatcom Literacy Council.
•

Bill Bode, B.A., Architecture, M.S. Economics, University of Idaho, 2 years on Planning
and Zoning Commission, Moscow, Idaho, elected to Moscow City Council for two 4 year
terms, President of Council for 4 years, acting Mayor of Moscow Idaho one year,
President of Moscow Hotel Company since 1978.

•

Mike Johnston, B.S., U.S. Naval Academy; Environmental Management Certification,
USC; served 5 years as an officer on a nuclear submarine, 27 years of public service with
the Environmental Protection Agency, retired EPA Laboratory Director.

•

Steve Hoekstra, B.A., Business, University of Washington, Pacific Coast Banking
School, 30 years in Commercial Banking, currently manages the commercial banking
line of business for Horizon Bank.

•

Mike Robinson, served 4 years in the U.S. Navy, earned BA Ed, Western Washington
University, MA Ed, University of Oregon. Served seven years as an elementary school
teacher and one as a public librarian. Served as elementary school principal for 24 years.
Appointed to the Bellingham Mayor's Advisory Commission, representing Silver Beach,
for the past 4 years. Chairman of the Silver Beach Neighborhood Association for one
year.

•

Myron Wlaznak, University of Great Falls, Great Falls, Montana, degree in Business
Administration. Company grade officer in Army 4 years, worked for a time in the fishing
industry before migrating to the electronics hardware industry, retiring as VP of
Operations for a medical engineering, design and manufacturing company. Involved
with the Silver Beach Neighborhood organization for over ten years
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•

Debbie McCunn, B.A., Urban Studies, University of Washington, M.A., Regional
Development, University of Newcastle Upon Tyne, England, 20 years experience
in banking and economics.

•

Larry Mansfield, B.A., Whitman College, Ph. D., University of Washington,
Mathematics Professor, Queens College, CUNY, Flushing NY, owned & operated
computer consulting company.

•

Joan Dudley, B.A. Cornell, Government, M.A. Columbia Teachers College, Education &
Latin American Studies, Western Washington University, Teaching English as a Second
Language. Whatcom Community College, Instructor, Family Literacy ABE, Lake
Whatcom Residential & Treatment Center (formerly Blue Canyon Foundation), Assistant
Director, Staff, Human Resources, 30 years. Bellingham Street Academy, Director, 3
years, Northwest Youth Services, one of the founders. Skill Advancement, Inc., New
York City, Executive Secretary & Teacher, 5 years.

•

Sally Grant, B.A. Washington State University, Sociology & Psychology, M.S.L.S.,
Library Science, University of Illinois. Whatcom County Library System, Law Librarian
& Library Service Coordinator, Volunteer for Planned Parenthood, Whatcom Land Trust,
Humane Society, Big Brothers & Sisters, and local school PTA’s.

•

Tisch Lynch, BSN, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, MA Ed. from Lesley University,
Cambridge, MA, past Parish Nurse Coordinator at SJH, now serving as a Parish Nurse at
Christ the Servant Lutheran Church.

•

David Lynch, M.A., M.D., Family Physician.

•

Jan Hayes, attended Western Washington University, Washington State University, &
University of Washington. Certified Master Kitchen and Bath Designer. 30 years
experience in residential design and construction. Member of Bellingham City Center
Design Review Board.

•

Allan Richardson, B.A. Pomona, Anthropology & History, M.A. Anthropology,
University of Washington. Whatcom Community College, Instructor of Anthropology,
37 years, Consultant, Nooksack Indian Tribe, 33 years.

•

Paula Wlaznak, Western Washington University & Washington State University, Natural
Science, 30 years experience in the design, construction, and renovation of
environmentally sustainable buildings and residences. Volunteer, Silver Beach
Neighborhood Association, 10 years.

•

Lori Polevoi, B.A., Journalism, Urban Studies minor, San Jose State University.
Communications & Development Director for Interfaith Coalition 5 years, health care
public relations 20 years, freelance writer for various water and sanitation districts,
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developed educational children's garden at elementary school, volunteered with
Bellingham School District for 6 years.
•

Gene Davis, retired U.S. Border Patrol Deputy Chief, security consultant Pakistan and
Republic of Georgia.

•

Marian Beddill, B.S., C.E., M.S. Meteo, retired water management consultant.

•

Kate Grinde, M.A., Landscape Architecture.

•

Sue Taylor, M.A. Ed., retired teacher, Native Plant Nursery owner.

•

Lee Barron, MA Ed., retired history teacher.

Approximately 24 individuals contributed to the 2007 Silver Beach Neighborhood Plan. The
diverse authors included:
• At least 4 boat owners
•

At least 3 waterfront property owners

•

At least 22 property owners and at least 1 renter

•

Both Democrats and Republicans

•

At least 2 individuals in the construction industry

•

One retired EPA laboratory director

•

One former mayor (of Moscow Idaho)

•

One doctor and one nurse
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